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FOREWORD
This book written by Dr. Stokes, presents the fact* concerning Syphilis

and Gonorrhcra in a clear common-bense manner, without exaggeratior

tells the true story as to causes and results and shows the way of applying

our present knowledge to combat the disease. The book was written for

the socially minded and public spirited layman, and is not to bo regarded

as a medical text, although it has an appeal to the physician equally with

the socinl worker, tho clergyman, the educator and the loaders of the butt-

ness and professional world.

It seems desirable to place this work in the hands of the Medical
Profession of Canada and Dr. Stokes has kindly given his permission

to publish a limited edition for such distribution. This Department desires

to express its thanks to Dr. Stokes, who owns the copyright of the book
for allowing this publication.

This being a limited edition, further copies are not available for

general distribution.

Department of Health, Ottawa, Canada. 1920.

23«01—IJ
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IXmODT'CTION

Major Wilbur A. Sawyer, of the United St d* Medical Corp», in th«
United States intrcilaetion tayt in part:

"The year* oi tlio great war have brought j shnrp awakening of th«
American i>ooplo to the need for facing the grr ui>\ prcucni day problem of
public health. Almost over night we aeera avc c*^ igcd 'om a nation
with its t-ycn ahut and ita ears stopped into a coun*. v iiert interested, and
on the road to the full accomplishment c' what haa nithe.to been declared
impossible.

"In endless repetition the advocates of the doctrine of laissez faire
lavo told us of the antiijuity of prostitution and of the ptrtainty that it

rould be with us forever in undimin' jhed prevalence. They have said like-

wise that syphilis and gov^- \^ui and chancroid—that group called venereal
diseases because of their honest method of transmission—would never
come under public hea. v r atrol, because they were "secret" diseases
and "different from oth: ..iseascs." Therefore, the sufferer must be left
undisturbed, to spread disease to others and to decay in self-negioct, unless
chance information or intuition made him seek and appreciate the advice
of a conscientious and skilled physician.

" Under the system of the past the physician could treat the patient
as little or as much as he saw fit, and be accountable to no one for the
protection of society against the refactory or careless patient. The patient,
on the other hand, could stop his treatment and ignore precautious against
the exposure of others whenever the whim seized him. Up to the time of
the war, the American health officer, with his brilliant record for conquering
such lesser evils as yellow fever, typhoid fever, small pox and malorio, felt
that the venereal diseases were entirely out of his field. He pcceptcd the
dictum that they wtre " different." As a result, venereal diseases main-
tained their prevalence and ho cases were not ,-en counted. Society paid
for i 'efe:oct in wrecked homes, childless ma, .ages, invalidism, blindness
and nity. And i-iill venereal diseases were " different."

-at of the war, along with all the suffering and destruction, has
C(.mo much good. One benefit has been a change of this attitude and the
creation of on American plan for banishing the vast amount of ill-being
::nd pain and death caused by venereal diseases. This American plan is

an entirely new concept. It is not new in any one part, but new in its
combination of all the consistent, worth-while methods, and new in that it

squares with the highest American standards of upritiht living. And it is
sound in its sociology as well as in its preventive u curative medicine.

"If the American plan is to live and develop steadily into a better
and still more effective plan of the future, the people of America must
understand it. The silence of the leaders must be brolien and their mouths
must utter the truth with understanding. The lawyer and the statesman,
the teacher and the clergyman, need more than the selected data which are
scattered about with popular propaganda. Thsy should have ready access
to those fundamental facts about venereal sease on which suceesful
methods of control must rest. To present t jse facts Dr. Stokes has pre-



pared this book. To make them widely available the United States Publi

Health Service has published a large edition and is sending it out to. th

teachers and leaders of the people—particularly the clergymen with thei

wonderful opportunities for warning, comforting, and advising.

"The plan was born with the war. Those high in authority wer

prompt to see the need to forestall the debauching and disease-breedin

conditions which were wont to arise in the neighbourhood of camps an

follow in the trail of armies.
_ ^

"The problem was attacked with vigor. Commissions on Trainin

Camp Activities were established by the War and Navy Departments. The

co-operated with the Surgeons General of the Army and Navy and Publi

Health Service in keeping conditions wholesome around the camps an

training stations. Lifluor and prostitution were suppressed in wide zone

around places of training. Red-light districts were closed. Healthful recn

ation was made possible in town and in camps. Athletics, books, music, an

dances were arranged for. The life of the soldier was made as normal i

camp life and rigorous training would allow.

"But this was not all. The soldier himself was taught the dange

of venereal diseases and the advantages of a continent life, throng

lectures, exhibits, stereopticon slides, and most vividly by motion picture

" The civilians living near army camps and in communities engaged

war industries were bombarded with appeals for co-operation, and th(

usually gave it unstintingly. Clinics were established and hospital be

provided for the treatment of venereal diseases, even under quarantine wh(

that was necessary to protect the public health. The United States Pub!

Health Service and the Red Cross maintained venereal disease clinics

extra-cantonment areas for the purpose of cutting down the incidence

venereal disease by curing the sick, and in this way reducing the healt

hazard of the soldiers.

"For soldiers who had become infected, or who had been expose

prompt and efficient treatment was provided by the army. Soldiers

infectious stages of venereal diseases were kept in camp as an added pi

tection to the civilian community.
" In these ways much disease was prevented, but the draft army so

provided some revealing figures that called for different efforts. It \(

fcund that most of the cases of venereal diseases among our soldiers w(

contracted before the men came into camp. In fact, over five-sixths

the venereal disease treated in the army in America up to the time of 1

armistice was acquired before the boys put on the uniform. This evidei

showed that the environment of the home town was more dangerous

the health of young men of draft . ^e than the carefully guarded surroui

ings of the camp. . . , j. .

" And then began the fight to protect the soldier of anticipated futi

drafts. The campaign had to be carried to all communities, whether

not they were near army camps. State ooards of health widened th

activities. Congress recognized the problem and created a Division

Venereal Diseases in the Public Health Service, and also an Inter-Dep£

mental Social Hygiene Board to correlate the venereal disease work

the War, Navy, and Treasury Departments. Over four million dollars w

appropriated to carry out measures for control by the government and

assist the states in financing the work being initiated by their boards

bnalth.
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"Under the leadership of the new division of the Public Health
Service, further developments were rapid. Nearly all the states made
venereal disease reportable, with due precautions for secrecy in the interests
of the patient. There developed a widespread movement for the establish-
ment of clinics in which the best of treatment could be made available to
the many who need it but cannot afford the high cost of the prolonged
treatment necessary for the sure of syphilis and chronic gonorrhoea.

With all these measures aimed at disease prevention, there has been
arising a feeling of sympathy for those who are suffering from venereal
disease. A deep-rooted and unreasoning antagonism is being replaced by
understanding and a desire to help. Social service by trained workers is
bringing to the clinics people who are diseased, following up those who
have dropped from view before their cure was completed, and offering hope
of health to the infected families and associates. Experts in constructive
mstitutional work are taking up the task, persons experienced in dealing
with those who require restraint and training and encouragement, as well
as medical care. And throughout it all there has been a hopeful optimism
not often seen among those who deal so often with the degenerate and the
prostitute.

"The prevalence of venereal disease among soldiers in the United
States and in the expeditionary forces has been very low, much lower than
had been expected on the basis .^f the earlier experiences of other armies
in the conflict. In addition to the prevention of new cases of venereal
disease, the amount of venereal disease in the army was reduced by the
treatnient of many thousands of men who had contracted their disability
111 civil life and would have continued to spread infection if released from
the army untreated.

" What was done to keep the soldier fit should be done year in and year
out for the health, efficiency, and well-being of every young man and young
woman of America. They must be taupht. guided and protected, not only
through individual attention, but especially by the correction of vicious
influences in the community and the creation of an environment which
13 wholesome and stimulating to better living. The war has furnished a
successful demonstration. May its lessons not be forgotten.

" Under the leadership of the Public Health Service the state boards
of health are working and planning for venereal disease control. People
are organizing in many communities to resist any attempts of the tender-
loin influence to bring back the old conditions of vice recognized and disease
rampant.

« The fijst duty of all who wish to take a hand in the fight is to inform
themselves so that they may lead and help others intelligently. And this
brings me again to the volume which Dr. Stokes has prepared, not so
much for the benefit of the readers themselves as for the welfare of the
much larger body which will be influenced through their words, example,
and direct assistance.

"Venereal diseases have at last been recognized as prevalent
destructive, and preventable. They have been brought into the open and
they cannot stand the light."

The introduction to the American edition as written by Major Wilbur
A. Sawyer, is so applicable in many ways to Canada, that it seems out of
place to detract therefrom by duplication.



John A. Amyot,
Deputy Minister,
Department of Health.
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

In the past fifty years the socialization of medicine has paralleled the
centralization of commerce and the organization of labour. It is no longer
possible for the individual physician to maintain the isolation and the
arbitrary powers and responsibilities which were his in primitive times.
The advance of both the art and the science of medicine has compelled the
development of partnerships and group practice, in which the knowledg
of one man supplements the lacks of another, to tho advantage of the sick
for whom and upon whom they work. As this idea of co-operative effort

develops within medicine itself, a new form of relationship in the main-
tenance of humai: welfare appears upon the horizon. A partnership
between intelligent and well infonned public opinion and the physician a?
leader is the logical ultimate expression of the trend of the times. Medicine
is beset with problems whose solution is impo sible except by ithe widest
co-operation and the broadest understanding laginable. The physician
as a leader acting alone is helpless. It was sai of the the Roman legion
that its tremendous effectiveness as against the phalanx was due to the
fact that every man in it was an accomplished warrior who could, if alone,
give admirable account of himself. To make every intelligent man,
woman and child a legionary in the organization of the public health, some
of the knowledge so long sedulously kept as the property of tie profession
of medicine must be imparted to the rank and file.

One by one the greatest scourges of the race are succumbing to this
new strategic method. Malaria and yellow fever are giving way not alone
before the advance of medical knowledge, but also before the popularizing
of that knowledge which makes every-day people intelligent co-operators
in the campaign. Tuberculosis mortality is falling, not alone because of
new conceptions in its treatment, but because of the tremendous force of
public knowledge and sentiment. In time the same fate will await cancer,
syphilis and gonorrhoea.

Syphilis and gonorrhoea perhaps more than any other of the great
plagues which scourge humanity, need the new strategic method. Medically
we are armed to the teeth against them. All the paraphernalia of uattle
i? at hand. Against these two diseases we can move with irresistible
force on the dawn of the day of human enlightenment. That dawn is
very near. Once we can ope- the eyes of the every-day man and woman
to see the enemy as he is, his coune is run.

There is no xkvice known to a cruel, unscrupulous and implacable
opponent which has not been used against us by the twin scourges. They
have crept into our houses and murdered the innocent and the helpless.
They have appeared to many a sincere well-wisher of mankind not in their
true semblance of brutal, wanton and savage mutilators and destroyers,

IS
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PART I.

THE NATURE OF THE GENITAL INFECTIONS.
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CHAPTER 1.

The Sourck or the QENiTAt. iNrEcrrioNS.

The Oenital Infection$ Defined.—Then are more than merely paycho-

logical ground fur avoiding the tendency to trroup the four ao-oalM

"yeneroal diMasoa," syphilia. gonorrha»a, chancroid and gangrenoua

balanitis, together under a single head. The history of these four infec-

tions is rich in exansples of the retarding effect on knowledge, of a prema-

ture inclusion in one conception of several different ailments merely beoauM

of the accident of their beginnir on the same part of the body. To be

sura, syphilis, chancroid and gangrenous balanitis begin as sores. Yet

the latter two of the sores have ahead of them when 'they appear, only a

brief and usually a trivial history. Prompt and complete recovery, with-

out any more than looal damage to the genitals, is the rule. The fiiwt

fcore of syphilis, on the other hand, has, from the moment of its appearance,

a significance which reaches potentially into every tissue of the patient's

body and into every hour of his succeeding days and years. It reaches

beyond hini into the lives of his intimates and his friends, into his caret-r

and all that it may touch, and through the children that may or may no*

be his, it lays hands upon the future of the race. Oonorrhwa, instead of

betrinning as a sore, begins as a dischnrire of pus from the cnnnl through

which the urine flows, or in women often as an inflanimation of some

deeper portion of the genital troct. In the Inrgo majority of cases its

field of action is local, the damage that it does the race being inflicted

mainly through its power to injure and incapacitate the structures that

create and bring children into the world. Syphilis in the overwhelming

proportion of cases carries consequences for the individual that hove a

q Aity of seeming remoteness, a potential gravity and an element of sur-

prise which make it stand alone amont? all human ailments. Between

the tiny genital sore and the doddering victim of syphilitic insanity there

is a vti3t gulf of alarms and tragic possibilities. Oonorrhopa is more of

an inoh-by-inch disease, leas versatile and less dramatic than syphilis, and

in prop' .*ion to its wider distribution, perhaps ^ess inexorable "nd

implac-Ooie. It is none the less a tenacious, stubborn and mean-spirited

foe.

Tt will be worth while to bear in mind that for the broader outlook,

the genital diseases are really only two in number—syphilis and gonor-

rhoea. Chancroid apd gangrenous balanitis are incidents in the diagnosis

of syphilis. Gonorrhoea is a wholly different problem from every point

of view. There is no longer any need to speak of the venereal diseases.

If we must choose two words, let it be the two that have the ring of frank-

ness and the grace of simplicity and directness—syphilis, gonorrhoea.

Oeneral Principles of Transmission of Oenital Infections.—(^rtain

fundamental facts apply no less to syphilis, gonorrhoea, and their satellites,

chancroid and gangrenous balanitis, than to such di' :. as diphtheria,

tuberoulosis and pneumonia. All of them are infections, each produced
by its own specific germ. They are transmitted by the p'.ysical contact
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diaper is just as much syphilis or gonorrhoea as the sexually transmitted

type that so completely occupies the horizon of popular misconception. Dry
materials do not transmit these diseases, nor docs infection with them tend

to foUcw invariably upon casual contacts. The germ of gonorrhoDa will

not grow as a rule upon the skin, while that of chancroid will, and that of

syphilis may if the conditions are otherwise favourable. Door knobs, the

walls of rooms, linen and blankets that have been washed, for example, do
not harbour them. Mild antiseptics usually destroy them. Yet there is

about them, and about the germ of syphilis especially, an uncanny
versatility. Only too often, where every precaution has been taken they
manage to get a foothold through some trivial slip, and where they are
least expected, they appear. In fact, it is too often those ignorant of facts

and risks alike who are betrayed in the sacred intimacies of life, instead of
in its unworthy moments. The human genital infections are parts of a
biological problem, not a moral issue. Dourine, a disease of the horse
which, while caused by another germ than syphilis, has a remarkable resem-
blance to it in its manifestations and its sexual transmission, can hardly
be conceived of by any reasonable person as a special device for guarding
that animal's moral life. Yaws, the twin brother of syphilis in man, a
tropical disease so like it in every respect, even to the germ causing it, that
it might almost be called syphilis, has not developed the unsavoury reputa-
tion of a "venereal" disease. Larger considerations such as these soon
disabuse even the prejudiced of the idea that there is moral value in the
genital infections and that they are needed to safeguard us from license.
They are dangerous contagious diseases. Their value to mankind as a
source of inspiration and uplift is nil. Their cost in undeserved wretched-
ness, in innocence put to torture, in physical and spiritual degradation, is

immeasurable. An enlightened conception of duty to the public health
demands that we blot them out.



CHAPTER 11.

The Genital Sore.
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la blood test to show the disease because one is too ignorant, indifferent or
I inexperienced to find the germ itself in the secretions from the sore, is

rfast becoming criminal negligence.

Early Examination and No Previous Treatment.—In order to make it

possible to prove the nature of a sore by microscopical examination, and
' the finding of the germ, two things are absolutely essential in addition to

the necessary equipment and knowledge on the part of the doctor. The
first is that the sore shall have had no treatment of any kind, whether
applied to the sore, or given to the patient internally. The second element
is time. The sore must be seen early. The germs of syphilis are fragile

^
and yet tremendously tenacious. A little dusting powder of almost any

' kind, a wash even of boric acid, may kill or drive them from the surface of
i the sore. But in the deeper tissues, where they are much harder to reach
and may not be found at all, they may continue to thrive. The sore may

,
even heal over above them, and the patient yet develops syphilis. If the

I

sore has not been treated, all that is necessary to obtain them is to clean
' off the surface with gauze or scrape it very lightly, and the serum that
comes out will swarm with them. It is safe to say that every year tens of
thousands of men unknowingly throw away a one hundred per cent pos-
sibility of being cured of syphilis by listening to some friend who advises
them to " dry it up with calomel powder," or by accepting the ever ready
advice of Joe the drug clerk at the Fixall Store, only to find a few weeks or
a few years later that the disease has them by the throat. Too often the
doctor himself is the man who " burnt it off " and let it go at that, or
allowed the patient to believe that healing means "chancroid" and not
syphilis. Emphasis, too, must be laid upon the word rppeated, wherever it
occurs. Repeated microscopic examinations, three or four—repeated blood
tests, so as to catch the first signs of the disease in the blood, are part of the
modern requirements. Their expense is trifling compared with the expense
of the additional months and years of treatment and the increased risks
that delay in recognition of a syphilitic infection entails.

Th' Microscopic Examination is Essential —Let it be said again,
that th' ro is no Way of describing or picturing chancroid and gangrenous'
balanitis which can exclude the possibility of their being the beginning of
syphilis. Whether the sore is hard or soft, single or many, painful or
painless, pinhead or silver dollar size, the day is passed when physician
or layman can loo'- at it, pinch it, feel the kernels or glands in the groin
and dramatically say the fateful word that brings joy or lamentation
« chancroid " or « syphilis." No patient should be content with such an
examination, or with the innumerable names such as " chafe," " cold sore,"
or the laugh and "pooh-pooh" which m«y be offered him by friend or
doctor as a reassurance. Experts may occasionally be able to judge cases
on their merits and decide without examination thtft a group of blirtere
on the genitals of a man or woman who has not had eeixual contact is not
syphilis. Buit in general the lees leeway the better and the more unvary-
ingly the patient demands -and the physician carries out the proper micro-
scopical examination of genital sores, followed by the repeated testings of
the blood if the germs are not found, the more syphilis will be recognize<J
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in time for cure and the fewer men will have the experience so di

treesiiigly con iron in these days, of finding- ithat fl mere label 11!

" chancroid," glcesed over the Byphilis that wrecked them when th^

reached their prime. The public haa a duty in demanding iservice of 'il

type from the medical profession, quite as much as the profession oas
duty in furnishing it, and the pressure tof n public conception of what tl

doctor ought to do in such a case wiU hasten .the day when the doctor )w:

,be ready and [able to do it.

Reassurance for the Timtd.—Positive statements like the foregoin
true 'though they may be, have a trick of upsetting the nervous and timi
usually those for whom the admonitions are least intended. For tl

benefit of such, let it be said that the presumption of syphilitic infecti(
is j)roportionial in stome degreo to the amount of exposure, and ithat m(
and wwmen who ar„ contiuent are mc't at all likely to develop genital sor
or gonorrhoea from the many harmless outside contacts with toilets, doi

knobs, .bathtubs and people which nervous persons are inclined to fear.
The True Chancroid.—A true chancroid, or a gangrenous ibalaniti

in spite of the relative ineignificance dnito (which it subsides, once tl

que^ion of a syphilitic element is eliminated, can none the less be s

exciting and highly disagreeable aflEair. Little sympathy need ;be wast<
on the average chancroid, or on 'any gangrenous balanitis, since they ai

both distinctly venereal in the o erwhelming majority of cases,* an
filthily so at that. Wh '< the average chancroid nxns the course of a

infected ulcer, -which under proper treatment becomes clean and hea
with only a small amount of scarring, small chancroids especially have
habit of sending infection up into the kernels of the groin, which swel
become intensely painful and usually have to be lanced^—a "bubo," i

this complication is c«lled. Larger chancroids leave ineradicable labels
the form of loss of ,tissue and scarring as reminders. The common chaj
croid often, and gangrenous balanitis almost always, show a tendency 1

spread. A li+'ae unwise interference, and pften no apparent cause, :

sufficient ito make them violent. Such a "phagedenic" or devourin
chancroid may :in a few hours 1 .we the testicles hanging by shreds, tl
remainder of the genitalia notli.ng but ragged bloody stubs, and nc
content with this, will march up on to the abdomen, melting everythin
before it. Gangrenous balanitis produces equally horrible mutilation
The chancroid certainly lacks nothing in physioal characteriotios whe
once aroused to make it a means of employing fear for educationt
purposes. Its treatment in serious cases, too, causes physical agony tha
comes as near the Genrton conception of frightfulnees ^« 'any gingl
exiperience vonchfeafed a human being in peaceful life. Even in tL
serious, mutilating ichancroids, in whicdi, (when .the patient is first seei
conditions are such that no microscopical examination for the germs ca;

be made with any hope of success, the ever present, possibility of ai

underjying eyphilie mnslt (not be overlooked, iand the patient oannot b
regarded as well until blood tests taken as late as four months after th
jnfection have shown ie does not have syphilis.

» There seems to be a type of gangrenous ulcer of the genitals which is non
venereal, and there are forms of genital ulceration In women (ulcus acutur
vulvae) which have no connection with chancroldc' "nfectlon and yet closeli
resemble It.
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PART 11.

GONORRHOEA.

se





OHAPTEE I.

HisTOBY, (Cause and Prevalbsce.

Oonorrhira a Localized Resistant Infection.—We pass now from the

prelude of the .local "plwee of genital infections to the coiffi 'aeration of two

of the greatest modern 'probleims in disease. Of the two, gonorrhoea pre-

sents the more depressing picture. Its enormous jwevalence and the

terrible and tragic costs which it entails upon uncomprehending mankind,

give it a leading place among the scourges of the race. Its bulldog

obstinacy, and slowness of response to treatment, its ability to baffle every

resource brought against it, and its trickery, seem to give it all the

attributes of an evil personality. Curable to be sure, and nsuiilly cared

under prolonged skilful direction, we are not wholly able to lay our hands

on .the factors that make success in its treatmenlt. " Nature " Mems to

.bear too large a hand, and medical skill to have too little pw-^er to give

.work with the disease the fascination there is in treating Byphilia. Tho:»

^s little of the dramatic about its itreatment. Dogged persistence en the

part of the doctor and a liberal share of knowledge es to what not to do as

well as what to do, with a co-operation from the patient which is rarely

lorthcoming, constitute tiie essentials of the (medical management.

Gonorrhoea is an infection due to a germ w^hich on ^ts appropriate

tissue soil produces inflammation and the formation of pus or matter.

It is essentially a local disease of the genital tract in both the male and

the female. It may extend to the body as a whole in a limited percentage

of cases, .causing usually, however, only a resltricted range of symptoms.

The germ of gonorrhoea thrives upon certain tissues in addition to those

of the genital tract, notably those of the conjunctiva of the eye, Gonor-

rhoeal inflammation of the eye or gonorrhoea! ophthalmia in childhood is

80 oommon and so terrible a disease as to deserve to rank as a pcourge in

itself alone.

The History of Gonorrhoea.—Gonorrhoea is a d'ease of ancient

lineage.. In the Brugsch papyrus lattributed to the o>=ar 1350 B.C., there

appear among the reonants of an Egyptian system of medical practice,

references to symptoms and treatment which would seem almost certainly

to apply to gonorrhoea. Jean Astruc described it in 1736. The disease

emerges from the obscurity of the Middle Aires in time to be confused

with syphilis by such men as Paracelsus, a misconception whlic'h persisted

through the next three centuries and did much to retard the progress of

kuowledte. Monraarni d\iring the early eighteenth century igave an
account of the complications of gonorrhea, which, in view of the mis-

conceptions of has time, was remarkable for its insigiit and completeness.

In the late eigihteeiith century the immense influence of John Hunter
gave renewed impetus to the already existing misconceptions of the rela-

tions bstween syphilis and gonorrhoea. With commendable but unfortunate
courage he inncculated hdjEself wiith the pus from a patient with
gonorrhoea. It happened that the patient, as we know now, had syphilis also,
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looked for in the way described that determines whether or not a patient
who hns had gonorrhoea, is well or still has the disease. Scpliting this,

j
it ct once becomes apparent tha't the eo.iie principle applies to the detection

I
of gonorrhoea that applies to syphilid. It cannot be said too often or
cmpdiatically that the finding of the germ by the microscope is the
esseritial point in the game both before and after treatment. The patient
who docs not have the benefit of such examinations or who does not a'bide

by their outcome, places himself voluntarily or through ignorance at the

mercy of medical practice little better than that of tho Dark Ages. The
physician who diagnoses and treats gonorrhoea without the use of the

microscope never knows when his patient is free from the infection. Such
a physiclnn may be directly responsible for all 'the disastrous sequels to an
uiipurcd Ronorrh(ra that may develop in any one who is so unfortunate ns

to entrust himself to his care.
•

The Prevalen(fe of Qonotrrhaa.—^The real significance of gonorrhoea

will be better appreciated, if before taking up its symptoms, some figures

are offered to show the magnitude of the problem. It should be

remembered that most of these figures are esrtima'tes, based to be sure on
large experience, but lacking the assured correctness of properly gathered

statistics. Accurate vital statistics on a disease such as gonorrhoea whicfc

has always been concealed as a secret and shameful thing, qre, of course,

in their infancy. The new point of view toward the disease as a public

health problem will in time lead to definite understanding of its pre-

valence.

There is a distinction to be emphasized between the number of persons

w'ho have active gonorrhoea in a jwpulation or a class a't a given time, and
the percentage of persons who have had it. The statistics are modified by
the fact that since gonorrhoea is curable and no immunity is conferred by
an attack, one person may have it a number of times. Another element
of inaccuracy is introduced into the figures by the abiljity of a gonorrhoea
to remain latent for considcraiUe periods, only to flare up like a new
attack on suitable provocation.

Gonorrhwa in Men.—^Probably the highest single estimate of the pre-

valence of gonorrhoea is that of Noeggerath, which was made before the
discovery of the germ by Neisser. He estimated that 80 per cent of all

men had or had had gonorrhoea—figures which are now generally accepted
as too high. Morrow, and Forcheimer, on the basis of a large experience
with conditions in the United States, propose figures varying from 51 to

60 per cent of the adult male population as having had the disease.

Forcheimer further states that 20 per cent of those infected have acquired
tho disease before their twenty-first year, more than 60 per cent before their

twenty-fifth year, and more than SO per cent before their thirtieth year is

passed. Equally large estimates are given by various well-informed
Europeans, notably German observers, such as Blaschko, Erb, and Pinkus.
Getting at the matter indirectly, figures drawn from recent army experi-
ence indicate that gonorrhoea is from four to five times as prevalent as
syphilis. A very widely accepted conservative estimate of the prevalence
of syphilis is 10 to 13 per cent of the adult male population, so that a
possible prevalence rate for gonorrhoea of from 40 to 60 per cent is not
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CHAPTER II.

OONORBIKEA IN McN. SvUPTOMS, TeSTS rOR iNrECTIUlJSNESS.

For convenience gonorrhoia as a disease may be described as it appesri

in men, in women and in children. It should not be forgotten that while

there are differences between the three types, the same principles underlie

the process as a whole. The differences are more largely due to differences

in anatomical structure than to any other factor.

Aeuie and Chronic Oonorrhmal Inflammation,—Gork4irrh>rn, as has
been pointed cut, is an inflammation. Like every disease in wiiich inflam-

mation plays an important part, it tends to pass through two stages—an
acute or acti.o early stage and a late, slowly progressive, inactive or

chronic stage. If the acute stage of the inflammation is sufficiently violent,

that is, if the body puts up a big enough fight, the germs may be so rapidly

destroyed that a chronic state may le avoided altogether. On the other

hand, if the body for any reason does not acutely resent the invasion or

if something is lacking in its fighting mechanism or again if something is

done to weaken its defensive powers during the acute stage, the germs are
not killed off but nuinage to retain a foothold for a long time. The effect

of their habitual presence is in a certain sense to make the body tolerant

of or indifferent to them. It moy arovf weary of the fight, so to speak,

and ceases to put up an active opposition. There is also, perhaps, a differ-

ence between individual families or strains of the gonococcus, in the matter
of ability to adapt themselves to the conditions which they meet in their

host. Precisely as an invading army endeavours as rapidly as possible

to convert the strategy of war into the strategy of diplomacy and peaceful

infiltration, so a really clever and adai»table germ alters its tactics enough
to persuade the body in the course of time to put up with the inconvenience
of its presence. With this process of getting accustomed the infection

passes from an acute to a chronic phase. If the germ is sufficiently adapt-
able this chronic phase soon becomes so inconspicuous that the p8'''''nt

loses sijrht of it altogether. A draw or truce occurs between invader and
invaded.which is by no means a victory for the body or " cure." Unless
something happens to disturb tho lialaiiee of the draw by weakening the
body or stirring up the germ and provoking a " flare-up," a draw or

chronic state may go on for months, or even several years before the infec-

tion dies out. On the other hand, it should not be supposed for a moment
that the germs which are present in a chronic infection have lost their

power to spread the disease, ilany jwrsons carry about with them the

germs of pneumonia in the nose and throat. Only a few, however, have
pneumonia as a result. In the same way in the chronic phase of the
gonorrhopal inflammation, many persons may carry around the germs in

their genital tracts without showing any active symptoms. As soon,

however, as the germ is transferred from a person in whom it is being
held in check to a new soil in a healthy person, it promptly sets up a new
acute process fully as violent as that which originally developed in the

carrier.
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The Cour$e of Aeutr Oonorrhm in the yah.—In order to >nni

r l!^r"??'^"
Po«ibilitle. in the struggle brtwecn the gonocoXjn

U ^^ it
'• "'^"'^ *° "*"" '^^ """*'»'"^ »' «»>« I»rt. involve

the man the soorotion. containing the gertns enter the opening thwhich the urine oecpcfl and the first sign of the beginning iniUmn
npjx-ar. at this po.„t within n day or a week after they have gainnl n

ornll J^k"""^'"' J'~
.''"''•'^'"'' '"""'""• »>y »>""'!'»« in the u,

canal w h burning and pam on urination There is considerabl.. nand Mvdhng of the afTeotcd ,«,rts i.ntl tho discharge of a thick, yellofrom tlio urinary cannl. In thi8 pu» enormous numbei. of the gon.
con >e found. The inflammation progrows backward along the ui
canal and in from 40 to SO per cent of the cases manages to travel
the entire length of the canal into what is failed the posterior nrThe condition u then spoken of as a " posterior" gonorrhira.

rostcriornnnorrhra and the Oenital CompliaitionM.—PoaterioT ghwa -.8 a highly undesirable compliontion of the disease. When
inflammation extends thi^ far. now and very painful symptoms mft Furthemore, into the deeper part of the urinary canal n^
base of the bladder open the canals which load from the repro.
organs. If ma "posterior gonorrhnra" for any reason the germ suo
in travelling downward through these onnala lending into the epidid'
a structure connected with the te.ti.-le, in which the male cells ma
It has done moie than merely invade the man's tiBsues. It has inv
his future and his personal immortality. The inflammatory process ^then develops, if it involves both testicles or their appendages whimay not cost him his sexual powers, will be likely, then and there to
troy his power to father a child. When the inflammatory prooe^ w
is evidenced by swelling and pain in the testicles, dies out or boa
quiescent, the man may never think of it again. In the later years o
life he wonders not always with good grace, why his heakhy wife ha
children. ,ns he listens to the clatter of the shoe heels of adopted younir
ou u _ stflirs ^lerility is by no means a fe-ninino monopolv and is
too often the heritage of masculine "posterior gonorrhcea."

Cause, and Complicafiona of Chronic or Persistent Gonorrhrra.-
describe all the symptoma of a<!ute gon. rhre-i in the male would crowd
other considerations of greater impor mce here. The avenge durnof the acute phase of the infection is about eight to twelve weeks
discharge and active inflammatory symptoms and the burning on urinngraduaHy suu-de The painful erections, commonly known as chor
also disappear if. however, the smooth progress of the case has I

iT^Zi T\l *^« !«*«"*'« disol>oying instructions or through
attempt to treat himself, or again, threugh the ministrations of an ii

r^Tv!!^W """V''^-
""^'"'^ "''^'•^'•' '^' ^'^"^ ^^'^ results notrecoyeiy but m chronic or persistent gonorrh(Ba. In spite of the 1possible care a small pereentage of acuto cases will become chronic Iexceedingly important. b<nvovor. since there are so manv seeminglv ,coun-iging features about the entire situation with respect to gonorrhto emphasize here and again, the very favourable o^look for compcure m the large majority of intdligontly managed case^ of go3
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rutnpHcatioDS and chronicity with delay in cure and prolonged infectioua-

neaa are not the fate of every patient who aoquirea the disease. They are

the penalty of negligence, ignorance, and indifferenoe in the overwhelniinv
proportion of case*. The outlook in the treatment of the disease can be
brightened in exactly the proportion that these unfavourable factors can
be eliminated by raising the standard of public comprehension, by devel-

oping the personal oo-operation of the patient, and by contributing to

the efficiency of medical care.

Stricture,—A chronic posterior gouorrhcoa is an unfortunate com-
plication from the standpoint of the nun's future and of the public health.

If the inflammation in the urinary oanal itself persists, small ulcers are
.npt to form and these in turn on healing leave scars which shrink, reducing
the diameter of the canal. Such a condition is called stricture. A stricture

iuferferes with the passage of urine and prcdiupoaes the patient to compli-
cations attendant upon tlte infection of his bladder by other germs, and
tlie passage of that infection upward through the duct which leads from
the kidney to the bladder with resulting infection of the kidney. The
last-mentionefl complication is, however, unusual. Prompt troafmi'iit as

soon as any obstruction in the stream develoi>s will prevent any complica-
tions.

Belapaea and Flare-upaj "Oleet" or "Morning Drop."—In most
chronic posterior gonorrhoea active inflammation disappears, and the patient
may believe he is well. From time to time, however, usually under the
influence of alcohol or sexual indulsenee, there may be a flare-up and a
fresh discharge of pus of briefer duration than the original attack. This
the patient may mistake for a new infection, easily cured. The continuity
of the proceas between flare-ups is, however, evidenced by the persistence
of a very slight discharge iu the form of a drop or two of a sticky fluid
which appears at the urinary opening usually in the morning on arising.
This is the condition commonly known as gleet, or " mo-ning drop," and
in this drop of discharge which the French have sardonically christened
'' la goutte militaire," gonococci can usually be found. Gonorrhoea in this

stage is not one whit less dangerous to others than is the acute infection.
In fact, it is vastly more dangerous because when the patient reaches this
stage he usually discards the restraints as to sexual indulgence which have
been put upon him by the physician, with the result that he promptly
infects his partner if she be not already infected. In the sociology of the
disease "gleet" is its most important stage.

Chronic Gonorrhoea of the Prostate and Urethral Olands.—The factori
which make a chronic gonorrha?a of the type described an obstinate and
serious -iffair are easily understood. The urinary canal or urethra is lined
with i;:

: i-nerable tubular mucous glands and pockets. Once the gonococci
luive iiivaded them in the march of the acute infection upward and baek-
wa"' 'hrough the canal and have gained the truce whi(-h chronieity rppre-
gents, every resource in treatment may fail to dislodge them. The only
outlook may be for them to die out of themselves, although modern methods
with the use of instruments offer a better outlook than formerlv. The
prostate gland, a large gland which surrounds the posterior urethra at the

23601—^i
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point where it passes into the bladder, and which is practically alwa

involved in iwsterior gonorrhoea, has a structure which makes it a stron

hold for the gonococcus in chronic cases. Chronic infection of the prosta

gland often keeps the victim under the weather for long periods ai

threatens him while it persists, with the risk of having the gonorrha

infection spread through his blood to his joints (rheumatism) and oth

parts of the body. The discharge from both of these types of glands fori

a part of the semen and thus maintains for long periods the risk of infe

tion in sexual intercourse.

Tests for Chronic Urethritis, etc.—Chronic inflammat^ r oi tiio jretu.

may finally pass into a state in which it is apparently im icuivas po far

the transmission of gonorrhoea is concerned. It is, ho ovrr, a difficu

matter to tell a patient when such a condition is reached, i t e^^arn'riati'

of a patient with chronic urethritis for evidence of a persistent goi.o

rhoeal infection involves not only the microscopic examination of the gleei

discharge for gonococci,- but also an examination of the secretions of tl

prostate gland, which may harbor the germs after they have disappearc

from the rest of the tract. This is accomplished by staining and examinii;

the shreds which appear in the urine in cases of inflammation of tl

prostate. In some cases it may be desirable to massage the prostate glnr

with the finger through the rectum, and examine the urine after the di

charge or secretion has been forced out into the urinary canal in this wa;

In order to determine whether a persistent discharge is due to gone

coccus infection or whether a gonorrhoea is cured or not, it may be necci

sary to excite a fresh discharge by irritation of the urinary canal by tl

injection of a strong solution, or otherwise. This new discharge will coi

tain cells from the glands and mucous membrane of the urinary cana

In these cells the gonococci can be found by the microscope if they are th

cause of the persistent discharge, or if the case is not cured.

Morbid Fear of Oonorhcea.—The " morning drop " and " clap threads

in the urine, while, of course, of superlative importance in the proper esti

mation of the condition of a man who has had gonorrhoea, occasional!

furnish a nervous person with a cause for morbid worry which is out o

proportion to their significance in his particular case. The wise course fo

a patient who is inclined to worry about floating objects or stringy mucu
in his urine, or a drop of discharge at the urinary opening in the morning

whether or not he has had gonorrhoea, is to proceed to the very best specialis

available, and place himself unreservedly in his hands and accept hi

assurances as final.

Gonorrhoeal Nervous Prostrations.—Gonorrhoea, perhaps because i

involves structures so intimately associated with the nervous system and »
richly supplied with nerves, gives rise to a peculiar mental and physica

depression in from 6 to 10 per cent of its victims, a post-gonorrhoeal nervoui

prostration oi' neurasthenia, which drives them from pillar to post, seekinj

relief for weakness, vague pains, and inability to gather themselves togethei

or to work. These symptoms are to be regarded essentially as after effects

and not as evidence that the gonococcus is undermining the patient's man
hood.
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CHAPTER III.

Systemic GoxonRHdA and Gonorrhcea in Women and Children

Oonorrhoea in women is the most embittering and tragic aspect of the
disease. The overwhelming proportion of infections are innocent. A
man has a chance, at least, to know what ails him. The woman, in the
existing state of popular and even medical sentiment, ia lied to at every
turn of the way. Gonorrhoea is a serious enough disease in men ; in women
it may be a disaster. Gonorrhoea is usually cured in men. In women,
while the disease if taken in time is curable, the problem is much more
diflScult. In women in general gonorrhoea may run, on the one hand, a
course so mild that although virulently infectious, the women may never
realize she has the disease; on the other hand, it may reduce her almost
at once to a pitiable invalidism, or cost her her life.

Reasons for the Greater Scriorisness of Oonorrhaa in Women.—The
greater seriousness and obstinacy of gonorrhoea in women is explainable on
comparatively simple anatomical and physiological grounds. The woman's
urinary system is simpler than the man's so that the full force of the infec-
tion is rarely felt here. Inflammation of the urethra and bladder may
occur and are usually attributed to a " cold." The usual rule, however, is

for it to fall with full force upon her sexual organs. The man's sexual
organs are largely on the outside, so to speak—that is, outside the abdominal
cavity. The woman's, while theoretically outside, open into the abdominal
cavity at the mouth of the tube that carries the eggs from the ovary into
the womb. A discharge of infected semen thus carries the enemy to her
very vitals. It should be realized, however, in describing the complications
of gonorrhoea in women, that by no means every woman who is infected
progresses step by step to the worst possible outcome. It is a notable fact
that many women who acquire the disease have so fpw symptoms from it
that they never realize that they are infected and do not seek medical
advice. The condition may only be recognized incidentally in the course
of other examinations. Such cases are a public health problem rather than
a personal medical one. Not every case of gonorrhceal infection in a women
results in sterility, or necessitates radical operations. On the other hand
there can be nothing gained by attempting to gloss over the dark side of
the situation. While one may rejoice that many escape the worst it is
impossible to ignore the fact that enough women are wrecked by gonorrhoea
in one way or another to maintain an entire specialty in medicin —
gynaecology, which would become relatively a side issue in surgery if the
effects of gonorrhoeal pelvic inflammation and of abortion or miscarriage
could be eliminated. Few have been found to dispute the opinion of
.JNoeggerath, who first recognized gonorrhoea in women as a definite and
distinct condition, when he stated that 80 to 90 per cent of pelvic inflanj-
matory disease and SO per cent of absolute and one-child sterility in women
is due to gonorrhoea.

23601—:H 35
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_ f?"?« "/ (^onorrhceal Infection in Women.-The successive stages ,

possibilities in a gonorrhceal infection in .the woman may be describedfoUows, a ways bearing in mind the fact that the process may stop so

!l L i
" concerned, at any of the stages mentioned, and beco

arrested or chronic or may even die out of itself. It is the tremend.
uncertainty attaching to the course of the dise e and its outcome t!makes it so important to understand all its activities

In a variable percentage of cases the first symptoms may be from

nlT7 "^ ^"^
"**^^f'

* '"^ '^^''' ^""^ "«"«"y less severe. Not infquently an abscess m«y form in a gland at the opening of the vagina.

.«^ -f. 1^ gonococci in their ascent gain entrance to the genital tnand infect the neck of the womb (cervix), a discharge of mucus andfrom the vagina occurs which is usually called leucorrhoea. or "whiteIt should be emphatically stated, however, that not all leucorrh«a is dto gonorrhoea. In many cases, with the first menstrual period aft«r inf,

iZ/rW T "' ?\°'*^^
°f

*^« """-^ '' '"^^ ^-^""^ i« likely to be f

nto t?« IT • r"^- '° ^" ^"'"''- ^^^«« *"^«« °P«^' ^ ^^^ been sainto the abdominal cavity. A gonorrhcEal inflammation of a tube givme to symptoms sugg^ting an attack of appendicitis, although, of cour.
It may occur on the left as well as on the right side. Tubal inflammat i

IT'S '""!? !
''' *^' ''°'",^ °^ *^" abdominal opening if both tubes aaffected so that eggs can no longer pass down to the womb, and the worn;becomes sterile. If both ends of either tube are closed, pus usually cISformmg a "pus tube," which may become chronic without rupturing a^

Z^lt"^ •w T''^ ^^ °P"'*^°" ^^ ««^«^« gonorrhcBal infe^^;she steps described above may occur in rapid succession and the inflammtion may then extend from the abdominal opening of the tube int^Tlabdomen itself. The woman thereupon develops w^at is ca iS pVuonian inflammation of the lining membrane of the abdo- cavitv 1T.r
plication of the utmost gravity and occasionally fatal utcome

Oonorrhcea and Pregnancy.-Tor the woman wit .urrhcea ore,nancy greatly increases the risk of a spread of her infection eSd^ exalgeration of aU its manifestations. If the tubes carrying Se "i

^ 2f 7v "tir ^'° ^''"^"^ ^^ » Konorrhoaal inflamiS f^n but Sclosed, the fertilized egg may be caught in a pocket ^dS r^hi^ twomb, and the woman thus develops the child in the tube or the abdomimcavity Such an aocident may. of course, rwult at times frZ nogonorrhcDal changes in the tubes. Tubal or extra-uteSS nSLanoso-called may. if not quickly recognized and operated WreeukiniH

she continues to bleed a^K^ bflirvSTe-rse^^ri^rjLt Slfrfor at the time when her menstrual periods wouwSari^^S iue^oughto have a thorough examination for the possibility of tS>aT p^anc,
Oonorrhceal Chxld-Bed Fever and 8teriUty.~ln a woman with a-acute, active gonorrhea whose tubes and womb are stiU normal,™ ha'
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she can become normally pregnant, the delivery of the child opens the way
to some of the most disastrous complicationfi of the disease. After the
passage of tie child the womb is literally raw and bletxling, and the wav
18 open (for infection to get a start) through the lowered resistance of the
tissues, which is impoasible under normal conditions. The gonococci in
the neck of the womb seize the opportunity, in company with other germs,
to make a whirlwind charge, and within a few days, or, perhaps, a few
hours, the mother may be dead of "ohild-bed fever." While not all such
patients die, those who survive arc likely to be hobbling, painwracked
cripples until a radical operation i.lievca them of all the damaged struc-
luree. Pr^nancy in a woman with chronic, as distinguished from acute
poriorrhopa, is one of the chief predisposing causes of inflammation of the
tubes and subsequent sterility. The pregnancy gives the woman a chance
to have one child, but she never has another. This conatitutes the so-called
one-child sterility already referred to. That not all one-child sterility is
due to gonorrhoDa must be borne in mind by critical inspectors of genea-
logical trees.

"Pelvic Inflammatory Disease."—Pelvic inflammatory disease is a
general term employed to describe the condition following an e.ftension
of the gonorrhea from the more external female parts upward into the
etnictures of the lower abdomen. Pus tubes, for example, are a phase of
peine inflammatory disease. If the germ escapes through the wall of
inflanimation thrown up by the body against it, and gets into the surround-
ing tissue®, every part and structure in the neighboHrhood are involved
in the fight, and intestines, omentum, and womb are matted together
around an abscess that may later burst or be opened through the genital
canal (vagina) or even the rectum. The tna.mcnt in case? of this type
must often be the operation euphoniously called "hysterectomy plus
bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy " or "pan-hysterectomy." After it the
woman is usually told that a piece of one ovary was left (as it often is)
so that she can still feel she is a woman, since that is all the evidence of
the fact that she will ever have from that time on, oxeopt that she will
continue to wear skirts. For the benefit of her husband they leave her
a vagina

:
for the benefit of herself, perhaps, a piece of ovary. To hear

such a woman, so defenceless-lookLng in her braided hair and ether jacket,
whisper timidly as they wheel her, unoomplaining up to the operating
table: " I do hope they'll fix me so I can have a baby" ; to see the skin and
muscles gape before the sweep of the knife; to think that woman's thoughts
for her, through an hour of ether haze and hushed comment and the
peculiar sibilant click of hemostats as the surgeon does his uttermost to
cobble up the wreckage and save her hope; finally in despair he begins
the quick swinging practised movements that mean it all must go; and then
to see her again a week later, after they have told her the ovary story, is
an experience to make the hardest turn away his face.

Concealed or Latent Gonorrhcea in Certain GZanrfs.—Gonorrhoea
regardless almost of the part of the genital tract in which the germ is
deposited, seldom fails to invade certain glands, called Bartholin's and
Skene's glands, which lie at the entrance of the vagina, and correspond to
certain deep glands lying beside the male urethra. Few women whose
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married life begins with an abaccw at the opening of the genital ci
are told they have gonorrhoea, although this is one of its characteri
beginnings. In those glands, even ii abscesses do not form, the gonoco<
may remain latent for long periods. The secretion from them is
charged upon the muoous membrane of the vaginal opening before
during intercourse, and though there may not be a living gonococcus in
canal, the woman may be free from leuoorrhoeal disdiai«e, and in ol
respects seem healthy, there will bo gonococci enough here to infect
army. An examination for gonorrhoea in the woman whicb fails to inch
besides a microscopic study of a smear from the urinary canal and
neck of the worm (cervix), smears from Bartholin's glands, overlo
entirely one of the strongholds of the infection.

Systemic Oonorrhcea, Rheumatism, etc.—The description of got)
rfiflpa in both men and women has thus far been that of a genital infecti
The invasion of the body as a whole by the gonoooocus may be said to
rare, but serious. About one case in a hundred is thus affected and n
more often than women. While the iris of the eye, the heart, the si
the -vous system and other structures may be affected, these accide
are rare. The oonmionest systemic complication is involvement of
joints in the form of gonorrhoea! rheumatism. Gonorrhfflal rheumati
IS a chronic and resistant disease which sometiniee, although not uaua
produces permanent crippling. Though it may come on early in the inf
tiou, many cases are due especially in men to the persistence of the disc
lu such structures as the prostate gland and the seminal vesicles, fr
which the germs escape into the blood, to be carried to other parts 'of 1

body.

Oonorrhaea of the Eye {Gonorrheal Opffta?mia).—Under this he
IS included the form of gonorrhcea of the eye already spoken of as gon
rbsal opthalmia, which while it can and does occur in adults is ovwhelmmgly more common in children. Tlie very first word that should
said^ about gronorrha^a of the eye is thac it can be prevented. The ne
word 19. that if not prevented, it will probably cause blindness. Increasi
knowledge of the first fact has diminished but by no means done away wi
the importance of the second. Gonorrhroal ophthalmia is a disease of t
innocents Tho usual tin-i of infection is in the passage of the child doi

t-,i? f •''".^''*^'?"^' °* *^^ "°*^^'- The bare thought of a little chub
child s bright eyes bei.ig ground through the filthy pus of a " clap » sicke
a aecent man Yet this is exactly what happens, and its mother, all unkno
ingly, IS made the doer of it. Usually within twenty-four hours aft
birth, If a preventive has not been used, pus begins to form in the ev(and with ahnost lightning-like rapidity the clear, bright cornea of the e
ulcerates, under the swollen, pus-fiUed lids, breaks through, and lens ai
all ooUapse into the opening. When the process subsides, the baby

V J^^
™eye statement that one-third of the blindness in asylums aione-half the blindness dating from birth is due to gonorrhoea of the econveys no impre..,on whatever of thf tragedy. One has to see oi

of these little children, rocking back and fo>th in a railed-in ch«iir, wavii
Its hand betw.x'n far>e and window because that flickering cf the finirshadows across the twilight is all it will ever know of more than half
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life, one has to see thia tiling, and watch the baby groping about on the

floor and gurglin^r aa it feels of your sfcoe-strings, really to know in the

soul of him, what gonorrhoea means.

Prevention of Oonorrhoeal Blindness.—The prevention of gonorrhoea

of the eye is accomplished by the use of a one per cent solution of silver

nitrate, which ie dropped into the eyes immediately after birth. In the

vast majority of civilized oountries this is now a universal and legally

compulsory practice. It is req'.ired by most of our states, and It should

be done on every baby bom into the world, no matter what its parentage.

The necessary medicine and directions for carrying out this protective

measv^e can be obtained from any Estate board of health. The universal

observance of this preventive measure will in time banish from the earth

the gonorrhcpal blindness that begins in infancy.

A certain amount of ocular gonorriicea is due to accidental inocula-

tion and to carelessness, and. for this reason the oare of the eyes is the

first thing in rega'-d to which a physician instrudts his gonorrhoea! patient.

Q<onorr'h'i?al Windness may of course occur in children after birth, as a

result of tlieir becoming infected by handkerdhiefe and artides of per-

sonal use from adults who have the disease. Special precautions about

nurse maids, and in hospitals, about visitors, ato essential. Sometimes
in the form of gonorrhoea known as vulvo-vaginitis, described below, the

child may infect its eyes from its own discharges. Sndh complications are

especially likely to occur under conditions of crowding and bad hygiene.

If treatment of gonorrhoea of the eye is begun immediately after its onset

and is expertly carried out in a hospital by skilled doctors and nurses,

it may be prevented from going on to total blindness.

Gonorrheal Inflammation of the Genitals in Girl Children.—Gonor-
rhoea! vulvo-vaginitis is an elaborate Latin and Greek name for the most
pathetic of all the tragedies to which womankind is subjected ' this

disease. Little girl children for some reason are extremely susceptible to

the ponoooccus. If it is deposited upon the externa! genitals from the

fingers of a nurse, from a soiled or infected diaper, from an infected toilet

scat or bed-pan, or in the passage of the child through its mother's birth-

canal, it sets up immediately a gonorrhoeal inflammation which, however,
rarely extends up the genital tract as in an adult woman. Its usual dura-
tion even under skilled treatment is years instead of months. No chfld

having it should be allowed to leave an isolation hospital, for it is extremely
contagious. It spells the end of the child's education unless there happen
to be special classes held for such cases, as in some of the latiger hospitals,

since no child with it should be in school. It may mean the same thing
for their life work, for their health and for their hopes of having children,

that it does for their mothers.

Vulvo-vaginitis in Hospitals.—Gonorrhoeal vulvo-vaginitis is a scourge
of infant hospitals, and asylums, and also of all places where children are
crowded into close and undiscriminating contact with adults, as when
they sleep in the same beds with them, for example. So dangerous is it

that no well-regulated public hospital admits any Child, regardless of its

antecedents, to a children's ward, without a smear of the genital secretion*.
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Conversely the appearance of gonorrhoeal vulvo-vaginitie on a hospital
» a reflection on some one, and should cause the physician and the nm charge many painful hours of self-inquiry. No better example ol
savage heartlessness of the type of human being to whom " venereal " dii
18 outside the pale of consideration, can be imagined, than that fumi
by an instance in which several little girls with hereditary syphilis ii
of the largest chanty hospitals in this country were knowingly plac(
a ward with vulvo-vatrinitis cases because gonorrhcea and syphilis are
venereal' disc see. In spite of the protests of the physician the

syphilitic girh ^vho had had some chance for recovery from the aypwere ruined as effectually as if they had been raped, by being made to
the vulvo-vaginitis to their woes. The eccentricities of "Kultur"
indeed little to offer us that is not already in our midst, in tlu persons
methods and the ideals of those who place tne victims of " venc
diseases outside the dictates of merc.v and justice, because their ailir
are punishments for sin and badges of disgrace."
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CHAPTER rV.

Treatment and Hyqiene of Gonorrhea.

I'he Difficulties of Treatment.—The treatment of gonorrhoea bears the

earmarks unfortunately familiar in more than one field of medrcal
practice, in that many methods and a host of remedies mean doubtful
ground. Nearly rvery expert in the management of the disease has his

own peculiar way of going about it. General principles are recognized,
to be sure, but they lack specificity, as we eay. That is, no one or two
remedies or methods con be certain of producing results in the over-
whelming proportion of patients as is the case lor f xainplo, lu syphilis.

No epoch-making achievements in the treatment of gonorrhoea seem to
have been recorded in recent years, although on the whole there has been
a persistent improvement in methods and results. The growing appreci-
ation of the importance of the microscope in the control of treatment is a
signal advance. At times it seems as if the rather sordid peculiarities
of the disease, the difliculty of getting the patient's co-operation when it is

so vital to a successful issue, the lack of the spectacular, the tendency to
obstinacy and chronicity, and the brilliant triumphs in the related field of
syphilis had, in an indefinite way, deflected interest from a field in which
compensations are few and tlie labour often cut of proportion to the
rewards. Yet nothing is becoming more apparent than that intelligent

treatment of a gonorrhoea is an essential to its cure, and should be
adequately provided for in the interest of the public health alone, to say
nothing of the patient himself. It rests with the future to devise means to
bring home the importance of adequate care of gonorrh(ra and a more
pressing sense of responsibility in regard to it, first to the public, and then
perhaps to the medical profet-sion.

Local and General Measures Employed.—In general an acute gonor-
rhoea is approached by the use of local injectic.us of various drugs into

the infected canal, and in gonorrhoea of the urinary tract by the admin-
intration of medicines by mouth which when excreted by the kidneys and
passed out through the urine, have a favourable influenc. upon the
structures involved. Preparations containing silver have a long estab-

lished reputation for local use. The action of many of the drugs is less

that of a means of killing the gonococcus than a means of making the soil

unfavourable for it. In addition to this active medication, the diet of
the patient calls for careful regulation, sexual excitement must impera-
tively be avoided, rest is usually essential for a time while the process is

at its height, and alcohol, always particularly vicious in its effect on acute
gonorrhoea, must be absolutely abstained from.

The Patient's Co-operation.—It is one of the struggles of the physician

who treats gonorrha?a to secure from his patient by a combination of

cajolery and threats, the unquestioning, prolonged obedience to orders

which the cure of a gonorrhoea requires. In fact, it is the patie. ather

41
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than the physician who is usually responsible for failure and aresisnnt infection To this factor of reliability which so many
rha.al patients Inck either because of their youth, their ignorar

In7^"T''!Lr \^" <'ha"<^er make-up, add the expense of tr.and tfie len^rfh of t.me involved in the mana^enient of obstinat,

eitv LXTV''°i^'t^-^ !!f°
«/«««o«'»My efficient free dispensa

of Its cases of gonorrha,a pass through its hands unbenefited. and

T-flV,; ^""'r^'^ ^^"
rj""

^'''^ « Konorrho^a appeals to every
a floater." and he i .evitaMy tends to respond to zero in expe«rtat«ro in co-operation and fulfilment. That the traditional irr^onof the patient with gonorrhea is all one-sided is, of course, a Sake
.8 in syphihs. the abi:. , to hold patients voluntarily to t^ea mentat least m part upon the physician, and upon the confidence. «and co-operation he is able to inspire in those he treats. Littleof human kindliness «nd consideration is exteno«l to the vast nvictims of ponorrha>a. A dispensary "mill" hi which Tmenthusiasm for cure is allowed to leak out in the jostle of a ba'l.ne-up and any s.pns of persistence he may show, meet with an excec

n.at.on that he is a nuisance trying to get something for nothhfgplace to encournge cures of an obstinate and refrnctorv di^enserjoofon of a l.ttle of the human element into the «UuatLnbrah.ntly exemplified in the pioneer methods of thrBrooklv^H,
Dispensary has a wonderful effect in bringing the value of effectivement homo to tho man with gonorrhoea making him swear by !?'

d;,f,-rr'^'n''f
"^ ^'"'^*' ^''^•'"•'•''-^-The treatment of .hrord st.ngiMshod from acute .^onor.hcna in men is a prol.I.m of wide vhty. and may call for superlative skill. The scat of the inflamn

be Identified by careful tests, and then trontment .lire.tod to the'where the disease mamtains its foothold. Massage of the prostate ,

Zt\Z :' ^-^"? -^-^^ f-- dead germs to^each the'botto

itn n .?
' ' ''^"' 'nstrumental applications of medicine, t'Md"cp m the urinary system, stretching or cutting of st ^ctures -.d strep.tmeat form a group of procedures which, while of grei interthe genito-ur.nary surgeon, offer the patient a much less agl^iable pro

lo^VZLvtrof-re.^"
^^"°"^'"^^' "''' '-' -^ «" ^^^""

.rJ^t 'l^f ?"T ^''''' ^''^'*' -^"^^ ^*"-'' ""^ Quacks.-One o

tit r 1?
*^^*'-^«t"'«»^ "f gonorrhoea is an ancient lie exprin the now hackneyed quotation of a current remark. "A dose of

IS no worse than a bad coM." This monumentr^ falsehood is atlasf1nailed by the combined efforts of medical profession and la ty cityand nation. W.th such an impression of the disease dinned Sto h^sby tradition and associates it is little wonder that the young rnano

TlTs^Httlewon^'''
!'*^ r'r^Hf '""^ ^^""^'^-^^ "f treatm^ent ?ri

and fn IST /t'"
*^«^''^f^"* ^^ <^^y prey to all sorts of quaeand to the w.les of J.mmy the drug clerk, who is alwavs « there "

wft1
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right thing to take " to dry np a dose " and has no unpleasant ideas about

the " water wagon " and avoiding sexual relations while the euro it

going on. Of coarse the boy who " falls for " this stuff wakes up with a

jolt some day, and crawls to some doctor's office with a chronic urethritis

that may never clear up entirely, and a prostatistis and vesiculitis that

have snuffed his chances for all that muKes his later life what it ought to

be. There aie no superlatives adequate to describe the human vermin
that thrive on thiu sort of thing. Among them must be reckoned not
alone the advertising qunck and the men's specialist, but those conunercial

CO eerns which make and market, and those drug stores whic'h permit upon
their shelves the innumerable " specifics " for the self-cure of gonorrhoea

and " gleet," whose alluring promises appear upon the walls of every bar

and toilet room. The " clap doctor," with his waving hair and the fatherly

look and voice, is still with us. He is the man who plucks the inex-

perienced boy of the last cent he can beg, borrow or steal, and then turns

him out with the words, "That morning drop means nothing; you are

cured." Not far removed from his level, to our shame be it said, is that

type of physician, fortunately becoming more and more rare, whose con-

ception of the cure of gonorrha'a ends with " drying it up," and whose
ignorance of the miscroscope and all the modern tests for cure is only

equalled by his scorn of them.

Treatment of Oonorrhaea in Women.—The treatment of gonorrhoea in

women is too often a problem of peculiar obstinacy. The mildness of the

early symptoms in one group of cases never brings them to medical atten-

tion until the outlook for cure is almost nil. Even when definite symptoms
appear they are usually misinterpreted into the terms so often used by
profession and laity, to conceal the facts; "cold" on the bladder, with

frequent urination; " leucorrhflea," "abscess" following the first sexual

relations after marriage ;
" appentiicitis," when after the first menstruation,

the gonococcuB seta up an inflammation in the tubes; and "child-bed
fever " perhaps if the ascent of the infection is delayed until after the

first child is born. While douches and washes are needed in the treat-

ment of gonorrhoea in the woman, their unskilful use by the patient in the

self-treatment of a " leucorrhfca " often does no more than reduce the
infection to latency without cure. The neck of the womb, the womb itself

and the tubes, as well aa the glands that lie at the opening of the v&gina,
are out of reach of such methods. Skilful instrumentation and prolonged
k>oal treatment with surgical measures are usually necessary. Much of
the surgery that follows the ascent of a gonorrhoea into the upper genital
tract in a woman is a treatment of oonsequencea rather than of the
disease itself, since the germs may have died out, as in an old pus-tube
for example. Acute gonorrhoea, invading the abdomen with the symptoms
of peritonitis often can only be treated by waitinsf for nature to wall the
process off, since to cut in upon it while it is active is to spread the infec-
tion all over the abdomen, with a fatal restdt. These are the cases of
"honey-moon appendicitis" that many a pale, drawn-faced girl can tell

of, always ending with that unconscious but no less flagrant indictment
of the man and of our social order, " T was always so well-until T married."
There is no chivalry about gonorrhoea. Upon the woman, on whom life
at best bestows the larger share of pain, it iuflicta the crowning ignominies
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1. Avoidance of ezceMive exercise during the acute atage. Patienta
should especially avoid much walking, and dancing ia flatly forbidden.

2. The use of .;!• .hoi is exceedingly dangerous. The man who expose*
himself to gonorri'^ i when he has been drinking runs a double risk of
getting the disease. The man who drinka after he has gonorrhoea runs a
triple risk of keeping the diseasa One of the old-time tests for t'..e cure
of a gonorrhoBa used to be that cT seeing whether the discbarge would start

up again after a "souse."

3. Much water, tea, and coffee, should be drunk to flush the kidneys.
Spicy foods or spicy drinks, such as ginger ale, are not to be v jd.

4. Sexual intercourse during acute go orrhoea is usually not desired
by the patient. It is when the acute symptoms subside that the danger
comes. To have sexual intercourse after the acute stage while a gonorrha*a
is clearing up or before it is completely cured, is a criminal act, and will
moreo' r .= rt a new attack with serious complications. Sexual excite-
ment will .t intercourse is likely to have the same effect.

6. Acute gonorrhoea is contagious. Although the germs die out on
dry surfaces, they can be transmitted by the discharges as long as th j
are moist. The strictest care in not touching persons or objects or carry-
ing the bands to the face or eyes until they are washed and disinfected,
and in not allowing others to uae toilet and personal articles, including
syringes which belong to the patient, are all essential. A patient with
acute gonorrhoea should not use a common bath-tub, or sleep with others,
or infect the toilet seat by contact. I£ there are children in the housfc
all precautions should be redoubled.



CHAPTER V.

The Cure or Oonorrihka. OoNOKBHa* and Majwuoi.

„f JJk'^'^*"'' '^
^'""^'^ Curob/r.-With proper care the large ma

The Dr„r^ ""f
*""'!! ^^1

""'•"i''
»^«"«"h,rfl can recover compi

tK„! ^J u^
Konorrh-ra from the standpoint of public health ithat of ult.mnf,. cure, than that of prolonged infjiou-new. Pre

7orl ^'T ''" "^ T"'' "''""'"'^ly «"'ed cannot be stated in statiform at the prosen dny .u.re m much of the disease never even get. (

I ?;
^/•^'''°'" m portion to estimate, much less recor.l. its C,

is 1 effl"l!
"^ '"'

'"^^u
^'.'""^* ^ "PP""'' '»»'»» *« infecting'

;

iL« .if i!
"' «ono"h(ra in producing childlessness, must have

Te Tht T.1 fr^r-
°' '* "''"'** '^'"^ ««° have oxtingurshe

«^h!kif.^ ^ " ^^^ "^T" "P^n^a^^u" tendency which the diexhibits to run its course and get well. Tf actual and apparent cureden ical and an acute gonorrhoea really en-^H v ith the'cLsation of

nfu- l,"^.YT^"''.*^'"*""*'°" ^°"' datively simple froapublic health standpoint. It is. «s has be „ the chronic nhaseodisease and the long duration of the infe. .usne'ss of uTn cases n Ithe process seems to be no longer active that perpetuate its hold
lis. With reference to the duration of this infectiou«rs Keyes e fin

can.. H 8 X months and persistence over eighteen months is excepti.He 8t.ac-. that he has not known a gonorrh-.a to remain potentiallv virmore than two or three years-although he believes thi. proves The pb.l ty of mdofnute infectiousness in s..me cases. In women whilepatients usMally recover in a few months ^Keyes) the ex^-p iors armore nideC. to duration, harder to recognize, and more difficuTt„tNo one is w, ling to ^et a limit on the period 'of awZan's infectiou^^^and conservative observers have the groat.st hesitancy in naming a

t"Lta'i:;rdSs;."'"'
^^^^'^ - --^ -^ - ^-- -p^;

.
'^'l^

Carrier of Infection the Real Danger—The fact that it i. nniincurability, then, so much as the activity of carr^rs o nfectIn wperpetuates gonorrhcea, points the way to effectuarcontro So j!individual caprice rather than respect for the nublic hellti, .n
*

treatment situation and makes mos^ases earr er?f
"
LderaTeTribefore cure occurs, we can expect no encouraging change in JhepTcWhen dispensary patients can make one visit and disappear when nScases vanish as sooft as the discharge « dries un " whm, fhnln j I

.ever have more skilful care than^that afforde'd alth TZTdZ' S.

Strw^j^L??^^'
"" '- ?« --r^*-

rCrii:Sh^'h^-.t;
Aim. ^?^

""'!^"^"*^ opumism, but to the prolonged infectiousnes» •

dif5cultie8 of the treatment, the obstinacy of the^sease wnibrm,
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liluly to prov..ko action Once the public gratp. the situation, cure wiUbecome compulsory and therefore attainable in nearly every ca" andearner, intentional or unintentional, will bo isolated a. far a. oppo'rtun-
.ties to transmit gonorrh(ra are concerned, with the thoroughneaT withwhich typhoid and diphtheria carriers are to-day.

Modern Tegta for Determining Infecliou$ne$i and Cure. The modern
tests for the identification of gouorrhu« in a doubtful case and the tesU
to determine its euro should be summarized because one of the surest ways
to bnng about their genenJ adoption ia to familiarire the public with what*^/ •^'"^ '^}'?. '""* ^^ ^''^^'^^' an'l incidentally, what must beprovided form a public movement against it. The dofoction of an acute

.
arly g«norrh<ra wlule eometimea poseiblo without the micro«x>pe, ahould

...ually bo made with it by recognizing the germ in the discharge Ad^ *7 •mportanoo. often overlooked, is that every patient with adischarge from tlie urinary canal, gonorrha-al or otherwise, should bo

IZZ y.7
~"i«'de«t evidence of the presence of syphilis, since anu known but probably surprising percentage of gonorrha as mask the beginning of syph.hs In chronic gonorrh.ra. the microscope becomes even more.mportant in the examination of shreds in the urine after massage of theKc*,tate gland or other special manipulations, in cases of " morning drop "

,T;„-o 21^•^f''•"""'^'°"
'' °^* sufficient to show the aheence of Sodisease especially in womc a and three or four examinations or oven more

or leu«orrha.a is no evidence of the absence of the disease. It« stronghold
IS m the glands and these must be searchcxl. sometimes with th^aS ofBpr<5id insmmients. in ca«es in whidi there is reason to doubt orxlina^uxlmgB. bometimes rt IS ncceeaary to try to grow the germs to proveOiey are gonocooci. There exi«t8 abo a blood test for theTr^sence of««norrha« recently devised, which reeta upon principles similaTto tio^governing the blood test in syphilis, to be described later. The blood t^while new, seems to be gaining ground as a valuable means of recomiizinff

^

o;ises m patients that otherwise seem to be well. Among all i«e el^W?
[

tions and technical del^k. use of the micrx«copc st^nd^^out cl^pict,^:"

toVrr~^"""
the clap-quack and drug clerk through the dirnsary

.i?Mu^°'^
practitioner of medicine-which is treating gonorrhoea

ZJS ^;'' °^
*f

ini«.ras«>pe. is playing a gambling risk a|S thSpatient, trading on luck, and contributing direcUy. ^dthoutlx^ orextenuation, to the aid and comfort of the enemy.

Gonorrhaal Childlessness in Men and Women.—Muoh that should besumiaanzed under this head has been suggested in the foregoing discussion.In men gonorrhcea aside from the risk of infecting the wife which existsin an uncur^ or latent case, unfits a certain percentage for marriaeethrough the effect of the inflammatory process onZ Bper^orLZllxZ
elements, and the ducts or tubes through which they pTss. sirTlity n Shusband 18 variously estimated as responsible for from 17 to 95 Z^^Ti
01 chiidless marriages. It should be understood that the ability to havesexual relatione may exi^ in steriUty. It is the failure of the relationtor«ult in pregnancy that oonstftutee the sterility for whioT the^^rcoccus 16 r^ponsible. It is one of the supreme ironies of fate toT^^
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liwfT''" u^ *'^"'^^*' marriage appear before the physician. rea(

! Ku'
'° ,*^t^°P« o; ^"I'^fif a sterQity for which the hiwband is raBible, while he, as Morrow says, goes about "inflated with a sense o

19 directly or indireotly responsible, have formed the basis of sepaSand even of actions for divoree. Fortunately it has n^ bS^?understood by the medical profe«ion that proper ^xSaST^hi«l«nd to prove that he has living active ZlJle^eZTZnt
t>>« first move in determining the cause of a sterility Yet itXulHbe imagined that aU male rterility is due to g^on-hJ ForZ^Simmonds estimates that 61 per cent of alcohoUraTe ^erile mZ
^

must never be forgotten that the reproductive function t one o1most comphcated of physico-chemical mechanisms. aST ^^°L

^y,A-^\^'^
f^nJorn -The burden of ponorrho^a in m^irriage falls o

As previously noted, about 60 percent JfinLwl^ ''"^
sterility is due to gonorrhea, and?/ this stelity 75"^0^^ Z%tof gonorrhoea transmitted to the woman by her husband Thlu*good of the world which an unborn child reSeiTf-T/- " *°

and personality. The woman who through gonoSa h«, w v!
"''

bearing and rearing of a child carries a^teviSe^^d S.^^ '^
she .8 indeed the victim of an unfuMWwh^ nofc^,

*^ ''''"'^

subjected to mere statistical estimation
P^ign^ncj can never

Oonorrh>^a and the Medical Examination Before Marriaae -Th. n,tection of marriage from the effects of gonorrhoea is onTTf tl „ •^
eugenic problem^, of our ime. It i, beset hv HlffiJ u° 11^ "'*"

and parcel of tl,e stntus of the genitolTiiflttn.
^ ^®' ''^\'^ "" P"

of the medical problems involv^ ^tU SSonT ''" '•"^' /"•^«':' "
It may be said to be-n v-ith th,t -n l.Tf^ ^v «'°"''"h"Pa itaol

compel the revocation-of ti:el:tln'fo 'VLo^; ^ar^'v?^ tr "

Physician to remain silent .nder the :o:S^ZT:r;i^l^£^J!,
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fidenoe while sdfish and irresponsible men or women, knowin? themselves

Lt.\::^*l""'T
'^"*'' °' '"'^^*^'«'^* '' *^« question, deSat"marry healthy partners, a certain amount of marital infection willpersist Such a revision of the law is among the first essentZZ^attempt to control carriers of the disease. On the other hand the gono^rhoea tranamUted in ignorance by inadequately treated and uncured eai,

IS a much larger part of the problem, which will only be fully done awayWith through the reform of the whole situation, which pubh\, enh'gWment wiU bring. Medical examination before marriage, while it hfs notyet reached the status in public sentiment and law which it deserves ^
!hJnr^"' TT T^°'*

^^'^ *yP^ °^ gonococcus carrier It U t^ethat the result of such an examination is less trustworthy in women th™nmen, smee an antiseptic douche can conceal the actual status oHhe cai

Tate tir
'^-^^^.f-'-^tions properly carried out can often deZ-'

strate the infection if present. Widows, particularly childless ones nomatter what their personal character, and non-virg:/.oinen, are JiS-mate objects of medical suspicion. It is true that in isolated caseT nosatisfactory conclusion can be reached, although such eases arer-^
SiT. ^"^^'^ lamination of m^n is irksome to pKic "i andpatient, but capable of more trustworthy results. While urin^ion Lfow
ZT?n r T ??? ^Z'l " "°"^°* ^'°P' '""^a^^ of the prSgland in the office. foUowed by a so-caUed two-glass test and mioroi^icexamination will usually identify a gonococcal carrier, and examSnof the urinary canal with an instrument called the endoscop^ mTyieM
IhtZ 'Yl^'T' '°^"^ '^' persistence of an infection ThI mere

a valuable aid but one whose status is as yet not fully deteiiihiedEv!^

Protection of the Fiancee.—When gonorrhoea comnl,V.,t ..

forced control of tho sitiinfinn 4i,„* • *
"*'o>^c

«f
i9 cured, a form of

Ae ,o„,.„. ThL'e-'J^l'L" ^'nArftl.t:,"^T °' '''"'
can attest, and until they are At^h ^ 7v

1^°^°^' as any expert

marriage will remain unSlved '
'^' ^°""" °^ gonorrhoea in

I nes, or„^r^°"
"^ '*' ^'"^7'^' ^'"^" '^^''''"' Oonorr^*..-The seriousness of pregnancy as a complication of gonorrhoea demand« 1t,»«;o? J,- i
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won of women who have such symptoms as "vaginal abscess," bun
urination, leucorrhoea and abdominal pain soon after marriage or du
pregnancy, and of unmarried mothers especially, for evidence of gonorr]
18 of the utmost importance. The examination should be made earh
the pregnancy if possible to allow for painstaking and systematic timent before the birth of the child. The life-saving value of such a meai
IS so great that it should under no circumstances be neglected.

A Warning in regard to Double Marital Infection.—It should noi
forgotten, as an explanation of more than one embarrassing or tri
situation, that the fact that a man and wife live together or have sej
relations without showing evidence of gonorrhoeal infection may be
to the simple fact that both have it, albeit in a mild or quiescent foThe separation of the parties to such a marriage or liaison leaves
sources of infection free to communicate their ailment to others, the n
easily because, having failed to note any evidence that they had infe<
each other, they would believe themselves to be normal. Similarly
treatment of one party to a marriage for gonorrTitPa calls for the exami
tion and treatment of the other, since it is only under the rarest of c
ditions that one has the disease without the other, or that the one cancured while subject to repeated risk of re-infection by the other.

Remediahle Weahnessea of the Existing Situation.—Thia compl*
for t^e time being the consideration of the medical aspects of gonorrl
which affect its status in a public health campaign against diseases
texual origin. Age-long underestimation of its seriousness has become cand parcel of common thought, and ->nly prolonged and persistent efl
at re-education will finally give the disease the place it deserves in
public mind side by side with syphilis, tuberculosis and cancer, as one
the four greatest surviving plagues of the human race. This undeveloi
public sentiment is coupled with a medical handicap that is yet to be ovcome. Slowness and some uncertainty in treatment, the absence of i

spectacular, and the unfamiliarity of the medical profession with cert<new and vitally important methods for the recognition of the disease
active and in latent, though still contagious cases, deprive a campai
of some of the dash and brilliancy possible in syphilis, but form no insi
mountable obstacles Too few great minds, it would almost seem htmade the biology, the physiology, the chemistry of the gonococcus. a
the body which It invades, their life-work. Throughout this field,
throughout all fields of medicine, the temporizing, hand-to-mouth trement of consequences rather than causes has held the centre of attenti(An expenditure of effort and brain-power equal to that which has be
lavished on the results and the wreckage of gonorrhoea, if expended up
Its early stages on the control of its carriers, and on its prevention, wouwithin a generation or two, lead to new knowledge that should redu
It to a position of minor importance in the ranks of disease. It is not t
association of gonorrhea with a moral issue such as that of prostitutiiwhich maintains its foothold. It is our own refusal in the past to dewith It radically as a dangerous infectious disease wherever it mavfound. The fact deserves re-emphasizing, that in spite of its peculi
obetmacies, in spite of the lack of dramatic and rapidly effective metho
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for a new public health.
silence—the way will open
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PART III.

SYPHILIS.
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CHAPTER I.

HiSTOBY, Cause and Pbevalkncb or Syphilis.*

J Tif ^"i^*" "A.***
-^am*.—Syphilis, vulgarly spokea of as "pox"and blood d»ea8e£ is one of the most remarkable diseases which affects

the human race. The name, over which so many victims have stuttered

Sr^™,/Jnrr '^''i r^ ^"^i"^ "PP"«* *° ^^ «!«««« following

^ftl^ZT * ^'^ ^^ Fracaator^ in 1630, in which a dramatic reci^

^LraoST^rvi^'"
^'''^•" V^!^ "^^"^^ '° *^« P«'«"» «f the principal

character Syphilis, a swine-herder. who became infected. The word L^no more horrifying or disfirraoeful significance than would the name " Job "

Iffli^."*
" **"" ^°' *~'^' "^^^ ""^^ *^*' ^^'^^^''^ «J»«"«ter WM

oonaSl*^"'
" ^f"* f^^f^'-Syphilis, like gonorrh(Ba. is an infection

and indeed the superior of tuberculosis, the great "white plagi^e" in^e
tLc^'Is'^^:'; r"^"'""'

°'" *^« ^*« ^^ °^'^^>°^' Present^nd futureThere is not a tissue or a structure of the body which syphilis cann<*affeot. nor « there an aspect of the entire science of medi(S in which U
L n \r^^^^^^ Sir Williaon Osier coined the Wus pWe

presenutlon of every phase of the subject
over-technlcal,

S. Stokes. J. H.
:
The third ^eat plague: A discussion of syphilis for everv-day people. Philadelphia. Saunders. 1917. 204 pp. t!^1b LSTkTswritten primarily from the standpoint of the patleni and th^ whocome In contact with him. ** **

» Pracastor, H.
: Syphilis, alve morbus Kallleus. Verona. 15S0 S« i

6S
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indor-.ooble deu-rmi nation. The 8e«miu« triviality of ita onset, its ex(

ordi-.ary skill as a dissembler, the silent but none the lew temble ma

of the invadiiife' host of spiral germs from their point of invamon throi

the blood to everv structure of the body, the long year« of silent, «

and yet wondtTiully .kiltul work thi-y do under an outward aspoct

good health; the variety of ailmento to which syphilis oau give r»e, i

yet the dramatic, the almost astounding effectiveness of proper tpeatm<

make it decidedly unique. It is little wonder that Fracastor f 't impel

to describe it in poetry, for bizarre though the conception may se

eyidiilis is an artist, a craftsman iu evil beside whom Machiavelli i

Ceeare Boiyia were bunglers and dealer« in crudity. To the appreciat

of ita course and its history it is not amdaa to bring a litde of the sp

of the artist, in order to understand the workings of this maeterpiecc

evil, this mo&t gifted of all the unholy feHowriiip of devil's aides. I

this touch of knightliness that lifts the story of syphilis from the soi

into the field of romance.

, The Historical Aapecfs of Syphilit.—Sjvhilia has a peculiar hist

There is, of coune, room for argument as to its antiquity and its orij

and it is soarcely possible as yet to regard the question as closed,

the conception of the so-called American source of the infectif-n seemi

be obtaining a wider and wider acceptance. In aooordanoe with this v:

it would appear that instead of having the universality of gonorrl

syphilis was suddenly laid upon the doorstefp of an unsuapeoting worlc

the sailors of Columbus in 1493, upon their return from the Island of Hi

in which the disease was known, and where they had acquired it. Whe
or not it had existed in the old world prior to this time, certain i

that from the time of this fresh importation it took on new life. Du:

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries an epidemic of the disease srs

over the continent of Europe, which, for virulent frightfulnesa and s

tacular horrors totally eclipsed anything seen except in the rarest of o

in these days. The oombinod aid of armies and voyagrers carried it ap

ently into every comer of the habitable earth. Medicine, still encha;

by the lethargy of the Middle Ages, was jolted into life by the whirlv

of disaster. On every side the ablest minds the art oould muster 1

themselves to the problem. Clinical knowledge of the symptomi

syphilis sprang into existence with a rapidity scarcely to be equalled

a time by process in any other fidd of medicine. We. have noited aire

tihe confusion with gonorrhoea fathered by John Hunter and later

right by Ricord. With the work of the latter, and of Diday, both Fre

men, and that of their disciples, the modem conceptions of the dis

came one by one into being, so that by the end of the ninerteenth cen

there lay ready for the fertilizing power of laboratory research, a

field of knowledge of the human aspects of the disease. Syphilis i1

after the violence of its epidemic phase, seemed to suJfaeide into the st

and malevolent cleverness we know so well to-day. Instead of descen

upon the victim as a thimderbolt, literally dissolving him bone and
'

into a mass of carrion, it now expresses itself less luridly but none the

effectively in the form of jgrave diseases of the heart and kidneTi

death from impairment of the great blood vessels, in damage to sight
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The New Knowledge of Syphilig.—In the later years of the nineteenth
century, a change long prepared for and foreshadowed came over the whole
face of medicine. The sciences upon which the art must always rest for

the foundation of its advance, had come into existence, and grew under
the genius of r en like Faeteur, the founder of bacteriology, into a
fountain-head of inspiration and new knowledge. With almost miracnlous
suddenness the whole aspect of our knowledge of syphilis changed with
the changing situation in medicine. One epochal discovery trod the heels

of another in the decade from 1900 to 1910. The whole fabric of the ne •

science of syphilology was welded together by men whose labours deserve
Homeric words of praisa Schaudinn and Hoffmann, Metchnikoff, Rons,
Bordet, Wasserman, Ehrlich, Hata, unassuming men drawn from all the
great intellectual sources of human life, carrying on their labours in the
seclusion and quiet of laboratories, were none the less the peers of the
fellow-workers of Vulcan, who in the heart of a volcano, forged the armour
of the gods. To the tremendous constructive '.rain-power of these men,
the grasp that Ehrlich and Hata had of the chemistry of arsenic and the
biology of the germ of syphilis, the eyesight and experience of Schaudinn
who could sec in the germ he discovered, with the ordinary lenses of the
microscope, structures that lesser men can barely see to-day with the
artificial aids he despised or did not have—to these men we do homage in

tht mere mention of the new knowledge of syphilis. " Though they be
not sought for in the council of the people, nor be exblied in the assembly,"
they have re-made the destiny of man upon the eurth.

The Discovery of the Germ and the Traminission nf Siii-hVra fo

Animals—Few more important occurrences could be imagined than the
identification on April 6, 1905, by Schaudinn and Hoffmann, the former a
zoologist and the latter a syphilologist, of the germ which is now practically

universally accepted as the cause of syphilis. Innumerable germs had
been suspected before this, but had failed to stand critical study. The
identification of syphilis as an infection and the recognition of its cause
combined with the proof furnished by Metchnikoff and Roux that it could
be transmitted to certain animals and could therefore be studied experi-
metitally, furnished the groundwork upon which rests the whole fabrio
of the modern recognition and treatment of the disease. Not that syphilis
was not recognized before, or that its treatment had not met with a measure
of success. But the identification of the germ in the very first sore of the
disease makes possible a prospect of complete cure that is incompart^ly
greaiter than anything the older knowledge could offer. The transmission
of the disease to animals made possible the invention of the synthetic
compound of arsenic known as " 606 " by Ehrlich, which produces radical
effects upon the disease in all its stages, and controls ita contagiousness
in a way that alters our whole outlook upon it as a problem in public
health.

The Spirochaeta PcUlida and its Recognition in Early SyphUiiie
Sores.—The germ of Syphilis is called the Spirochaeta pallidal the fii»t

» A nvmbM' of iaveatigators ooosldar "treponema pallldium" the proper term.
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word describing \t» corlucrew shape, and the second the extreme
culty with ^/hich it can b« stained with dyei to make it vialble

exceedingly .ninute, and is best observed in the living state, whea f

taken from t le secretions of certain syphilitic sores, the study being
under the highest powers of the microscope, with the aid of a «

instrument called the "dark field," which lihows the germs in a be
reflected light, much as motes appear in a sunbeam in a darkened
^1 is also possible to use stains as in the case of the gonococcus, t

they are less satisfactory. The germ of syphilis has been so recent)

covered, and the subject of syphilology in general has been so

teught in medical schools of the past generation that many men
upon to deal with syphilis to-day have little or no conception <

importance of the germ in the recognition of the disease in the
patient, and too often have never seen it or learned how to find it

occasion demands. Yet it is not too much to say that the time has
when the ability to find the Spiroclia;ta pallida in certain sores, esp^

the early ones of syphilis, and the mechanical equipment for doing
absolutely prerequisite to professional fitness to diagnose or trei

disease. British navnl medical officers in the first year of the war, s

for example, that of 671 men w>th venereal sores, 63.4 per cent

recognized at once as syphilitic by the use of the dark field and onl;

per cent were later found to bo ayphiliiic by subsequent blood tests.

we recall that in 1911 only about 14 per cent of early syphilis i

United States army was rei'ojfuiziHl during the stage of le first s^

chancre, and in 1915 only 22 per cent, we can appreci. e the im
advance made possible through the newer methods, by which it is s

say no less than HO per cent of all gyphilitics seen in the stage of th

sore can be rtcujfnized and given the 100 per cent chance for cure

physician, and no hospital or dispensary which is not equipped to id

be germ of syphilis or is unwilling to see that the patient gets the 1

f such knowledge elsewhere if it is called for by the nature of hi(

has any business to pretend to deal with early syphilis. The 9tat

seems radical, yet upon its literal acceptance depends more than h
i! l>. "f future progress based on early and complete care.

The Prevalence of Syphilis.^—^Before considering the nature <

disease itself, a few words should be said about ita prevalence. Here
as in tlie case of gonorrhoea, estimates rather than exact statiatioe m
largely drawn upon. It should be recalled that a large amount of sj

goes about unrecognized in the ordinary course of events, until so
its effects appear, or an incidental ailment brings the patient inl

hands of some one who applies the modem tests. So greatly has the
test for syphilis increased our power to recognize the disease that the

figures have lost much of their value. Yet even these based in thi

personal experience of men like Foumier, estimated the percenta
syphiliR anjong the adult« of larre cities Hke London and P.inV as

10 to 13 per cent. A survey of British working men seemingly in

1 Those especially interested in this question, and all public health o

should read the remarkably complete presentation of this subject by Col.
Vedder In "SyphUis and publio health." loo. cit
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hculth, uiado by Oollic, showed 9 por cent to have ayphilia. Olaat varia-
tioni and age are a large factor in estimating the prevalence of the dis-
oase, and no comtidoration is complete which omits thorn. For example,
Vodder oame to the oonolusion that 20 per cent reprcBcutod a fair average
for the amount of syphilitic infection among young men who enlist in
tlie army, and that among men reprcaoriting tlie grade whidi applies for
commi8«iou», trains at West Point or entew our oolleges, 2 to 5 per cent
is the approximate prevalence. Ajn.;ng hospital patienU estimates range
from 10 to 20 per cent, bused, however, quite largely upon the blood teat
ruUier tJmn upon combined blood tost and medical examination, which
invariably results in a higher figure. Among youug women Veddor esti-
mates that the percentage fiuctuutes between 3 and 20 per cent depending
oil ttgt\ laaritul condition, social status, etc. Aim.ug private patients from
10 U) 20 per cent have syphilis, among children 3 to 10 per cent. Among
negroes in apparent health, the percentage varies from SJfi to 30 per cent,
iimoiig the siek from 40 to 50 per cent. Among criminals the range is'

from 20 to 40 per cent, among the insane (male whites) 20 to 36 per cent,
among prustilutOB from 60 to 100 per cent. There are some notable
natimal figures, especially those for purU of issia, in which it was
.vstiiimted that 95 per cent of the peasant population had the disease.
While such spectacular estimntes can have no general signifieuneo, they
suggest the extent of the prubl.m i,\ nations with a low physical and mental
.standard of living. Estimates for the continental countries such as
(loi-mauy a"d France do not differ materially frum those quoted for the
Tnited Stat^. The question as to whether or not syphilis is on the
increase is one difficult of determination, since the newer methods of
nci^rnizing the disease are creating an impression of increase which may
lie more apparent than real. Pusey believes that on the whole there is
no evidence to show that it is becoming more prevalent than in the past.

It needs no comment to carry home the meaning of these figures to
I'very thinking man and woman. Nothing could more effectively shatter
the notion that syphilis is the heritage of the unfavoured few, the trophy
of debauch, the sign-manual of the down-and-out. Syphilis is one of the
most widespread of "all infectious diseases. Its victims are numbered in
millions, not in hundreds. Not a man lives, or a woman, who does not
elbow it every day, whose house has not seen its entry and departure,
who may not at any hour have his name added to the rolU. While to be
sure there are variations in the neamesB or remoteness of the risk, never
dots it becoone so distant that any one of us can sit by and say in smug
unconcern, "This is not my affair." While it is not so prevalent as
Konorrhooa, it may beset us perhaps in disguise, and but too often in
dangerous contagious form, in those unsuspecting hours when we believe
ourselves at ease among our friends. Syphilis is too cunning a craftsman
in evil to permit the limitation of his labours to the few.

e health offlcerii

ct by Col. B. B



CHAPTER n.

The Colbme or Svi'iiius

—

Primary and Secondary Stages.

The Stagei of Syphilii- \ knowledge of the ooune of ijrphilM i

the etfewt produced by the g^rm upon the body it eHwntial to any o

prehfiision of the problem in public health which it prasenta. Ilefere

has already l>cen made to the fact that it can atTeot any portion ca

body and in such a variety of ways aa to make iti manifeatations aln

fiv,,,.i;3rmou8 with the whole fiekl of medicine itaelf. There is ind

soarotly a known condition due to other causes which syphilis ran

passably mitate. The oonvtmtiooal division of the ddsease into hU

has also oeen foreahadowud in tha preceding discuasion. The usual te

for these stages are primttry, seoondary and tertiary. They are arbiti

di-'isions based on time rather than on the oourse aad ptw^uliarities of

disease. A more rational grouping would be into an early looal, a gei

alized or disseminate stage, a stage of reourrencea and lateacy, and fin

so-called late syphilis, including whi^t was formerly spoken of as quar

nary syphilis of the nervous system—^that is looomob ' ataxi und gen

paralysis of the insane. These divisions while taking accoi at of ti

are also based upon the behaviour >-{ the ger.n and the reaction of

body to its invasion.

The Primary or Loralized Stage- The Chancre.—Early local or pi

ary syphilis o.vera tsseiiaally the ^)eriod from the appoiirance of the 1

iore, to the time when the germs spread to all parts of the lx>dy.

germ of sj^philis gains entrance to the body usually thniugh au abrai

or wound in the skin or the thin, moist, red mucou* surfaces. 1

abrasion may be so smijl! tl it it is onlj visible under tJio microscope

that the seeming wholoniiaB . f the skiu or mucous surfaces is no evidc

whatever that the gi nn has not found an entrance. Whf n the Spirocl

pallida enters the budy it remains fur some time at tlie place wher

gained entr nee, tii^ germs multiplying and setting up in the surrouni

tissues a ruction wiiich is essentially a mdld chronir; infLimmation.

an i-ifection with the gonococcus there is at U- t a piwaable fight,

that (juite promptly. The spinwhsete of syphilis ou the otuer band aroi

much less cppositioti. unfortunately, and has a oorrespondiiigly gf
opportunity to gain a foothold. From th«> time the germ enters the i

until the first signs of .t sore or reaction appear a period of several

to several weeks may elapse, in whic^i the patient hah no idea of

danger he is
' \ If he knew himself ti be nfeoted, this ao-calW pi

of inciibation /ould l>e the iJoal timt; in which to take strong itm

sine** the germs could be killed otf with »m(i>arative ease. In w!

a person is known to have been expo8<^, it is in fact becoming go*wi p

tice to forestall the apperance of any sore by treating him on he Aj
that one will develop. The patient, hnwnver, does not usuii > liisoi

his situation until a small luir. >, a cluife, or :in ac'ual ulcer api>^ar

the place whfr the germs enten-^' This sore is the first outspoke e

60
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once of syphilis and is cnlW tho chancre (pr..n.>uiiw<l •han-ker) or

primary lesion. Purine the first few day* of its «ppearan«!»». the .>v.>r-

whohning majority of the genm of the di»ert»e are in it and in its imtme-

distfl neighbourhood. They hare not as y<»t spread to any »iirnificiiii»

lortent to otiher part* of the body. Their prr-^tMice mak(v* tho di-whnrg'w

from the chancre extremely oonta^ous and daniferous for others. But

from the patient's standpoint the fact that they are still in on*" plufp and

have not as yet invaded the body makes this the golden moment for i^iiro.

Cure in ike Early Stage (Ahortive Cure).—The patient is warned

by the sore that there is something wrong, if he knows enough to take it

serious! V, If the germs are immediately found by the dark field micro-

sii)pe and powerful doses of the newer drugn such aa "606" are given

diri tly into his blood before the sprond of the germs takes place, the

process is Btop|>ed before it has starte<l so to speak, all the germs can

be killed oflf, and a cnmplete and rapid cure results. This curing of the

disease in the enriiost days of the primary lesion is called "abortive"

pure. It shouM be reiterated '
t this is only possible in the earliest days,

uimost 'he <arliest hours of the visible chancre. No test of the blood will

prove thu presence of the disease at this time, fur once the blood shows

it. the (1 mr^ for abortive '-ure is gone. ^V'rtive cure is one of the great

hopes of humanity in s battle against syphilis. The need for it should

be preached from housp tops, as was the cntdoor treatment of tuberculosis.

\VTiile its use is still its infancy, wp ave good reason to believe that

if it coulf' be appliM throughout the rid in conjun^-tion with social

aiiii educational as "U as medical preventive measure, syphilis could

be wiped out as romj etely as malaria can be by the extermination of the

mosquito.

Just wh'^n the oj ^rtunity for aborti e cure ends cannot be deter-

mine. IS yet by any i ans that we know. One thing is sure—abortive

trcuiui nt cannot begi io soon and it can easily be too late. The first

'lur f' un days of a bore seen from its very bi ,nnning represent the best

jiu*^ as tf^ *he upper limit of time in which i. is
i
wsible to obtain an

abortive rs !t.

)i3ic! iet in Recognizing a Syphilitic CAancre. —Emphn is has

rt .idy be. placed on the fact that here is no reliable way of telli k' from

ts appt iraiice whether a genital sort- is a chancre or not. The microscope

is the T rst rei- rt. Chancres may be of any size and appearance, and may
i -velop anywhere. It is even believi 1 that they may be altogether absent

:nid the patient still acquire syphilis. It is not a rare thing for a chancre

occur inside the canal through which the urine passes or just at the

opening and to be masked by the dif harge of a gonorrhoea acquired at

the same time. In women it may develop in thf^ vagina or on the neck

of the womb. Many intelligent and entirely truth

f

nts with

syphilis can give no account whatever of a chancre

having had gonoiTln«a. Still others, women especiall'

•^f eithf»r 83rphil!s c-.^ gonorrhoea, and yet they hav.

stimated that as high as t<. per cent of men an i -•

iiaving syphilis are not av a-e of the onset of their i

have forgotten its trivial beginnings. It cannot be
•

'if
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n chancre may be so small, so unobtrusive, ?o painless, so well conccalec

in soma fold of skin or mucous membrane that even an intellijjent an<

observing patient will wholly overlook it. Add to these overlooked infec

tions the innumerable misinterpretations of chancres which are dubbe<
" chancroids," " soft sores." " chafes," cold sores, etc., and the real wonde
becomes, not that so much early syphilis (joes unrecognized, but that anj

of it is recognized at all. In women especially, as already intimated, thi

opportunities for n chancre to pass unnoticed are much greater than ii

men. The pniitnlin arc less acoessiblo, and the chancre can occur foi

example on the nrck of the womb or in the vnffina without the victim'

ever realizing the fact or being aware that she is in an infcv-tious condition
It is indeed a rarity for women to have an infection recojmizcd in thi

primary stage and for them therefore the outlook for abortive cure basec

on the identification of the primary lesion is vanishingly small. Asidi

from these few cases which can be treated on the knowledge that thei

have been exposed even though no chancre can be found, the problen
of controlling syphilis by the treatment of women will largely resolvi

itself into putting a stop to their infectiousness as soon as the disease

has developed far enough to be recognized by other signs.

The Spread of the Germs from the Chancre to the Body.—From thi

chancre or primary lesion, if nothing is done to stop the progress of thi

disease, the germs o{ syphilis travel ! y way of the lymph channels at first

to the nearest set of glands or kernels, whf>re they provoke a reactioi

which shows itself as a local swelling. A mail.ed swelling of the kerntli

or glands in the neck or under the jaw. coming on rather rapidly, with i

very sore throat or a sore on the lip, should at once arous« the suspicioi

that the sore is n clmncro. Whon the channre occurs on the genitals thi

swelling is less characteristic, and more liki ly to occur with other types o
infections. The invasion of the lymph glands is the last phase of thi

primary stage, and indeed when it becomes definite the local period o
syphilis is over. "When the lymph glands have ce.ised to serve as a defence
a sudaen change in the whole aspect of the disease occurs. The germi
abruptly get into the blood stream in enormous ntimbers. and are carrie<

forthwitd to every single structure in the body. Wiiile a few germs ma;
have entered the blood before the frrand attack, the sudden rush is ai

attack in force, a " Big Pnsh " which places the patient once and fo:

all beyond the rrnch of the abortive, hundred per cent cure. The infectioi

has now become goneralizod. as we say. and syphilis is a constitutiona

disease from th.it moment. While the perms of gonorrhea irain aeces

to the blood in occasional cases ami produce symptoms, sypliilis differi

from gonorrhfea in that this invasion is invariable, and that owing to thi

peculiarities in the germ, it involves conse<]uences vastly more serioui

and far reaching than those of systemic gonorrhoea.

Author's Footnote : Since the oriplnnl text of this and several subaequen
pasnnKPfi rpff-rrlnir to thn Kpnoralizaflon of the F>i>hilltlc infection, wns wrifter
animal experlmcnt.il evidence ha.s developcil to rhow that the |fcner;iII«atlon o
ppre.id of the inf. rtion tlirouKh the body ociiirs not Infrequently within a fei
h"iir« i'f'fr lno'i>l:i>if'n iuid th^'t spirf-hete-! may he found In the b'.ood atrean
and In various ornans even before any visible nl|tni« of reaction In the form of i

chancre appears at the point of entry. Accordingly the distinction drawn betweei
the primary and thi secondary stages of syphilisi so far aa treatment la roncernec
is even more artiflclal and of more doubtful slgniflrance than was at first supposed
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The Oenerali ' or Secondary Stage.—Ihe generalization of the

infection, which usually occurs from the first to the fourth week after the

appearance of tho chancre, marks the beginning of the secondary stage.

Before anything appears the patient may have premonitions of trouble

in the form of headaches, a drop in weight and a feeling of being under

the weather. Then in the large majority of cases the thing which con-

stitutes syphilis in popular imagination occurs. Tho patient usually

" breaks out " with some kind of skin eruption which on account of the

wide distribution of the germs tends to be general over the body.

Syphilitic Eruptions and Their Variations; Common Misconceptions.

—Syphilitic secondary eruptions are comparable to many other eruptions

in skin diseases. They take on the widest varieties of forms, ranging from

.1 few faint pink spots in the armpits and flanks, which the patient may
not even see, to great, round, punched out ulcers thiit may riddle his skin

like a burst of shrapnel. The recognition of gj'philitic secondary eruptions

is at times none too easy a matter for the expert and it mny be a bugbear

for the average doctor. If it is hard for him, it is apparent that no layman
has any business to take ui>on himself the task of deciding the matter.

The arrogant self-sufficiency wi**" '^hich occasional persons will set them-

selves to wreck the lives of unfortunates with skin diseases on a non-

medical decision that they have some " bad disease " is one of the wonders

ijf that combination of stupidity and ignorance against which the gods

themselves fight in vain. Persons with psoriasis especially, a harmless

hut disfiguring affair, are subject to cruel and scandalons niisjudgments

from this source. The author has known ministers to all but lose wife,

cliurrh and reputation through the unprincipled activities of the amateur

(lorni.itologists in their congregations. There can be but one honourable

onursc for an outsider to pursue when confronted with an eruption on the

person of friend or acquaintance. If it is any of the outsider's business,

h>t him frankly ask the friend for a statement from his moilioal ad\'iser

or advise him to carry such a statement about with him. If it is not

•he outsider's business, let him keep silent.

Si/fhilitic Ervptions and the General Puhlic.—Fortunately two con-

-ikrntious minimize the importance of syphilitic skin eruptions for the

irciiernl public. In the first place, they are practically never contagious

whoii on the free skin of the body or the face. It is only when some
"f tho bumps occur in moist spots such as the armpits or the groins, where
thtir tops can be rubbed off, that the germs get an opportunity to escape,

liven in such cases the damage can only be done to those who come into

intimate contact with the body or the moist underclothing of the syphilitic.

.\'o dry, unbroken skin surface transmits the disease. In the second place,

a syphilitic skin eruption if prominent cnoupli to draw the public eye

"(lids the person at once for treatment, with the result that it is usually

rapidly cleared up.

The Dangerous Contagious Manifeslations of Secondary Syphilis.—
S'ji-ondary syphilis is, however, accompanied by outbreaks which are full

di danger for others, and the danger is the greater btvuUbe it is the danger-

ous sores whif'h are usunlly hardest to recognize or least suspected of

iiiiving any connection with the disease. Secondary syphilis shows a
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marked tendency to inrolTe the throat and mouth, and the moist aurfacea

in and about the genital tract in both men and women. The biological

reason is apparent enough. Here the germs find the ideal combination

of moisture and an absence, or comparative absence of air. The constant

friction and motion to which such surfaces are subject in walking, talking,

etc., soon rubs the tops oS the spots in which the germs have gathered,

and releases them by millions. The spot becomes covered with a thin

greyish membrane, forming the so-called mucous patch, which with ita

brother, the fiat wart or condyloma, is by all odds the most dangerous

sore, produced by syphilis. Mucous pr.tches are practically painless. A
throat may be literally plastered with them from side to side and the

patient complain of no inconvenience, or only a slight soreness or dis-

comfort. There may be none in the throat but one or two of them may
appear on the under side of the lip opposite the gum or at the angles

of the mouth, ready to spread spirochsEtes over dishes, pipes, dental instru-

ments, the lips of children or adults, the faces and fingers of doctors

operating on and examining the mouth, the thermometer with which the

nurse takes the temperature. They may not be, and indeed too often are

not, seen by the buay or hurried doctor, and certainly not by the patient,

by uninitiated friends and outsiders, or by unsuspecting wife and children.

Similar spots and patches appear about the genitals, but here on account

of irritation they are inclined, especially in women, to grow into peculiar

flat warts, or condylomas. Growing about the opening of the rectum

they are often mistaken for "piles." Of all the sores that syphilis can

produce there is nothing so rich in the germs as the flat wart or condy-

loma. Not being sensitive they easily pass unnoticed, and one of them
can infect an army.

The Constitutional Effects of Secondary Syphilis; Symptomless

Syphilis.—It should not be suppoeed that the activities of secondary

syphilis are limited to the skin and the mucous surfaces of mouth and

genitals. The spread of the germs by the blood enal .;8 it to affect in

some degree all parts of the body. But there is a definite tendency on the

part of certain strains or breeds of the SpirochKta pallida to affect some

parts more thnn others. Some patients develop the violent headaches of

syphilitic meningitis and nerve paralysis of various types. Others have

infiammation in the eyes, still others develop bone and joint pains and

swellings that too often pass as " rheiunatism." Some have thinning of

the blood (amcmia) and marked loss in weight. But the moat serious

thing about it all is that many develop almost no symptoms, and occasion-

ally some of them even say they feel in better health. Half the persons

with secondary syphilis would never have their attention attracted to their

condition by their symptoms. It is indeed true that those who have a

severe secondary syphilis are fortunate, since only too large a share of the

victims pass untreated to the late stages through failure to realize that

anything much ails them. Treatment in the late stage cannot make good

damage that delay through ignorance has made possible.



CHAPTEll III.

Recuhrest Inactive and Late Syphilis.

The secondary or generalized stage of syphilis termintes in a reuiark-
ablo way. The billions of germs that swarm through the body who.", the
secondary stage is at its height, through sonii remarkable development of
the patient's bodily resistance, die out whether the patient is treated or not.
urtil comparatively few remain. But in their dying they have left behind
a legacy that reaps disaster for the victim of the disease in hi.« later yeais.
The body has in some way become sensitive to the few germs that remain,
.ird as the disease progresses, reacts to their presence in a far more serious
way than it •does in the earlier stages. S.vphilis in the early ]orA and in
tho generalized or secondary stage is one of the mili'est of all the serious
infections. In its late stage it becomes one of the gravest diseases known.

Latent. Obscure or Silent, and Recurrent Syphilis.—The transition
from secondary to late syphilis is not abrupt, nor embraced with a definite
period of time. Late manifestations may appear before the chancre has
tiioroughly healed in some cases. But as a rule they are preceded by a
period of latency, which may last from a few weeks or months to si.\ty
.vears or more. In this long period of latency, in which tho patient is
seldom reminded of the existence of his infection, appear the so-called
recurrences which make him a danger to his fellow.*. From time to time,
Iierhaps. from some focus or hiding place in the binly, it would soero j.s if
fresh showers of germs may be discharged into the blood. When these
iitfect the constitutional condition the patient may note a loss in weight
.ind feel under tl;e -Reather, have some aches and pains, and recover.
Sometimes minor eruptions appear on the skin, usually inconspicuous and
not noticed by the patient, but highly significant to the experienced
physician.

Contaqio"s Recurrences and Inefficient Trentmrnt.—When recurrences
affect the mucous membranes and the genital tract they have the most
:!lnrming meaning for the public at large. They usually -take the form
)f mucous patches and condylomas, nd are generally either not noticed
by the patient or are misinterpreted as cold sores, piles, canker sores,
smoker's patches, etc They svarm with the germs of syphilis, and
liocause unsuspected, are doubly effective in transmitting the disease to
others. Often in the stage of recurrence, sores -which are not essentially
pyphil'tic will contain the germs of the disease, especially ordinary oold
sores (herpes) about the lips and genitals. It is not difficult to grasp the
fact that a patient who thinks himself -well, nr docs not know that he had
the disease, when armed with an equipment of mucous menArane recur-
rences of -whoge presence he is not aware, is an unconscious engine of
destruction scarcely inferior to a baby bandling dynamite. Many an
infection in and out of Biarriage and in the ordinary courw of life ow.-
itself to these fleeting recurrences in syphilitics who, either in the natural
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course of events or after a little treatment, recovered from their outapokea

secondary miinifeptations. They are the Nemesis for the world at larg«,

of inadequate trtatniciit. Treatment enough to clear up a Secondary

eruption is not sufficient to prevent recurrences. In fact it is in precisely

these cases that the recurrence is the greatest menace, since it catcher

patient and doctor off his gimrd. I have knoTun patients, giving a frank

history of syphilis and of a fair amount of modem treatment but not

enough, to he exaaiincd at the hnnde of unusually competent general

diagnosticians and -with normal or negative blood tests be passed as all

right. Within twenty-four hours after, I have found the Spir .ha^ta

pallida in a mucous patch on the tonsil, which had appeared literally over

night. The patient, absolutely nnaware of its presence and secure in the

assurances of his physician of the day before to the effect that he was well,

could scarcely ie persuaded that he was not the victim of a hoax.

Silent or Latent Syphilis and Late Complications.—If one adds to the

obscure and frequently overworked early signs of syphilis a latent i)eriod

covering from ten to twenty years in which absolutely nothing may warn

the patient of the fate that awaits him, it is easy to understand the almost

mind-destroying shock which temporarily wrecks the courage and morale

of those who in the prime of life, have to be told that the trouble with the

stomach, or the pain in the chest, or the dimming eyesight and unsteady

feet means the syphilis of their youth.

"Why, man, it can't be—I never had a thing the matter with nie in

ray life—never had a sore or breaking out, never even had a dose of "clap."'

Why I haven't had to call a doctor for twenty years, until this came on.

It just can't be."

''You took your chances vith the rest when you were a young fellow,

didn't you, old man?"
"Yes, I suppose I did, but I've never been outside the family, since i

married, doctor; always prided myself on being clean, and yet you can tell

me this."

"It was somewhere along in there before you m.arried, old man, even

if you didn't know it. Better bring the wife and kiddies up to see me, too.

Let's see. she had two miscarriages, didn't she?"

And so the whole wretched story comes out in dialogue, each a varia-

tion upon the great central theme of the latent period of syphilis.

Late Syphilis—Premature Old Age and Gummatous Change.—Two
changes characterize the activities of late syphilis in the body. One of

these is the induction of premature old age, so to speak, by the slow con-

version of active tissue into thickened, hardened, fibrous scar. The other

is the process known as gummatous infiltration, which consists in the re-

placement of normal structure by a kind of tumour-like growth of shoddy
tissue, which, being of low vitality, breaks down or ulcerates, leaving a

hole to be filled in its turn also, by a scar. The aging effects of syphilis are

most apparent in the blood vessels and in structures like the heart, in

which long-standing slight inflammation produces a hardening, and loss of

elasticity, a toughening and thickening that finally impairs their power to

do their work. Premature old age of the arteries, early arteriosclerosis, i*

common, and quite often, though not always, due to syphilis. OummatouH



changes may affect aUiJOst any structure of the body. Since the destruction
done by gumma formation is permanent and the tissue lost can only be re-
placed by scar, it is a matter of the utmost import where the gummatous
ehanpe occurs Gummas of the skin and bones, especially about the face,
are hideous and disfiguring, but the loss of a feature or two, the caving in

- nh!ir Til ; ' '" '^" T^ °^ the mouth, is really a cheap escape in fate-vphUis. The damage to the goods in this case involves the package only

ZX° T i"-

'
8;»n"»atous replacement of parts of important organ^M:ch as the liver or the walls of blood vessels, large and small; of the tissue.

of the nervous system which never regenerate once they die. strikes at ..-

Vl^^l\r.^-''V TT^^ I'"
?^'^" "°8"«Pe-ted effects of such changes

a weak spot in t.. wall of the lenticulostriate artery, a minute blood-vessel
n the brain so often involved in late syphilis, spells early apoplexy for the
ne whose disease takes this form. As one passes through the wards and

ro..i.is of great hospitals one meets in tragic succession the man who-e
v.!iet zing breath and swollen limbs and pounding heart betray the work
.t the Spirocha^ta pallida upon the valves of the heart, and at the base and
n the walls of the aorta, the great artery that carries the blood to the body-
he man whose yellow weazened pallor, bony chest, and enormous swollen
.bdomen spells l.;ite syphilis of the liver; the fine young fellow with the dark
xpressive but s.ghtless eyes who has gone the way of "primary optic atro-
Phy. Ihat thm broken woman and those forlorn weeping children bowed
:..^ide the unconscious father whose loud puffing breathing can be beard aU
...ong the corridor, are brought to that death-bed by the work of late syphili..upon the kKlney-"ci.r<,nic Bright's disease" in one of its many forms The
Mian wh.^e feet flop wildly as he claws the arms of his wheel-chair at your
...mm.ind to rise-thc wobbling, doddering fellow yonder, wVose foolish
rpJuous smile and trembling flabby lipg and food-stained waistcoat maric
Inn. as havm- softening of the brain, are part of the picture of late syphilis
at headquarters, among the intricate mechanisms of the nervous system.

The Hopeful Side of Late Syphilis.—l^o picture of late syphilis is a
just one, however, which does not end in renssurance. Some unaccountabla
peculiarity of the germ or of the personal resistance of the patient intervenes
to save rnany patients with syphilis from the most distressing complica-
nons of the disease. Syp' 'is is equally adept in the role of the lion and jf
•he Iamb. On the one h 1 a gummatous tumour of the brain may carry
off n young fellow withiii year of his primary lesion—on the other ban im aged veteran of the Civil War, may after a latent period of more than
=ixty years, show a trivial little crusted sore or a few small lumps in the
-kin as the sole remaining evidence of an infection that he never knew '14

bad had, and which never was treated. It is impossible in the present state
if knowledge to estimate the percentage of persons who having acquired
•iie disease, later suffer from serious late accidents. All that can safely
l-e said is that as our means of detecting syphilis in the blood, and in th-?
• «sups and organs both during life and after death become more accurate,
our conception of the really tremendous role of this dLsease in human dis-
iiility and physical deterioration grows. One thing is certain: if only

:0 per cent of the patients who contract syphilis, die, or are crippled with
its late complications, it ranks easily as one of the most formidable of foei
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—an enemy that no thinking human being would invite within hi& camp
on the chance thut lion might prove lamb.

Late Syphilis of the Nervous System—Locomotor Ataxia and General
I'arali/sis.—The prevalence of locomotor ataxia and of general paralysis or

the in:>nne needs a si)ccial word. Locomoior ataxia is a form of creeping
paralysis of the spinal cord which affects the limbs and the nerves to the

bladder usually first, but nlso involves the eyes, and the nerve supply to

other structures, iiieludinti the stomach. General paralysis of the insane or

softening of the brain is a progressive and invariably fatal form of mental
and phyjsical degeneration which converts the victim from a normal indi-

vidual into an inibeeiio and a skeleton before his death. These two diseases

constitute to the partly informed public and to victims of syphilis, the over-

wlu-lininK lioiTir of their outlook. The belief that all syphilitics are doom'd
creatures, certain to lose the use of their limbs or their mental faculties \i,

however, wholly wrons. It is not at all improbable that as high as 10 o:

15 per cent of syi)hilitics show changes in the nervous system which are due
to the disease, but in many cases these changes do not progress, and may
even fail to attract attention. Estimates of the prevr.lence of these two
diseases vary from 1 to C per cent of the total nunfber who acquire syphilis,

figures which make it evident they are by no means the inevitable tcnninu-
tion of a syphilitic infection. Persons with syphilis are predisposed to

these complications by bad habits of living as well as peculiarities in the

germ and the resistance of the patient, so that much ran be done by ths
syphilitic himself to escape the fate they bear.

Liilc Syphilis is Preventable and Treatahle.—Another word of reassur-

ance must accompany any discussion of late syphilis. It is both prevent-

able, and treatable. While both these points will be better understood aft ?r

the discussion of treatment in general, it may be emphasized here, th.it

adequate, skilled modern treatment can reduce the danger of developing the

late complications of the disease, almost to the vanishing point. In fact,

the mortality of only moderately well treated syphilis is much lower than
that of most serious diseases. The ability of good treatment in the latent

period, largely to forestall the real terrors of the disease, even in cases which
have been recognized comparatively late, offers abundant hope to the victimi

in this generation. Even in still later cases which show the unmistakable
signs of serious changes in important organs and in the nervous system, a

prompt resort to systematic measures may repair a good deal of damage and
fight oflf the enemy for an average lifetime. But even while we recall the

hope for the victims let us never forget that the real strategy in our battl-"!

with syphilis must be thot of prevention, and that the abortive cure, and
early systematic treatment have a worth that no amount of scientific patch-

ing and repair work can ever claim. The treatment of the chancre in tho

first few days of its existence is the treatment of meningo-encophalitis and
tabes dorsalis, of cirrhosis of the liver, of syphilitic myocarditis and coron-

ary aclerosis, of aortitis and aneurism, of primary optic atrophy and
internal ear deafness and all that roll call of strange names which blaze the

path of syphilis across the field of medicine.



CHAPTER IV.

Modern Tests for the Recognition ok Syphilis.

Laloratory Testa vs. Medical Examination in SyphUology.-In a broad

Zi*.nrom thi?
* *^/'' ''"*"".° "'•'* d^tini'shea the tncSicine ofthe past from that of the present, is the dominance of the laboratory inhe rn^ern recognition and treatment of disease. I, no S ha7th^

pallida in the tisauT^ ),- k
•

' 'i^°
identification of the Spirocheta

TAe Wassermann Blood Test for SvvhUii—T),« xxr i , ,

09



^nn, such ea tbo 4>i>litheria bacilhu, und the substance produced by the
body for defensive purposes, is obvious and direct. The antitoxin of diph-
theria combines with and destroys the poison of the diphtheria germ, as
one chemical combines with another, to neutralize it. On the other hand,
in certain other germ diseases the boilj's method of attack is less obvious
and simple. The finding in the blood of substances known to bear a fixed
relation to the presence of certain disonsc germs in the body serves as a
means of identifying the disease in a particularly doubtful esse. An
analogy to the employment of blood tests in the detection of disease might
Ikj found by picturing the physician in the situation of a deaf, dumb and
blind man wandering across a field of battle. Knowing that mustard gas
is used in modern warfare, he would, upon getting a whitT of it, infer that
he was near or upon the scene of a battle. It is, of course, possible, how-
ever, that he might instead bo near tbo laboratory of a chwnioul works
where the pos was being made. When ho identifies the gas by his sense of
smell, he must go through a course of reasoning, brief though it may l)e,

in which he will estimate the chance of being misled by the fact that the
gas may be in a laboratory and not on the field of battle. Being deaf, he
cannot hear, but he may feel the ground heave beneath his fee*;, and feel
the air tremble with the detonations of guns. Correlating these additional
impressions he will further be convinced that he is not in a laboratory,
but at the scene of a gas attack on the field of battle. Precisely such a
complex chain of reasoning applies to the recognition of a disease by a
blood test. The spirochrete of syphilis, under certain conditions in the
animal body, produces changes which manifest themselves by the presence
of certain substances in the blood. These substances are not antitoxins or
chemicals which react directly with the germ. They may even be the pro-
ducts discharged into the blood by the de.ith of the gemw in their fight
with the body. But under certain conditions, which constitute the limita-
tions of aecuraoy of tlic test the projjnce of those substancos shows the
germs of syphilis to bo present. Precisely as in the case of the man who
smells mustard gas, it is necessary for us after proving their presence to
reason whether or not some factor may not be obscuring the test by con-
cealing the expected substance when it should be there, or to decide whether
it is not there for some other reason than because syphilis is present. Bot!i
tJiese factors enter into the accuracy of the blood test for syphilis, and into
the interpretation of the informntion which it gives us. In other words,
the fincling of sj'pliilitic substances in the b! .ml of a person is simply one
factor in the chain of reasoning which must be carried through in every
case before we can say positively that the presence of those substance-
means the ijerson has syphilis. Under thesw? circiunstances it is apparent
that the test falls far short of infallibility, and that a blunder in tlh;
rt'tsnnmo ' the doctor who infirprrfs it. or a gap in his experience is
quite as i.. .rtant in making the test worthless as is an actual error in its
performan*;

Personal Equation and Inli-rpreialion in the Wassertnann Tea*.—The
mechanism of tlie Wassermann test is too complejt for the comprehenainn
of the average layman without an amount of detailed discussion that would
be out of place here. It may be said of it in general, and in fact of everv
complement fixation reaction as this t,v],o of test is called, whether in
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the other hand, the Wawermann test, performed by an expert ,>f lar^eexpenenoe and h «rh .landing, an^ interpreted to the ^ttentTa pL'c anwho know, jyphiiu. i, one of the mo.t valuable te«t8 in medicineTd^a margin of error that i. very .mall. Between the«e t^ extrem" J^
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understanding, of efficiency and worthlessness.

The Pontim Wauermann Te,t.-Wben the Wa«erm«nn test on the
=> o^ .how. he pre^nce of the disease, it is spoken of a. positivt u.uall.trtmgly po..t.ve. When it does not .how the presence of the d wLm it 2

tT!tin thp ™ «elI-definod Imuts are set upon the value of the Was.ermanntest in the recoffintion of tho presence of .yphili.. First of all th« t^may l^ po.U,ve. but i. rarely «,. in other 311^.0. in rmjirate'c IS'In the tropic, a rather common disease cUed " vaws "
gi
v™

a no^t^ti\Vas.ermann (est. The margin of error on the positive sSr?. smT L.ther word,, a competently performed Was^ermafn tit She tm "-

e

^ouo. If posuivo mean, syphilis in 95 to 08 per cent of ?ases OnZ.Zl'mnd. the situation is radically different wilh the ne^tivTtest
The Negative Wasaermann Teat.—A negative Wasscrmann f^t ««„-hen technically correct does not prove Vhe ab^cncT^ ^in- A

.egative teat while rare in secondary 'syphiH. Lets rtullv^^fs'^higtas ...per cent of syphilitic, in the later stage, of the disease in d in f11^vpiuhta-3 during the fir.t few day. of the primary sore nTwhi'ch time the

aepend, on the Wassermann test to tell him when he is dPflliT,o.\^»Ksyphihs. wi miss all of his case, at the time when the pr-LpttoreuH^hem .s at ,ts best, and will miss a liberal percentage of the^a^e In hf
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Effect of Treatment on tlue Tllood Test —Treatment ^^r ,^r^ v i
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mucous patch on the lip of a patitait while his blood teat i* negatirc. They
can even be grown from his blood while hia blood shovs no ligni of
yphilit that a Waaaermann test will detect. When all ». is uiioacapable

evidence of the shortcomings of the negative Wassermunn test is taken into

account, one may well ask, of what use is it anyhow. In reply to this

question, only one thing can be said. One negative or two negative Wasser-
mann blood tests mean nothing at nil. in the presence of a reason for
suspecting the disctisr, only a series of negative tests can mean anything as
a proof of its absoiicv. In a patient treated for syphilis, the series of
negative tests must extend consistently over months and years, and even
then it is not trustworthy unless the most searching examination of every
accessible structure of the body shows that the disease is not in hiding.
The Wassermunn blood test for syphilis has no infallibilities. It is mcreb'
a part of h hain of reasoning, and it^ value is dependent not only upon the
skill of the performer, but open that of the reasoner.

The General Medical ExaminaHon Eaaential.—^With this proviso, the
sypuilis of the examining room again claims its place, so long threatened
by the syphilis of the laboratoiy. An opinion m to whether or not a
person has syphilis, or having had it, has recovered, cannot be based upon
a bloo<l test |t depends in the last analysis upon what the phytirian who
renders the opinion, knows about every aspect of syphilis. So few and far
between are the men who know the ramifications and intricacies of tK«"

disease, thot critical judgments can best be rendered by a group of
pliysicians, perhaps under the leadership of one who has made the disease
a special and lifelong study. In other words, the eye specialist and the
ear specialist, the expert on diseases of the nervous system and the clinician
who knows the heart, the specialist on the diseases of the Iwncs, the expert
on the skin, each may have his place beside the laboratory man with his
dark field and Wassermunn test. No one of them can, withou* presumption,
claim that his assertion that there is no sign of syphilis in the particular
part of the body which he knows, proves there is none elsewhere in the
system. To laboratory methods we must concede almost unt|ialified title

to first place in the recognition of syphilis by the finding of the germ in
the chancro, in recurrent sf-ros on mouth and genitals, and in the confirma-
tion of the presence of syphilis in the secondary stage, when the Wasaer-
niann test well performed is positive in practically one hundred per cent of
cases. To clinical facts as ascertained by a careful general physical exami-
nation we must, however, as the last resort look for final judgment where
the lulwratory tests are disappointing or inconsistent

Spinal Fluid Tests.—The examination of the spinal fluid by the aid
of the Wasscrmann test has developed rapidly in importance in recent
years. The spinal fluid is a watery clear liquid that surrounds and
supports the brain and spinal cord inside the skull and spinal column,
acting as a sort of water cushion to protect them against shock. This
fluid, in syphilitic disease of the nervous system, undergoes changes which
prove the presence and help to identify the seriousness and extent of the
damage done by the disease in the tissues of the nervous system, even when
ail other signs fail or leave one puzzled as to what is going on. The
testing of the spinal fluid is often a necessary adjunct to the blood test in



•ettling the question of the presence or abecnce, or the cure of nyphiljg, and
at inch it will attain to constantly grrcater usiefultufd.

Both the Waasermann blood tort and the examination of the npiiuil
fluid are at their beat when performed by hospital, and by Rroup. of
•pecialiata who hare the mmina at hand to make thoni properly and inttrpret
them correctly to the patient. The drawing of blood for the WaMcrmann
twt 18 a triflinjr matter, and can be done by almort anyone. The popularity
of the teat haa made many physicians uncritical in regard to it, and has
encouraged the growth of laboratories whose teats have all the faulu and
maccuracics which the peculiarities of the Wassermann reaction make
IKMSible. Until the situation is finally standardized, perhaps by novern-ment control, the Wassermann test «rill be abused and misinterpreted. The
soundest advice that in the present state of knowledge can be given onewho has reason to ask himself if he has syphilia. is " to seek .xper* medical
advice." rather than " to have a Wassermann token "



CHAPTKR V

Ukhboitaiiy SVPHtLtS.

Effect of SyphilU on the Racf.—\Se must now tnk. up an aipect oi
gyphilis which mikn it all but unii|ue among diseus«i, uuiiely, itt tran*-
'"'*'*''"' '" ''"' * i"l i{<-iuruti(in. '! .n.rrh.iu atTi. u tlw nituro of the ni-^
b.v making men and women childless Syphilis aflfec.- the race by doatroying
outright 76 pet cent of the children of syphilitic . .eute before U»ey are
born or during tho first year of life, nri'l hy crippling or weakening ii oon-
siderablo proportion of those who survive. CJonorrhtea as c jch is not tr.ui.^
u alu' to th« child before birth. On the other hand, syphilis is more ofti.i
' .... untied in this way than otlw rwise, and when so transmitted is not nore
<>:: ituional infi-riority, but syphilis. n« definite and actual ua if acr.ired

» chancre and secondary perio«l luring later life.

Th« Sjfphilitic M< ther.—A very LtrRe body uf evidence, murh of which
..a* come into exiatence since 'he \Vn,s*crmunu ten wa* devised. Iuih bi.ow.i
that m the great majority of eua.'s, sypliilis ii tran-tnittcd to the nhili by
Its mother, rather 'ban by its father. Tiii.^ me .nat the r.-.i of o,

is ou!v
father, if he be respon-^ible, is in the infection of the mother. Tt
fair to say that this que^^tion o^ itn'^rnnl trnnsmissinn is not wholU- settled,
and that there are able mm who b lievo that the father can be reapon.sibl.
for the infection of the uiii>orn eliu.l without infectir./,' th^ mother. It is
hoxvever, the general opinion that a child syphilit. ; at birth, means a m-.tho-
with syphilis, whether or not sh- .shows outward signs. In fact, the mother
s-metimes sh-ws no signs of the dis. ^. to either examination or blood test,
n condition theoretically explained by her having .levelur^'d n form
ot immunity throuirh . arryinp ti. -hild. The presumption, how. s r. ii
that she has the disease and should lereforo be treated for it.

Mode of Infecfion of the (7iiW.—Children may acquire syphilis 1" • u-e
b rth, thiouKii the transfer of tlio geriiii from the b.jdy of the mother to tiic
blood of the child, through the placenta, the stn.cturc which connects the
child with the wall of the womb. If the child acquires syphilis throii-li
the mother's bIo(id within the first three moutlis after conception it i»
almost certain to die and the body be e.xnelled, oor.^tituting an abortion or
miscarriage. If it acquires syphilis from the thir.i to the seventh month,
it may tiurvive for a time, but is likely •

> be born prematurely and very
probably dead. If it is not itifeeted until after the seventh month of pren-
atal life, it will probably be born alivu, although it may die later of the
disease. The time after conception thr,- a '- ild in the womb is likely t)
be infected varies to a certain extent ' irli the activity and ago of the
mother^s infection. If she ! ,: s been recent inf ted, and there arc still mary
germs in her body and frequent showers ..t them circulating in her blood,
the child has almon no chance of e«cape. The re.<<ult i^ miscarriage cr
abortion, rer*i''<d .^ff.^i^ and again wi,.-iievfr h. .man becomes pregnai::.
Some of these aliorfions occur so early that the woman m v think she is
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.imply ...fferngr from rregular .ufu.lru^tion. A. tl..- mot], r* i„fccti.,Mbtvome. oHer „ 1 kv.* viruU-nt. the child is u.t infectnl ui.l lafe, u. the
preffnanoy -r n.«jr evtu Ncape alfoKether. U may die ii infe-^id. reeultu,

;

•fter birth. A^ un, it may lire. *iown in fair health, and «i„.w no ,\gni ofthe d.i«a,e „n ,1 u .. from fire to teu y.ar. ..Id. A ft w caa«, .!. not .ho^Iany ..w-nn unt.3 much later, evon a. old as twenty-Bve y.ars.

Treating th« Mother Map I'roteet th^ Unborn Child. Vn fi,, I ruk-
opphea to the birth of syphilitic children fmn, a mother whu .. the diseas
although uaually a series of aborti.,ns .< followed by a still l.irth or two nn.l
finally by \m,g but syrhilitic children, as th« activity of ti.., m. ler'a

!"w^"/" "••• \"yp' ^I'ti" ">«<»»" wl">» '':'«i80 has been t.-rnporurily
r duced to inart.v.ty by treatment in the 1 ,.. . ^e, may rIv, o,rth t. aa
-ntirely healthy ch.Id, and wom.>n f. ,o 6t;!l iiave active syphilis -r

..•cas.onally have children who es, ..p«. Eve.-, a woman who is Ux ih«
sw-ontiiry stage of syphilis, whose pre^nnoy is rcco^r• -.^^d in time m»y
^.nparently g,ve birth to a hfi.Ithy child if ,ho ,« intelligently nv-A
^ .*toni,it.oally treated for .syphilis hergt-lf all dur-.,g th., period ,h u
'T'''^"',J •

''^'''' ^"'" '"P'' ^^' " "•<"""" "'"> noquircs syphilis just b. ;ore
th-i child .8 to l,e born, ^.ud wlu. has a chiuicre or mucuous patoh-- on the
M' k of the womb or in the vu^inal birth uial, may give birth to a iiealthv
clald chom she infecU n^ she brintfs it into the world. This varicy of
i.yphilw in children i» oowpurable to birth infc -fion v ith gonorrhiEa and is
true .-.ng. nital u^ dieting uishcnl from uterim syphilid. It runs the same
course ,is the adult form, with a chancre, often on the navel, and a
8f<5ondary eruption as in the acquired case.

Effrrt of Inherited Syphilis on the C/./W.-Uterine syphili.c in the
child givM ri.^e to cliango. in it^ '»)dy which are more profound ti.an those
which oc.-ur from tho a.^v.ivr" -rm. The -hild being literally filled with
the ge.nis as it is on.

. .i : - .ng, is di.^torted to some extent by the
disease. Changes in ue^ i; the teeth, and in the internal organn
occur which have mu-h in conm-n with latt .-yphilis. Hut if the child
does not die outri^lit 1 ^f, ,c ..r within a year or two after birth, the inti-
mate association of its hody colls with the germs gives them, paradoxically,
an advantage. Such children must have a high resistance or they would
die. For this reason, chlMriu with uterine syphilis after the first high
mortality, have an excellent fighting ehiiii.e, which if reinforced by intelli-
jmt treatment, may permit them to develop into practically normal men
and women.

Symptoms of Syphilis in the N^.wBom.—ChWdren with syphilis who
are born alive, sometimes seem outwardly normal at birth. Quite a
numbei of them die, h.wever, soon after birth from convulsions and other
internal ailnaents. As a rule, however, the syphilitic child presents at
birth a striking exampi. nf the power of the ^..-rm of syphilis to agu thehuman body. The child iooks weaiened. withered, so to speak, at the root.
The face suggests a l.ttio old man. the child is under size, and within a few

tZ'^'t'!!^ m ^^'^^ ^°* ^° '^*''' outspoke ;,.n8 of the disease in thetorm of snuffles or running nose, often taken for a cold, and changes in
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vocal mechanism which convert the normal cry into a squawk. Skin
eruptions, especially largo blisters, mucous patches, and large sores may
appear

.
and unless treated, the child rapidly declines. Extraordinary

variations in the picture presented by syphilis in the child may occur. Not
every child with a skin rash and a feefele cry is syphilitic. On the other

• m' u?,?
^"^ caution that sends the mother or the woman in charge of

sickly childrer. lo the docto- when something abnormal develops, and it is
a wiser caution that keeps hcalty women from meddling with others' sick
children uutil they are properly advised by a competent physician. A
caution may well be given here also with reference to the wet nxxne. who
should never take up the care of a child except under the direction of an
expert nhysician who can protect her from the risk of nursing a syphilitic
baby who will promptly transmit the disease to her. Vice versa ther- is
no better way to infect a well baby than to give it to a syphilitic woman to
nurse. Fortunately the best modem technic, which simply draw9 thewoman s milk and feeds it to the baby after proper steriliwtion will reduce
he risk of such transmission of the disease. There is no better evidence
that the mother of a syphilitic child has syphilis, than the fact that she
cannot acquire it from her own nursing baby even though the baby has amouth full of mucous patches.

Late Effects of Inherited Syphilu; ImbeeUity. Eye and Ear Trouble—
Uterine eyphilis in older children may repeat the course of syphilis acquired
in adult life, even to the development of juvenile locomotor ataxia and
general paresis. On the otl -r hand, it has some distinctive features. About
five per cent of children who are idiotic are so because of syphilis. Many
syphilitic children show distinctive changes in the teeth and certain bones
which can be recgnuetl even though the VVassermaiin tost may be and
frequently is negative. While the large majority of syphilitic children are
below par physically, it often seems as if they had a precocious mental
development not unlike that seen with rickets, which makes them by no
means degenerates, but valuable assets in human life once their infection
is brought under control by treatment. Fleredo-syphilitic children are
subject to a peculiar type of eye trouble, called interstitial keratitis, which
clouds the cornea or glassy part of the eye so that not over 60 per cent
of the cases which have it recc.ver with vision unimpaired. Many of these
cinldren lose their abil-ty to earn a living and become burdens upon the
family, the community and the state. A few children are made totally
blind by syphilitic changes in the nerve of sight. A similar but much com-
moner type of change occurs in the nerve of hearing, r-Hiilting in total and
irremediable deafness. In the infant it is recogni/od by the child's failure
to learn to speak, and if it develops before tlie tenth year the ch^'d is likely
to become <lumb, either l)ecause it does not loam or forgets how to talk The
inmates of denf and dumb asylums and schools present in all probability a
hiKh proportion of hcredo-syphilities. although just what proportion is not
known.

Ileredilary Si>philv, and the Third Generation.-One or two additionalpom 8 deserve mention. Hereditary syphilis in the strict sense is probably
not trnnsmitted to offsprin^-that is the children of hereditary syphilitics
do not have abortions and give bin!, to syphilitics as do their porents On
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if efficiently treated, give birth tolaitt dnWr^n
"' *"**''^'' ""^

Tufchc Responsibility in Hereditary Syphilis -^ynhWU in nAr,.., i

orphaned children should be m-joh more a ZuTafrnS ,

^"^'^ °[



CHAPTER VI.

The Tiieatmznt or Stpiiilih.

From the standpoint of treatment, oa in other wb.vs that have been
mentioned, syphilis occupies n distinctive place in the hierarchy of disease.
In the domain of general medicine there is a small group of ailments whose
sum.ssful troatment presents the dramatic and Bpectacular quality that
makes surjrery, for instance, so attractive to the majority of physicians.
Malaria is the oldest member of this group. The control of malaria by
quinine is a medical miracle which never loses its power to astonish
because it is so familiar. In the same way, the control of syphilis by the
drufis both ancient and modern which are used against it, contains all the
dramatic eleineiitfi that add zest to the work of him who treats it and give
hope to tho<e who look for its ultimate extermination. The treatment of
s.vphilis ha? what tlie treatment of gonorrhoea lacks, weapons whose efficiency
stand.* all but unrivalled in the practice of the healing art.

Thr Trcolmtnt of Si/phicU with Mercury.—Hi rcury throughout the
five centuries intorveninff since the wholesale spread of syphilis over the
World La.s sustained much the .same relation to the disease thit quinine has
to malaria. The ability of this drug to cause the outward signs of the
disease to vanis^li was early rwopnizcd; and its wholesale and over-
enthusiastic use for n time threatened to retire it to obscurity rather than
to develop it.'^ effect ivciiess. Mercury is a poison, and gives rise to
synii>toms at times only less serious than the disease itself. In fact it
a'Ms only by Ining more poisonous for the germs than for the tissues of the
body itsilf. For that reason its proper use was only slowly developed, and
Its limitations are set, not so much by the fact that more would not kill
spirochtcles more effectively, but that more might kill the patient. While
the action of aie drug in the body is usually thought of as directly upon
the germs, it seems very probable that while this element is of course
important, mercury is even more effective in stimulating the body to make
its own fight. For that reason it occupies a unique and indispensable
place m the management of the disease.

Mercury is given in syphilis in a variety of ways. In all cases it is
the metal itself, or its salts that is used. Mercury token by mouth as pills
or .-iolufions of its salts attained intense popularity among the French school
of syphilologists but has now been .shown to be good enough for glossing
over external signs, but of little real effect in bringing about a cure.
Especially in the early stapes of the disease, when we stake everything upon
the hope of early and complete results, mercury by mouth is an anachronism
and a snare. It has had a most unfortunate popularity among the past
generation of physicians, and many a man who develoim serious signs of
late syphilis in later life owes his plight to his doctor'a prescription of
mercu-ial pills in the days of his chancre. Pills have their place, un-
doubf dly, but their field of effective action is very limited. Mercury is
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also given by injection of various folts under the skin nr ^„« .1
at Turious interval, from whicl. tislrThl h

' V.'®
™"*'^

blood. This form of trZiZlT V* ^ '^^ "' ai..orbod into the

advantages, and^ the h^d of thfel-T^" °l-"f
?"™""' ^""' ""'"y

Mercury is also given bv tiUrLI^l I'l f'^l' f^^ "^ ^«i-eney.

and rubbing it .nto the skin froTwhLh i U ab'orhJ^
" '"'T '\ '^^''

in part through the lunjrs from Pvnrli«»-
"
°f°/^, '" l'^'« directly and

known a. the inunet^cT is in tllZ^T "f
'°^'''"»'°"- This method

method par excelZce ior «L 1 T "" °^ """'^ "yphilographers the

syphilis, ^t hasl^ dLtan^t^?:rminrS' '\ ^''^

i'*'''*'"^"^
"*

olfensive to particular patent. Bm for f^*^ .
^ "°*^ """"^^y «»<! ^^^

ability to combine high do^s ^ut tin!
•^"'"'"'"'y °^ ^'« «"tion. and it.

rivalled, and only fa.ls to X.^ ? ri'""""™ '" ''ff^^'s. it stands un
based 0; trivilfnnnotL r„ he '^haf'''.J'^''"'"?!*'''''"^^^

°'^J««tio"^

patient.
""o^a-'^es rather than on the actual best interests of the

Mprcurp Does Not Control C onlaviousnesM —Th^ »„ i
• • ,

ment of syphilis with mercurv the t Zr/T i^""'' "^ ^^"^ ^''"''

Ployment cannot be discussed Ire I s ilZL?? """'" t "« «»-
more than in the case of quinine in malaria In Irt ?• ? ^'^"^^ ^^«"
ness may be developed. The lalt fiv^ year"' o7th.

'"
r"^' ".

'"""^ ^^P^''"
have only served to raise mercury i,,heet?Ltion^ of H"'

'^ «^'"'°l°«y
servers. Monumental though the progress ''TnT "^/f''"'°"''°» "b-

c-ovcry of salvarsan ("fiOG"i harbe.n the ^ / u
' '''' ^'''"'"^^^'^ '^i^'

older brother as an esentini in he cure of ^yoh.lL"^ Th'
'"' *^"'"'**^^ ^'*

of mercury from the standpoint of the publiTSh • .' '"\^.':'"' ^^^^^^

trol contagiousness. A patient receiving it bv til
,'' f ^^^^'''^^ *« '=«'>-

known may none the less in the o.T 7 • "'* ^'K^'ous methods
develop recurrent JJrJ , tL/l^fI' ?! f'r'

"'"^ ,"^ ''''' ^^'^^""^

danger to others. It is prec sely thU bck' nth? iT' "^'f''
""^c him a

ayphilis. which "606" supplies and it Vth?T-'"''.^''*^''''^*'-^«t'"ff
obtained by the use ofltrdr^gs Ihfch LTfT^'""''""

°^ ^""^"^'^
no man to-day treats syphilis oCtf^elv who Z ,

^'^ statement that
mercury.

fnectnely who does not use both "606" and

The DUcovery of Ar8,,henamme~Ehrlich's"6()e,'- TJ,.*discovery of arsphenamino (suivarsan) as if L .. f 7^ * ***"^ "^ *•>«

Ktates. is a chapter in the romance of .^jllrV 7 ''""^ '" ^^« ^^'^^d
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°^.^^-^''=h ""'^
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kill the ^erm directly i7 he tissues and the hi

"^^^^^^^^ ^ ^"""'^ '^

of dyes for certain tissue, or for Ltatntrm"-' T'"'
'''~*'"'' ''^'"'^^

medicine, but Ehrlich. applicatLr!?';; TZl^:^':;^^
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uuiquc nud was said to have bccu inspired by the effect of trypan red, a
special dye, upon gernia rtlatod iu some re8i)ecta to tliose of syphilis. Aftui

prolonged exporimeutatiun, Ehrlii-h nud his Japanese collaborator, Iluta,

with the co-operation of the uhemist Uerthoiin, succcudod after «()6 attempt*
(hence the name "600") in producing the substance dimethyl-diamino-
arsetiobcnzol-dihydrochloride, which was found by animal experiment to be

able to pick out and kill the spirochatc of 8yi)hiii8 in the blood and tissues

without appreciably injuring the infected aiiiinul. It is not too much to say,

incidentally, that had the germ of the disease not been discovered by Schau-
liinn and Ibiffmann, and tho transmisnibility of the (limcase to animals de-

monstrnted l>y MetcliiiikulT and Koux, the work of Khrlich would probnblv
have been neither inspirtd nor carriid out. Nothing btttor illustrates the
co3tnopolitan status of sciontidc pri'gress or the interdependence of scientiRc
men upon one another, rei.'ardlt*8s of race or nationality, than tho modern
advances in the knowb dgo of syphilis. Nor is it possible to conceive a better
ju.ititication of cxporimental work on nnini;ils than that afforded by the
results and the cond)incd efforts of these scientists.

The Commercial Status of Arsiilivnamine.—After a long scries of care-

ful experiments to determine its cUjciency nud freedom from danger,
Ehrlifh finally announced tlie discovery of ''CUfi" to tho world in December,
1910, ond turned the formula over to a German firm for tho manufacture
and marketing: of the drug on a commercial scale. In accordance with the
accepted custom h. Germany, the drug and every detail of its manufacture
were can fully proteetcd by patents iu all countries. The tragic but littic

appreciated result was tlmt long after the It t^itimatc claims of the inventor
had been satisfied, and iu this particular Klirlich was most unselfish, this

drug, so precious a necessity to the world, remained a private monopoly,
exploited at a price that placed it out of the reach of the poor except as

charity made provision for it, and restricted in its usefulness by 'ncrely

dollar considerations. It re<iuircd the conunanding necessities of the war
to bring these facts to light, and to open the way for competition to increase
its accessibility. In practically all important countries, the drug is now
being manufactured under government license and a variety of names. In
tho United States the short-sicrhted stringency of the patents fi^r a time
prevented the open manufacture of the drug after the English blockade cut
off German exports. The monopoly and the high prices continued and
there was a prolonged period when the medical profession and the sick of

this country were virtually deprived of whnt should under a more enlight-

ened public iwlicy have In-en cheap and nliundant. The drug was even for

a time imported from Germany by submarine in the effort to maintain
control of the patents. Finally, after the declaration of war with Germany,
action l)ecame imp«'rativn. The Adamson Act wns then passed, providing
incidwitally for the manufacture of arsphcnamine by American firms of
dcino^trated competence, under federal license. This has placed the United
States for the time l>eing on the same basis as European nations. The
tremendous profits reaped by the German monopoly are apparent from the
fact that tho pri«!e promptly fell from $4.60 to $1.2.') per dose. The reatora-

tf.n of ante-bellum prices for raw materials could greatly reduce even this
figure. It must not be forgotten that the present satisfactory situation is

for tho duration of the war only, and that public opinion back of a fund-
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QHAaPnai Yu.

Twe Ouwt or Syphilis.

What M AfUquaie Trpoimtmitf—Thp adequate treatment of ayphilis, by
whatever uu-ans it may l«» appmaclied, is not a matter of days or week^,
but of month- and years!. In thin simple statement lies fuur-Afths of the
problem nf the disease in |ic»otiai and Boc-ial life. The hold of the Spiro-
ehcta iiallidu up»in the human h.^lv. ont-e it is established, in the over-
whelming majority of caseit oannnt be broken except by wearing it out, so
to speak. Nothing i« easier to control thun syphilis so far as many of the
symptoms are cnncenieti. A few i)illa, oven, may make a new man of many
a wreck. But nothing is more inexorable or more unexpected in its " come-
back." Inadi'qunte treatment curries more than the danger of a failure
to cure. It makes possible under an outward aspect of calm, the recurrence
of infwtious lesions, the trannmission of the disease to others, and the
progress of the disease in the internal structures, under a skin kept clean
and whole by half-way measures. Just what constitutes adequate treat-
ment can only W determined in the individual ease. It may be safely
said that the three or four injections of arsphenamine and a few mercurial
injections or rubs which manv patients get, is not adequate. One or two
negative Wnsserniann test.s .ire no measure of adequacy, popular though
this fallacy is. Our last resort must often be the old rules of thumb which
still retain a place in the man-igement of the disease that cannot bo shaken
by any of the epochal discoveries of the last twenty years. In fact some
of the most rei-ent work on syphilis is tending to show that what even a
good deal of treatment accompli.'.hes is simply a reduetiion of the infection
to harmlessness, rather than a cure signali/ed by the killing off of all

germs.

An Jnterpreiniion of the Cure of Pyphilia.-An the face of such con-
siderations, it is iK'coniing increasingly difficult to tell the patient just whst
cure means nnd what will secure it. It should in general l>e understood
that for all priuticnl purposes, cure means lif«-long free<iom from nil

symptoms and sijrns of the disease, and no risk of transmission to others,
hereditarily or dir»HH!y. Kven alH)rtive cure, to which we pin our hopes,
still contains a liberal admixture of faith, which only the clarifying
influence of time can jui»tify or diBcre<lit. To tell a man with a four-day-
old primory le>ion that six months of treatment will cure him is near-folly
—to tell him thnt a year will do it is rash, to tell him that two years will
see him weil. is iu enter the borders of conservatism. In the fully developed
secondary case, not only are two nnd p«'rhai»s three years of systematic
treatment necessary, but there nlu^t lie a succeeding \a-t'\oA of probation
l)eforc cure is confirmed in which the patient mu»t show no signs of the
disease, not only to the Wassermann test, but to a variety of other
examinations intended to reach all the struHures that syphiliB is known to
•ffeot. This ad. -!cc- t!!c av..r=tK" !«ri-<l -f timr In fnrc the pronouncinp
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tion of the nature of the dtaoaae euoretU. Children who lurTife it »re

aided by a resiaUnoe that it an invaluable asset. If iystomatio intense

measures could be applied to erery mother who has syphilis, while she

is carrying the child, we would witness an immediate and surprising

decrease in the transmission of the infection to offupring. So effective is

this treatment of the mother before the birth of the child that it is the

bounden duty of every physician called upon to deal with pregnant women,

to be familiar with tlie essoiitinU of syphilology and to secure for those

under his care proper expert invoatigation and treatment if the findings

show the presence of the diaeaso. If the new4>orn child has syphilis, its

preservation depends upon constant unremitting care combined with skilltHl

treatment. The baby must be nursed by the mother. In older children the

treatment of the complications of hereditary syphilis becomes a problem

for the state. The suocesaful treatment of interstitial keratitis, fur

example, may call for months in the hospital and may delay the child's

education enough to damage permanently its social efficiency and waste

its mental powers. The Scandinavian countriea, through the influeiice

of the great syphilographer Weylander, treat these children in special

school-hospitals, or hotnes, with really wonderful results. Few experiences

are more gratifying to the expert than to transform the little shrunken

body with its bowed head and aching, red, and all but sightless eyes, into

robust and laughing youth. The State of Michigan is conspicuous in this

country in its provision for the care of children who can be benefited by

medical treatment, those with hereditary syphilis among the number.



OHAPTER VIII.

Public and Pemonai. Htoimi or Svpiiilw.

Summarv of Faett Regarding Contagiousnett.—We havo ..«» ,«»„i.« itho point where it i. po.«ble to .mnmame the probkm of .ypTil . .^^^^^^

Fo";r/ot^"r"'
""^ ^^-^ic l.c„Ith. SypWU. i' a contai^oi inScHon

llJT ""/P""*' '* '• • '^'""»«' ^ "'her. only during the prTmaS

moUi Tlt^
vph I. .c le«on m the .tago. named i. dangerous if it^Umoui The lorce of late .yphili., occurrinR as they do afte7th« I«««^part of thejrerms have died off in the body, are not Wrou. In fiit*!!
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«w„y from the body, or in theT«.eJ.t oT
^

Th'^ "vlfT'
"^'' ''''^
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""" '^
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«'«'>""« or

Non-genital SyphUit.-^yphilie is non-genital-that i- ».« «.•
sore occurs elsewhere than on the genitalia in from s7„ in "^"l?"?

bod,, „» „ .he«p.„jvs/„o;\r/,rsr„?rir'' °' "-

ere.,.,. .„,„ ,hi. .,™p ,.,, ,H. ,^.,^„^«;, oh.,„,^':r,.v 5;:tr ,h
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voung girl whoM! tiiiuo^ acquired h'm infection by reMrting to (oma other

woman for the relief of the eaiciteiDent of hU courtship; the chnncret on
the ejrelidR, the lips and the cheeka of children from the kiMea of infected
paronta or brother* and iiistcra, or from atranffcra; the chancrea of the finger

that are ai^quired in other than innocent waya.

Uenilal Transmiuion of Spphilit.—The genitdl tranimiuion of

ayphilis coTcr < from 80 to 90 per cent of all caiea, according again to older

figures. About SO per cent of the infection! of married wo.iien hare
tteeroed to me to be iitracted in marriage, though Fournier gave 20 per
cent as his estiiimtr. The physiological reasons for the importance of
genital transmisaion have been disciisged. No person who diapaaaionateiy
reviews the i:u;ta can long cherish tlie belief that guilt or innocence has
any part in the developmenta of the peculiar habita of the eptroclunta
pallida, or maintain that the innocent and loyal wife or husband or the
imkuowinp, unoffending child should be l)e«mirclied by our prurience
simply because the organism is an anerobe of low vitality, requiring special
conditions for ita gro>w1h.

Duration of Contagiouaneu. Effect of Tohaeco, Dirt. J?*c.—The
average syphilitic infection, untreated, must be rated as contagious for a
period of nt least five years from its onset. Lapse of time with progreaa
toward the nou-contagious tertiary or late stage, sooner or later disposes
of the public menace of every ayphilitic. This ia scant consolation,
however, when it is recalled that the contagious periods of the diseases of
children, for example, seldom occupy the number of days or weeks that
syphilis does years. The contagiousness of syphilis is increased by any-
thing which tends, as do tobacco, dirt and irritation, to produce moist
recurrences about the mouth and genitals. The contagiousness of syphili*
is diniinishcd, and he danger period shortened, by modern treatment.

Anphenamine in the Control of ContoffioiuneiM in 8ypMli$.—Anr>
device or remedy which shortens the contflKious period of an infection, has
lifo-saving value. In this class we uiuHt place arsphenamine, whose ability
(luickly to destroy the germs of syphilis in contagious sores is one of the
most brilliant contributions to the modern campaign against the disease.
Quarantine for syphilis, as it is pruotised in other conUgious diseases, i*
impracticable, and fortunately it has at last become unnecessary.

'

A
twenty-four hour stay in a hospital witli a single injection of "606" does
away for the time being with the need of it. It should never be forgotten,
however, that it is a short-sighted ix.licy which provides only enough
arsphenamine to temporarily destroy the gurms. Such a policy inflicts
deliberate injury upon the potient by exposing him to the risk of dangerous
complications, and do.» not protect the public from his relapses any more
effectively than the old-time use of mercury. Every case must be adequately
treated from the broad standpoint, as syphilis, not from the narrow point
of view of merely reduoinjr contagiousncsa for the time being. By
adop>i.« ihe former standard, and backing it with our dollars and our
l.\wrt, we will best serve both the interests of the public and those of the
puiiont himself. Good all-around treatment with salvarsan and mercury,
while it can never unconditionally guarantee the non-infectiousneas of a
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CHAiPTER IX.

Syphilis and Marriaqe.

The fitness far marriage of a person who has had syphilis must be

judged by two criteria. It is a matter of some importance that the non-

infectious marital partner be able to measure up to the social responsibi-

lities of marriage. Williams* showed for example, in an investigation of

100 men dying in Massachusetts of syphilitic insanity that 78 women and

100 children were thrown upon society without the protection of a wage-

earner, the state paid $39,312 for the care of the men alone, and ten of

them represented a financial loss of $212,248. It is therefore usually

inadvisable for patients exhibiting serious late complications which are

likely to incapacitate them, to marry, even though there is no risk of trans-

mitting the disease, unless the partner knowingly assumes the risk of having

an invalid on his hands. Patients in the infectious stage of the disease

should be governed by the so-called Hoffman or five-year rule, which

is practically identical with the standard for cure in the fully developed

case of secondary syphilis. There is a tendency on the part of a few

observers to let down the bars on the strength of the effectiveness of modern

treatment. In the opinion of conservative syphilologists, however, this

relaxation is premature. It is safe to say that there is no longer any

justification for the prolonged restrictions covering most of a life time,

advocated by men of the past generation, like Fournier, whose experience

was affected by the relative inefficiency of the methods of treatment then

employed. It must be emphatically stated that the same rule should

apply to the engagement to marry that applies to marriare itself. The
American engagement is a period of informality and intimacy which may
even be synonymous with the most intimate contact. No person having

the welfare of a young girl in charge is justified in permitting her to

enter upon an engagement, or intimacies approaching it, that cannot be

thought of as terminating in marriage. The careful investigation of the

actual or potential fiance is thi only way to avoid the all too frequent lip

and tonsillar chancre in trusting girls.

Syphilis tmd the Medical Examination Before Marriage.—^From the

syphilologic standpoint the determination of the fitness of a person who
presents himself for medical examination before marriage offers problems

not unlike those which beset the examination of gonorrhoea. The value

of the certification must depend to no small extent upon the status of the

examiner as an expert on syphilis. If he knows so little about the disease

as to be content with a single negative Wassermann test, which by the

way is the favourite legislative sop to r-blic sentiment on this matter, his

or'nion will be worth exactly nothing. A thorough physical examination

is necessary, an honest history from the patient, some acquaintance with

I Williams, F. E. : Relation of alcohol and syphilis to mental hygitne.
Jour. Pub. Health, 1916, vl, 1272.
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» Amendment to Section 1275. General Code. p. 177.
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Cancer is still shrouded in obscurity—of unknown cause, of terrific

fatality, definitely remediable only in its earliest stages, little understood
as t'> its prevention. Qonorrhcea, preventable, but with its long period
of uncontrolled infectiousness and tram of complications following upon
a neglect which the disease itself encourages in every possible way, lacks
also the striking, the effective, the specific cure. Syphilis alone of the
four is at our mercy. A method of prevention to be discussed later, whose
efficiency is very high; methods of treatment which bid fair to cure nearly
every case taken in time; methods of recognition in the form of blood
and other tests which have some of the smallest margins of error in
medicine; control of contagiousness which is more absolute, immediate
and effective than the most rigorous quarantine, all point to possibilities,

whose realization is Only a matter of time. A matter of time, and of
P'lblic education—for nothing stands out more clearly than the fact that
our refusal, not our inability to control, explains the existing situation.
Free, abundant, effective early treatment and preventive measures, with
compulsion where necessary, will from the medical side, enable us to hold
the situation in the hollow of the hand. That the medical solution shall
be touched with idealism and inspired by great principles, must be our
next concern.



PART IV.

THE SOCIAL, PSYCHOLOGIC, AND ECONOMIC
BACKGROUND OF SYPHILIS AND

GONORRHOEA.
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CHAPTER I.

The Public Viewpoint.

factfi7ph';fLfSsetst'^nTn^ T'''^'"'
back^ound-.
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1. Ignorance of the facts in regard to the tremendoii valence and

wide distribution of syphilis and gonorrhoea. Very few people possess

the special knowledge to convince them that these diseases cannot be

evidence of inherent disreputability and viciousness, or the property of any
special class.

2. Confusion of the issue with the problem of commercialize<t

prostitution.

3. Exaggerated notions of the contagiousness of syphilis and gono;

rhflpa, especially the former.

4. The belief that the horrors of syphilis and gonorrha?a have moral

value—that they act as deterrents to sexual license.

5. Pharisaical self-righteousness.

6. The belief that syphilis and gonorrhoea are well-deserved punish-

ments visited upon offenders against moral and natural laws.

Public Ignorance of the Facta.—Public ignorance of the facts is an
outstanding and basic factor. Even highly trained, cultivated and well-

informed people, not excluding from that number physicians of wide
experience, still cherish the lingering belief that syphilis is largely, and
gonorrhcra almost entirely, a proof of moral degradation ar.d the property

of down-and-outB. If sexual longings and illicit gratifications were limited

to a few, and if absolute sexual regularity were the only proof of sound
character, the bulk of humanity would have to be classed as vicious and
degraded. It is not cynicism that prompts the syphilographer to urge

the dropping of all social dihtinctions in the survey of the situation in

his field. It is a far more sordid cynicism that can believe so ill of human
nature as to hold that because 60 per cent of men have had gonorrhoea,

60 per cent of men are outside the pale of decency and honour. It is

equally impossible to believe that vileness clings to one in five adults with

syphilis while the remaining four with Wassermann negative passports,

enter the gates of social respectability. Distinctioas based on social status

and class are irrational and unfounded to one who meets the situation day
in and day out. For one thing they have a reflex effect that interferes

with the medical diagnosis of the disease. How many carefully performed
and accurate positive Wassermann tests does it take to establish the

presence of syphilis? Far from being a purely medical question as the

eyphilologiat would insist, the public and even physicians, too often believe

it is a social one. One positive test will usually convict a labourer over

his own denial, two may indict a railroad president or a banker, but I
have known three to be insufficient to satisfy a clinician of the " guilt

"

of a minister. To one who knows even the preliminaries of his subject,

such situations would be laughable were it not for the tragic blindness

they imply. This illustration, harsh though it is, exemplifies the ever-

present fallacy in all public thought about syphilis and gonorrhoea—the
uncritical injection of moral issues and class distinctions into the problem.

To the critical judgment, syphilis and gonorrhoea have, of course, their

moral phase, precisely as they have an economic or an ethical or a social

or a medical phase ; but the effort to mix the standards of moral judgment
with the medical issues of detection and treatment of the two diseases

persistently befuddles thought and blocks the waiting forces of progress.

Confusion with the Problem of ProatUutian.—The second fallacy is

the confusing of the problem of the genital infections with that of
commercialized vice. To this, the false and misleading label " social evil

"
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The Fallacy of Believing Fear a Deterrent.—With the fourth element

in public misconception wc enter a field for ihouRht. Tho belief is

excecdinjrly common that the fear of acquiring syphilis or KonorrhoBa, if

widely enougrh spread, will deter those who wouM otherwise secic unsocial

sexual gratification. No unequivocal answer to the argument can be

offered. On one side of the question, horwever, it can be given as the

experience of many workers in this field, myself among the number, that

the popular impression is a delusion. As a student ol this question for a

numl)er of years, and at times a speaker upon it, I havo been unable to

convince myself that fcni stands effectively between a man and the

gratification of his sexual desire. Of the many fairly well-informed sexual

offenders that have passed through my hands, I can scarcely recall one
who did not believe hintelf vkilful enough to evade trouble, or the
possessor of some tuHsniaiiic key to a situation or who did not go ahead,

risk or no risk, in response to imperious desire. It is not cynicism lo

rate the efficacy of horror so low. Horror is cheap, and makes a feefclo and
unworthy substitute for ideals. A reasonably brisk talker with coloured
lantern slides can pile horror on horror until it bulges from the windows
and through the doors, and the pause between impressive sentence and
impressive sentence is punctuated by the collapse o{ the weaker members
of the crowd. During the next few months after such a presentat. tn the
obsen'er behind the lines meets distracted mentbers of the audience in the
consulting room and wrestles with them to undo the damage inflicted by
a mode of approach that did not prevent subsequent infection, but simply
superimposed upon it, nervous prostration. Knowledge of disnstrou^s con-
sequences, and fear of syphilis particularly, is now an old story to quite a
number of young men. Medical students, who know all about it, have no
monopoly of virtue. Syphilis and gonorrhoea have long officiated in the
rolo of mural policeman. They have never shown evidence of enough
efficiency in the form of a reduction of the rate of exposure to jujstify their

tremendous cost to the world.

.4 Positive Idealism Necessary —Bishop Lawrence in one of his

addresses' touched the vital jwint in fear as a deterrent. In a day when
the Christian church is at last learning the virtues of a positive idealism
and has ceased to preach hell as a means toward heaven, it is a tawdry
morality that would found the new moral responsibility in sexual life

upon fear. It is a degrading and unworthy monogamy whose slogan is only
prudence, and whose bulwark of defence consists of the pitifully broken
and twisted human wreckage, the shorn innocence, the dismembered
helplessness piled up by syphilis and gonorrhoea in the masquerade of
•spiritual defence. On honour and social responsibility and not on en-
lightened cowardice will be squarely placed the burden of the sex ethice of
the future.

"/ Thanh Thfie Thai I Am Not as Other Men Are."—A. certain Phari-
saical self-righteousness underlies too much of our public thought about
syphilis and gonorrhoea. " Diseases of vice." " the \inderworld," " such
patients," "that kind of work," represent types of thought that are tinged
with it. Like the "erring brother" type of missionary spirit, it defeats

1 Social Hycriene, 1918, IS, S17.
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CHAPTER IT.

NoBMAt Ideals or the Sbx Life. Abnohmai- CiiECKi oh Mart e. The

Trend or the Times to Laxity. The Ikfluence or the War.

Th» Normality of Sti /deoI«.—The day of calmer thinking, lew

prur.euce. fetichiam and taboo, will see a reconstruction of our conceptions

of the sMoial life. The instinct to reproduce has as great a normality, as

Irgh a title tt consideration and intelligent adjustment as does the passion

tor enou^ to eat, which is simply an expression of the metabolic needs

of the protoplasm of which we are made. Th^ tendency to strain at sexual

gnats and swallow commercial, ethical and political camel, is aa common

as it is alternately laughable and tragic. Fundamental principle^ of

equity, justice, mercy and unselfishness underlie this -art of our hv«

» truly aa they do the dealings in our courts of law, our business organi-

zations, our hospitals, our social settlements. The future i» in the hands

of those Who can T«ad into the heretofore distorted and primitive narrow-

ness, the prurient self-conscic -ness of society about sex, a broader and

more generous interpretation. . is equally in the hands of those who can

balance a liberal tendency with far-sighted idealism, who can temper

generosity with fairness and fre'doin with responsibility.

The Changing Trend of Sex /deoJs.—The student of the sexual life in

its relation to problems of public health cannot escape a sense of impending

great revisions. Murmurings and intimations float about, social investi-

gations from time to time give definite shape to impressions. >o one

would be so rash as to predict the cataclysmic, but it le haird to avoid the

belief that reconstruction is on us whether we will or not. Moral codes

that art- ultrabiologic will plunge us into muck. On the other hand, moral

codes that consist ol a thin, attenuated and bloodless idealism which would

convert the sexual relation from a love expression into a stock-hreeder's

device for the fertilization of the human female, have an even smaller

chance of shaping our future. It must be a primary aim of any move-

ment, public health, ethical or whatnot, if it deals with sex, to combine

ideals and practicality into a standard of conduct which best expresses the

fundamental and all-inclusive principles of love, honour, and responsibility.

Growing Need for a Bulwark of Moral Ideoh.- The need for con-

sidering the future of sex ethics carries with U .. emand for a frank

analysis of our present situation. The prevention of syphilis and

gonorrhaa will have direct effect in throwing human sexual life back upon

ite ethical essentials. If disease were to be removed from the field of

"accidents" and what litile preventive influence it possesses were to

cease to be, then moral standards would take their true places, as the only

real character-forming bulwark between the social order and unrestrained

gratification of sex impulses. But in the last analysis, the hold of such

moral standards upon the race will be proportional, not to the depth of the

social frown which punishes their violation, but to their inherent nobility.
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on other than economic grounds it lacks something. If the woman feels

that marriage is a descent into domestic drudgery from an elevation of

industrial independence she will not be long in finding a way ^ conAme

the independence of industry with marriage minus dru<lgei7. Wjat such

a combined institution might be, it is impossible to prediet. In many

talks with different types of women the author has received impressions of

the future varying from a liaison for sexual pleasure to virtually sexless

business partnerships, and platonic friendships. These, of course, repre-

sent extremes. There is no question, however, that the meal-ticket

hold of feminine economic dependence in marriage is slipping, and with

it will go a force for which an adequate suibstitute iit idealism will have to

be found. Where it is lacking, an ill-judged union will end in speedy

separation, and the creation of two sexual appetites to be satisfied instead

of one, since sexual experience when once had, tends to break down the

bonds of self-restraint. Stringent divorce laws will have less than their

present trifling effect in controlling the situation, since the refusal fof

divorce where both sides are independent merely serves as a kneana of

inciting to clandestinism and concubinage.

The Effect of Failure on Marriage ZdeaZ*.—The unsuccessful marriage

Tier se has probably no more effect under existing conditions in deterring

others from marrying than has fear in preventing sexual indulgence.

Again each pair believes itself possessed of a talismanic key to the situ-

ation. Yet in the end, the high percentage of blighted unions has an

unfavourable effect upon the conventional form of sexual expression. One

•sees what appears to be an increasing tendency to "try it out," which must

be considered and aligned with the future of the sexual life. My own

impressions have, for instance, repeatedly confirmed the observations of

Woods and Kennedy* among working girls and men, upon the growing

popularity of an unofiScial form of sexual union, a liaison which may or

may not end in marriage, according to the inclination of the parties or the

incidence of a complication such as pregnancy. The vogue and the

rationale of such a trial marriage should be the object of careful social

study, with a view to ascertaining its idealistic basis, which is often

higher than rigorous convention admits, and to diverting it into social

channels. As a distinguished landscape architect once remarked to a

college group apropos of the laying out of paths between buildings on a

campus " we watch the movements of the students across the grounds and

allow them to influence to some extent the lines along which we lay

cement." A similar attitude, always properly guarded, has its place in

determining the institutional future of human sexual life.

Marriage artd the Economic Treadmill.—Economic obstacles are a

grave menace to the future of marriage as the solution of the problem of

human sexual relations. The almost cynical indifference of the state to

one of the most vital of human functions and one which more than any

other involves its own perpetuation is one of the pocial anomalies of our

times. Apart from using the portal of entry into marriage as a fee-

1 Woods, R., and Kennedy. A. : Young working rlrls. Evidence of J.OOO octal

workers. Bo»ton, Houghton, 1913. Price, $1.00.
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illustrated, let us say, by the decline of chaperonage. 'We forget so easily,

as I shall take occasion to say again, that knowledge per te is little pro-

tection unless reinforced by judgment. The home must in childhood and

adolescence, supply ^*udgment. No one can read and see verified in daily

life such a series of thumb-nail sketches as Eauffman's " Oirl That Goes

Wrong,"* without realizing that there is no substitute for the guardianship

of experience over the rashness, the impulse and the unsophistication of

youth. Such guardianship, without being tyrannical, must extend to many
little things, which the relaxations of our day regard as trivial. In con-

versation with a noted prostitute, herself a woman of more than average

cultivation and insight, she rated the young girl's habiit of dining out

unchaperoned with men as one of the most potent contri'buting factors to

illicit sexual experience. Tn the same class go the unsupervised automobile

jaunt, and the activities of the taxi-cab, which are writing a new chapter

into the sexual history of the day. There is little time for mention of

more than principles, though each observer can discover a new illustration

for himself. The same point stands out through all of them. HBae

decadence of adult oversight for boys and girls alike, is throwing back
upon the most ardent, least sophisticated, least experienced and therefore

least co.Tipetent period of life, sex decisions of more than vital moment to

the race.

Contributions Made by the War to Sex Problems.—Upon problems of

sexual conduct the war has already shown evidence of four important

influences. The first of these is the full-fledged entry of women upon the

stage of industry and economic independence. As I have already inti-

mated, profound modification of the relation of husband and wife may
result from it. The second influence may come through the general

spread of knowledge on medical means of preventing syphilis and
gonorrhoea. Millions of men, literally, have been educated to it by army
methods, and broadcast public teaching on the si;A>ject has been carried

out in Italy and Germany at least. Whether or not there shall be a

medical prevention of the genital infections has ceased to be a matter for

discussion. It is here, and the next problem is its proper utilization and
control. The knowledge is good, but again, its application needs judgment
and must be begun before the flood of it engulfs us. The third influence
comes through the tremendous contributions of the war to the idealistic

solution of sex problems. The questions of the efficiency of intelligent sex
education, of the repression of vice, of the ability to keep up sexual morale
by indirect influences such as recreation and the increasing of the livable-

neas of life, are settled past all dispute. The fourth influence is being
exerted through the awakening of the world from letharpric indifference to

a sense of public duty in connection with sexual issues. The spectacle of
governments bending their energies to the solution of the problem of
syphilis and gonorrhoea would astonish our great grandfathers no less than
would the elctric motor, the locomotive and the wireless telegraph.

r tKauflman, R. W. : The girl that goes wrong. New York, Moffat, Yard, 1911.



CHAPTER III.

OF COMMERCUL EXPLOITATION.
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to cope with them, is an expensive man, who has had one of the long and
costly trainings so characteristic of medicine of to-day. Few patients
of moderate means are adequately treated for a secondary syphilitic

infection for less than $500. With complications in either gonorrhcea
or syphilis the cost rises rapidly and with the increasing capacity which
many of tloni involve, the ability of the patient to pay for good service
rapidly declines. Again, the large majority of infections are acquired
early in life, before the victim has reached an earning capacity which
will enable him to oope with the situation. The result is that he neglects
it, and loses the opportunity for cure for which in later years, as success-
ful merchant, banker, public official, he would give all he has. So
significant is the cost factor in the public health problem of syphilis and
gonorrhoea, that it is now universally recognized as wise policy for the
State to provide free treatment for every patient who cannot meet the
expense. The provision of such treatment should inclu^ the services of
adequately trained men. The sooner the State commits itself to a
policy of expert service in the genital infection field, the sooner will
results appear. It is scarcely to be imagined that highly special know-
ledge of this subject will be found behind every doctor's name plate. It
is also a gross injustice to expect men who have met the expense of a
training fullr as prolonged and costly as that of the traction and lighting
experts and legal counsel for which a city pays so lavishly, to serve with
inadequate compensation in hoepitals and -Hspensaries. Such a system
in connection with medical schools and public medical facilities leads to
worthless service and to fornrs of graft no less obnoxious than those of
politics. Until medical schools and hospitals are prepared to place the
care of syphilis and gonorrhcea Jn the hands of properly qualified and
paid experts, who receive appropriate recognition, for their ability as
tubers and physicians, a most important field of progress against these
diseasee will remain closed.

Commercialization of the Sex Impulse.—'A powerful, constantly exerted
force in human affairs will inevitably be subjected to-commercial exploita-
tion, precisely like a source of physical energy such as water-power.
Powerful influence will be brought to bear to meet an existing demand,
and to create new demand. Simple economic laws like these govern the
relation of prostitution to the sex life. The relation has no secrets and
few mysteries. Take the money out of it and from behind it, and.it loses
a large part of its hold on the world. Similarly the relation of alcoholism
to prostitution and through it, to syphilis and gonorrhcea, is a phase of
commercial exploitation of the sex impulse, the simple selling of a means
to promote hilarity and take off the moral brakes. These two factors in
the public health problem of syphilis and gonorrhoea are so important that
t'^ eir fundamentals must be considered here.

Syphiiia and Oonorrhcea in Pfosfiiiiies.—'Sexual relations between
men and women of easy virtue constitute the ultimate source of the over-
whelming proportion of infections with syphilis and gonorrhoea. There is
on the whole little evidence to show that clandestine differs markedly from
public prostitution in its ability to infect the patron. In fact the throwing
of false security such as that of medical examination and registration
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Sjfphilia in ths Lax and /iMii»cr»et.—Syphilis in particular does not

wait for sexual intercourse in order to attadc the las and careless. Tfaose

who permit liberties to be taken with their persons in the form of kissing

and careeses which do not go to the point of actual sexual relations, are

subject to a risk of infection which is larger than is generally realized.

This risk is doubled by the mistaken belitf of both parties tfcat by

indulging in mild offences they escape tine dan(,«rs of an outright brea jh of

decency.

Unsocial Sexual Relations Cannot be Made Sa/e.—On the whole it is

a conservative judgment that no device exists by which unsocial sexual

relations can be made safe from the standpoint of genital iixfection. it is

difBcult to believe that the attainment even of maximum efficiency in their

public health control will totally do away with syphilis and gonorrhoea.

They will remain the heritage of lust. It is axiomatic that the quintessence

of caution, the most highly specialized instinct of the " knowing one " for

the " safe chance " sooner or later goes astray. Where infection has been

most carefully ruled out, or is least suspected, there it occurs.

The Struggle Against Prostitution; Regulation, Repression, L^gai,

Measures.—It is, of course, impossible in a study of this kind to discuss at!

length the methods of attack upon prostitution as the carrier of syphilis

and gonorrhoea. The older coi^ception that the situation was hopeless has

no foundation in fact. The control of the more intangible and clandestine

types of unsocial sexual relations is a problem in morals, psychology and

economics. The control of commercialized vice which is probably the

larger factor of the two is a matter of pnblio administration and the

systematic and determined employment of repressive force. Emulation

of prostitution, in effect an attempt to herd it together and control it by

systems of inspection and registration is of long standing on the Continent,

and during the war was a part of the accepted policy of certain of the

belligerents. The plan has innumerable weaknesses, apart from its con-

temptibility as an expedient. Policies of toleration and regulation are

giving way before repression or abolition, which consists in ihe systematic

stamping out of • e wherever it can be found. To the United States

belongs the distinction of demonstrating in connection with the military

and naval policy of this war, that repression is not only the only

respectable, but by all odds the most higl V efficient policy which a com-

munity or a nation can adopt. The most effective implements in civil

life against commercialized vice are those which separate the commercial

and the vice by attacking the former. As soon as organized prostitution

ceases to be a paying proposition, it begins to dwindle in influence and

extent. The removal of the pernicious influence of the liquor traffic which

reaps enormous profits from organized prostitution, has had remarkable

effect. A very ingenious and effective legal instrument exists for making

commercialized prostitution unprofitable. This is known as the injunction

and abatement law, and its mode of action consists in tying up property

both real and personal, which can be shown to be used for immoral

purposes. It is so effective that one vigorous application will put an

entire red light district out of business, and the law can then be employed

in ferreting out and crushing the sporadic and scattered activities which

follow it.
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State Care of Delinqvent GWU.—^A measure directed against prosti-

tution •wfcoBe importance has repeatedly impressed mo, is the proper

proviaion by the State for the care of in«ntaUy or morally deficient girls,

who through wealmess and lack of moral sense and backbone rather than

viciou3nera aro led into prostitute careers. !Many auch patients are

en 'untered in the course of medical consultation work, and the problem

as 10 what to do with them has had deplorably little attention. Industrial

schools do them no guod, since the difficulty is inherent and cannot always

be trained away. They are not insane or invbecile, and hence cannot be

committed to the average •^.aylum. The iafluc-ce of every one in.vere8ted

in the movement against genital infections should be enlisted ir. trying to

secure farn> colonies for these types, where they can be undfr custodicl

care for life.

The Fundamental Principle.—One principle stands out sbarply from

all the rest. Regardless of whether the relatione between tl ! sexes have

reached or will ever reach a final adtjustment, it can be unqualifiedly said

that commercialized prostitution is wrong and must go. Every self-

respecting man or woman can without a moment's hesitation cast his

influence on the side of represaion.

Alcoholiam and the Acquiring of Syphilis and Oofkorrhta.—Mooho\

ha? two important influences on the spread of syphilis and gonorrhoea. It

puts people in a state of mind to get infected, and it decreases their

resistance and systematically injurei" them once they are infected.

Eetimates of the proportion of meu iuic ted while un er the influence of

liquor vary from 30 to SO per cent (Hijgs). The physiological action

of the drug, even when taken short of intoxication, is to take off the

brakes, remove the inhibitions, so that acts which an individual could nott

perform in a normal state without losing his self-respect, become matters

of course under alcohol. Befuddlement and confusion further add to tha

effect by making the individual not only rash but undiscriminating, so that

he will assume risks which he would have avoided if he had been in

possession of his faculties. A drunken man not only oaa be betrayed into

any sort of situation, but is powerless to take any measures to prevent!

infection until too late. That no amount of cultural tradition avails

against a few drinks is abundantly evidenced by the downfall of many a

splendid college man. The influence of alcohol upon girls and women ia

no less dangerous. The wine-list on the back of a cafe menu is responsible

for the tragic ending of many a seemingly innocent supper. If alcohol

could be absdlutely excluded from every point of social contact between

men and women, there would be an inunediate drop in the incidence of

syphilis and gonorrhoea. The influence of alcohol in promoting sesual

indiscretion has been exploited without scruple by the liquor interests of

the world, and furnishes alone ar idequate reason for their extinction.

Kneeland's asstonishing presentatiua of the relation between commercial

alcohol and commercial vice is classical and should be read by every adult^

I Kneeland, Geortre J. : Commercialized Prostitution and the Uquor Trafllc.

Social Hygiene. 1916, 11. 69-90.

Clark, Walter (Field Secretary of the American Social Hygiene Association) :

Prostitution and Alcohol. Social Hygiene. 1917, lii, 75-90.
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Phytiologie Effects on Ptraoiu Already InfeeUd.—Tht physiologic
effect of alcohol upon the gonorrhoeio has been mentioned. It makea
mfection easier, and it prooMtes relapM in the acute stage. Upon the
syphilitic the influence of the drug seems to be mainly upon the nervous
system. The combination of alcohol and syphilis tends sharply toward
locomotor ataxia and general paresis, and toward serious involrement of
the ki neys, the blood Teasels and the liver. A syphilitic who drinks is
predisposed to danger from treatment as well as disease, ind on the whole
deserves little consideration un]c«s he stops.

Other Phaaet of Commercial Exploitation of Sex; the Stage. Books,
Clothes, c<c.—Commercialiiation of the sex impulse extends to other fields
than those of alcoholism and prostitution. The filthy picture industry and
other -TTossly indecent activities still thrive. Less flagrantly but still
regrettably, the moving picture theatre, the legitimate stage, books, and
clothes, all reflect the eagerness to coin sex curiosity and sex desire into
cash. While it is scarcely necessary to be Comstockian in repression of
every aspect of the nude, there can be no escape from the fact that the
vogiie of ' leg shows," suggeetive gesture *nd dancing, risque plays and
peek-a-boo garments is inspired by something more than a ret.im to
appreciation of the Grecian in art. It perceptibly raises the tempo of
sex life, and cannot be dismissed as negligible by the student of sexual
morale. While we need not become fanatics, it is unwise to ridicule
unqualifiedly those who speak on the side of caution in these thingsj
Ihe trend is there, and best recognized for good or ifl, rather than veiled
under an assumed, because convenient broadmindedness. If eroticism
18 to be the trend of the times, perhaps well and good. It may be that
nature le thus asserting herself in the struggle against modern economic
checks upon the sexual life. But profitable eroticism has no excuse for
neing.

We return then to the point at which we began. Every act and every
industry which males a doUar out of the stimulation of sex impulses
deserves the closest scrutiny and the most persistent supervision from
those mtent on sexual idealism. It plays with fire.



CHAPTER IV.

Moral and I^doationai. Piopbtlazu or Stphilu akd OoiroRKHOik
Pboblbmb AMD JUEiTHODs or Six Eduoatuii.

iioraU and th» Sexvui Life.—It him Uken the war to demonatrate the
extraordinary efficiencjr of morale in erery phaae of atruggle. In the
•exual life no leaa than on the {field of battle, it ia paramount. A high
morale has an efficiency as a preventative of ayphilia and gonorrhoea in
compariaon with which even the triumpha of medical prophylazia take
second place. The oonservation and the development of morale in the
sexual life, therefore, become* not a mere side-issue, but a first duty. Four
fundamental factors contribute to a high standard of sexual morale. These
are: a positive as distiniruished from a merely negative or prohibitive
idealism; numerous eflFective and clean outlets for the energy of the sex
impulse and the ideals that it underlies; certain fundamental habit
inhibiti(ai»; the teething of the young child, not the adolescent or the
adult, the character basis for a healthy sex life.

PosUive Idealism and Idealittie JSxprM«oik—" Elan," that vivid
French word to express the ardour and exultation of battle, is a product
of the attack, rather than of defence. A man may stubbornly but without
enthusiasm, defend himself from temptation. But give the force behind
the temptation something positive to work for and it is transformed into
inspiration. For example, " Thou shalt not covet thj neighbour's wife,"
and "thou shalt not oommit adultery," have force, to be sure, but th^
lack as principles the breadth and the effectiveness of the positive in-
junction which embraces all that either of them could mean, " Thou shalt
love Ihy neighbour as thyself." The sexual life of humanity needs
inhibitions to be sure—but too often the negations have been substituted
for the outlets and expressions, and dwarfing without ennoblement has been
the result. To the effect of lifelong repression tfnd inhibition of sex
expressions and yearnings much of the oarrenness of many a withered
marriage has been due. It is an essentially evolutionary and stimulating
view of the possibilities of the sexual life which teaches a self-control that
expresses itself in noble action rather than in the negative virtue of
frigid ultra-restraint To teach sexual morale as a thing which orfn
and should be an expression of one's best, not an inhibition of one's
worsit, IS t < teach it dynamically and synthetically, and to enlist in the
cause all the upward tendency of the race.

Altruistic Outlets for Sexual Energy.—U a high sexual morale is to
be a form of enlightened expression rather than suppression it is necessary
to plan altruistic outlets. One's lower centres in a state of physical health
take care of our impulse to physical expression. What the vast body of
men "nd women need to have insistently shown them, is the fact that
ftere re indirect expressions of the sexual instinct which will enrich both
themselves and the world. Few passionate but controUed souls escape the
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learning of this leuon. More could be taught it, if there were more
teachers and the teaching were begun earlier. The woman who in default

of marriage and children, mothers the family oi another; the nurse whose
care of the sick has all the tenderness of the lore of woman for man and
mother for child, are examples of it. The man who builds into the fabric

of a great lifework the love of the woman he cannot have or never met,

Is a less familiar but no less needed type. Ocspel of this sort seems some-
times far removed from the sordid details of this or that wreck we know
of, and yet it is fundamental and vital, and analysis leads us to it again
and again. The torrent of obscenity which belches from the mouth of a

brickyard paddy has at least the latent energy of sewage. If as a child

he had been taught a different mode of expression for that same force,

he might have been a power for good as a man. Outlets, physical and
spiritual, for the energy of the sexual life, are part of the essential mech-
anism for the preservation of its ni rale.

The Fundamental Inhiiitiona; Sound Ohofraoteir as a Batia of Self-
Conirol.—An unqualifiedly positive and expressive philosophy in the sex
life would be, of course, overbalanced. There must be fundamental inhibi-

tions. The " Everlasting No " in the sexual li'e must be bred in the bone,
not merely put on as a garment. It is moreover, a habit, not an enlightened
rationalism. The man to whom the physical degradation of resort to n

prostitute for sexual relief is impossible, is not the product of the logic
of the situation, or its fears. He is physically incapable of an act that
runs, counter to the instincts of cleanliness bred in him with tooth-brush
and soap, as well as the more spiritual forms of cleanliness expressed in

the straight-forward eye and the ring of sincerity and honesty in the
voice. The strongest safeguard against syphilis and gonorrhoea which
a man or woman can have is not knowledge of risks of infection or
familiarity with means of avoiding them, but sound character. The type
of personality that loves its neighbour as itself, that lives rather than talks

the square deal, that is tender, chivalrous, loyal, and generous, possesses
a margin of sexual safety for which there is no prophylactic substitute.

Make a man first; teach him honour, make his word his bond, his first

thought for the other fellow—then let him love, and there will be little

cause for fear.

Teach the Child.—A foundation of the type I have described is laid

at only one time in life—in childhood. If sexual morale depends on
character, it is folly to try to paint i' on the pjrface at puberty. Those
who have tried their hand at reconstruction in adults likewise appreciate
the futility of trying to mould the hardened clay of the sexual experience
of later life. If we are to grasp the opportunity to create a sexual idealism
we must teach it to the children. The opportimity often comes in my
experience, by utilizing those who have suffered themselves, and will take
the steps that save their children from a similar fate. The mother who has
been infected, or who has had the opportunity to see at first hand the
experience of another, makes an able ally. Projects for the reformation
of the adult sexual offenders of our own generation require a superlative

and in the end usually a futile evangelism. If we are to reconstruct, it

must be through our children.
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™ of htrdihip. •• meant to an end. Tha iceiie par «w.n««c for th«

5^r; of ihTio^ upon the child i. home. No .ytem o fooling no

fom.l method of tr.inlng will ever be .n adequate «ub»t'»«te '«' the r^
kind of a family life. To remedy a defect or find « ««"" »" « "«"•

Winder, go back to the home and the fam.ly. The child who I. lnw^«jt

and disobedient, the boy who ia aniportamanlike. who haa an •Mo^«°'» »«

doea not earn, the wilful, pert girl with skirts too short and hair too

high, the youth with silk hose, and cigarette hanging from his »P«. o^*'

of an automobile when he should be mastering the wheelbarrow are feeder,

of the mill of sexual catastrophe. Unsupervised companionship between

boy. and girls, idle evenings. per«>nal familiarities and e«pecial^ physical

contacts between the sexes, seem outwardly harmless, but they are he

starting points of trouble. It should not take a medical «tpert m syphilis

or gonorrLa to appreciate that it is not a cold old-maidishness but simple

common sense which throws protection around yo""^ R"^"' .-^"**,*^P'

young feUows busy striving, studying and working instead »' P**^!*"^""!*'

rrot«!tion and the work outlet should come into play early Few men who

can look back with frankness upon their boyhood and school days really

believe that sexual activity begins with puberty, or that sexual stiniulants

such as dancing and tSte-a-t.-tes. can be allowed full play untempered with

judgment, if ^ye are really to take our sex standards seriously.

Yirginifv h only Half the Prob?m.-The object of a successful teach-

ing of sexual morale is not merely to marry virgin women to virgin men.

Pre-marital continence is only one phase of the problem. Many n mother

heaves a sigh of relief when she has her daughter safely ni""^^ off

forgetting that there are wolves within as well as without the fold, though

perhaps of a different stripe. The man or woman whose whole sexual

training has been concentrated on virginity and suppression can be as

hopeless an impossibility in a workable sexual career as a Light o Love.

To this side of the problem, by all odds the more difficult of the two little

thought has been devoted. Inhibitions may make the virgin but it takes

dynamic idealism, some power of expression, and physical fitness to make

the successful father and mother, husband and wife. To this dynamic

idealism all the variegate; experiences of living-those gained in work,

in recreation, in hardship, and in adversity, contribute the gifts which

make achievement. It is our double duty to see that our children do not

lack their share of these essential aids.

Value of Sex Instruction.—Education in the facts of the sexual life

is to many the stone of stumbling in modern ideals for a higher sexual

morale. Opinion on the correct technic of such teaching is m the making.

The actual value of education in sex matters is. however, fairly well

settled. For example, Riggs, at the Norfolk Naval Training Station, was

able by purely educational methods, to reduce the percentage of sexual

exposure in a large body of men. from 126. T per cent to 38.6 per cent

in a period of two and one-half years. Ninety per cent of 676 collide men

in a special survey estimated that they had been benefited V »" mstruc-

nwiMi
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tioa rtoeirw) from wboleMme aouroM. On th* otbw band. 79 p«r o«i\
of 680 ooUeg« men who had raeeived Uimt flnt infomution from othor
bo7« and girU and miiceUaneoua ourcee, Mtimatad tha affaot to hava baao
bad. A« between tbe Uugbt and tbe unUugbt the difftfenoe U to itrikinf
aa to justify eren tbe timid in making an aifort to instruot tboaa to
wbom tbey owe a duty.

Methodt and Teehnic of Sex Inairuetion.—ImpreMioni rf the metbode
and teehnic rf mx instruction may be briefly summariaed aa follows. The
age at wb- 'i children begin to acquire first impressions of sex is much
less than is commonly supposed, and much earlier than the age of the
official attempts to impart information. The estimated pge of first sexual
impressions in a large survey was 9.6 years, the age at which wholesome
instruction was first received 15.6 years. The sox education of children aa
such must therefore be b* .un much earlier than puberty, as preriously

pointed out. If the parent frankly confronts the first questions asked
by the child and answers them simply, truthfully and directly, without
too much detail, the simplicity of the child and the entire absence of the
selfconsciousness of puberty will make tbe situation easier to manage
thereafter. The cL'Id should be repeatedly impressed with the fact that
the source of information on such matters is the father and mother, not
friends and companions, and that the subject is never to be discussed
outside. Emphasis on the impersonal and larger aspects of sex is essential
Children respond well, in my experience, to explanations of honourable
conduct toward eauh other. The physical side should be biologized at first

by the use of plants and other animals, but to be effective it must always
come back to human beings, although an excessive literalism is to be
avoidf/d. While corn and tiger lilies and other examples from real life

are valuable, pictures of human anatomy are generally conceded to be
undesirable because ^oo suggestive. The choice of words is the most
embarrassing proble..^ to tbe untrained. It cuu be overcome to no small
extent by reading some of the literature illustrating methods of approach,
which is obtainable from accredited sources at the preseni time.' During
tne earlier years of a child's life it should be taught personal cleanliness,

learn not to meddle with the genitalia, and acquire a profound respect
lor these parts, which little children learn well on repeated insistenca
If children are found to have made a false start, it is the height of folly

vo resort to fear or threats. Both of them drive the child violently in
upon himself, and in the case of masturbation especially, lead to mental
states infinitely worse than the original trouble. In the earlier years
IS laid the whole foundation of the intimate friendliness between parent
and child which will draw the two together and make the child approach-
able during the transitions and self-consciousness of puberty. The parent
must play an active part and move toward the child, not wait for the latter
to approach him. It is surprising how easily satisfied a child's curiosity
18, and how often vicious information comes to him gratuitously, and not
of his own seeking.

iA written requeit for booklets, or teaching material, addreeeed to th«
United Statea Public Health Service, 2M First Street, N.W., WMhington, D.C., with
a statement of the age, eex, and social atatua of the persona concerned, will reeeiv*
a prompt reajmnse.
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dotal, watchiNi. wd this not by wtobing »»» ~"P*"7,.*l?"f;i^S
watZnff hit pM«ti. and ertimating the type and dcwrea of their '«»«»««*

A Iwwhoae father and mother let him grow up aa a weed haa a ««tpTiaing

t^i^X i»P.rtin, weed, charact.ri.tic. to th. b.^^ ^?^^
n.Ebourhood. Older boya ar. a particular danger, and «»"»P«^
woUu and abewioe. with older boy. ar. often fully aa dangeroaa to m«mJ

int«rity aa later unchape*oned contact betwe«i th. two eeawa. A WiT*

flnt kMOM in hU relation to girls .hould tttke the form of fb^wrif »K»K«

for mother and aUt«, and the cultivation of hia protectire inatiiiot lor

«b.m. To make it part and parcel of a boy'. cre«i that h. who hanna a

woman ia a cad and a bum aport aa well aa a coward i. to build up inwraa*.

for cl.an liTing. Bookt. too, have ro email influence on adolewwt a«a

IdMla. A course of the aentitmeatulihtic muih too easily avai.<W. to

unguidwl boya and girls ha. paved the way to many a premature emotional

criti. and Mxual disaster.

Good 8porUm<m»hip and Hdriy Livmfl.-Woodsmanshiv. aa among

th. Boy Scouts, vigorous exerciBe, form, of activity involving team play,

teach fundamental ideals of sportamanship «'»<**»'•
•«*"^«*•fi^"!J*^•

a viul place. Th. leadera in the«! movements should be selected with th.

utmost car., on a basis of pemonal character and not o° *^* ^^»^
..raftBnan.hip. The foulest mouth and the vilest personality Ihtntvnt

m.t in a variegated experience waa that of the much priied captain,

athlei.. idol and all-American star of the football team of a great raxve,.

sity. Atihletic for its own sake breeds dangerous type, of personaU^

The ao-called amateur ideal of training to a pitch who«j he«ht onty

serve, to empbasire the fall when training broaka, has no place m tli.

kind of sportsmanship that develops sexual morale.

The Timfi for Plain FcvU -^Syphilis and gonorrhoea .hould not be

mentioned to children. It is my personal belief that the e^ntial fact,

of the carr^ing of eperm to egg cell in the human being, toW in puret

iropersonal'language and devoid of detail can be given to both bov. ana

girls just before puberty. Information of this sort to be protective mwt

not, however, be too vague. Girls for example, can be warned to ^aalte

boys keep " hands off
" and boys similarly, enjoined against caresaing ano

handling girls. The pubescent boy or girl can then be told if the situation

secma threatening, about the genital infectiona. ^:ufib depend, on the

individual. In general such knowledge comes bast. I believe, between th.

fiftesnth and the eighteenth year. WhUe sexual experiMice oocasionall,

occur, soon after the .fieUih. year, a sound foundation in character and

elementary training will make any restraining influence that fear can

lend unneceawry until maturity is well established. The importance of

seeing that every girl at this time understands the physiology of menstru-

ation and muTj boy understands the aeminal emission and is put on hi.

guard against quacks, cannot be over-emphasized.

Visual. Graphic and Personal Trru-Mng; the 6'p«Bfe«r.—War experi-

ence has definitely demcjistrated the superiority of visual, graphic and

personal methods of teacJiing over books, leaflete and other fonaa. of

23«01—
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printed matter. None the less the latter mast be resorted to and have an
important place. Visnal methods call for discretion. SkitfnUy prepared
ezhifaita of the poster type are effective/ especially when aocompanied by
facilities for free private medical advice—a fact which quacks have long
used as a drawing card. Bulk methods of veribal teaching of eezual facts
to younger people are to be discountenanced. Very few speakers have
Bho>wn themselves able to handle them. Hunger, in the Navy, had oppo:
tunity to observe its undersirability and relative ineffectiveneos. It is

hnpossible to strike a tone that fits all ages or types even in a one-sex
audience under eighteen years of age. It is vital in these matters that
the speaker be en rapport, and a giggle is enough often to mar the situ-
ation. Amateur* should not practice upon audieoces. Before older
groups a forceful and well-informed speaker can dominate the situation.
The presentation of sex material in lectures is an art in which many are
called but few chosen. The most powerful and effective speakers I have
heard have combined a commanding personality with the ability to express
themselves in the vernacular. In other words, th^ have posaessed *iie

qualities of popular leadership. The faiilt of many lecturers is their
tendency to talk from above down, to be too vague and to indulge in
pedantry, bathos, or sesquipedalian verbiage. It is possible to give an
unforgettable talk on sex ideals without direct reference to the Deity, or
to vice and sin. There is that in clean living, gooa sportsmanship and the
square deal for women, that instinstivdy appeal to red-Mooded men, and
its application to the sexual life is more often obscured than furthered by
turgid rhetoric.

1 Osborne, F. J. . A health exhibit fT men. An educational exhibit on venereal
disease control and prevention presented at Coney Island by the New York Soci«U
Hygiene Society, Social Hygiene, 1916-17, ill, 27-49.
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OHJAPTBR V.

Th. Pubuo Health Oontrol asd Pebsonal Pbophtlaxi. or 8tphili«

AND GOKOBBHOCA.

TU Public Health Control of SypkUi, and OowWrfc^k-PiAlic

h«nV^«3 of the Kenital infection, is mewit to include those demwits

wbfS o^^Ssed ^WrS^ork contribute
^J^^^C^flS^rre

I«?it^ diseases. As legitimate part, of public .l^^^*^"*^,^

SS^rate the «.stematic mxppression of temptation ^^^^^'^^^^^
Sthe riK)Ution of prostitution, and the extinction of the liquor trrflc.

No aLmSto control syphilie and gonorrho* deserre. ?»."<>« ~"^^^
ation r.ntil it has a thoroughly organized and uncomproTuising vohcjin^

Terence to these two factors. The gross stimulation of sexual impu^w.

^X-o. This and other essentials of a public heath «»™paiRu agamst

SihiU. and goncrrho* are adnriraWy illustrated in the poU<^ of the

United States Goyemment as outlined by Major Sawyer, and need not be

duplicated here.

Th$ Church and the ProWem.-Attention has already been called to

a noint of contact between the church and the problem, which deeeryes

re-emphasiring; that is. the influence of the ff^V'^^fv Au^^^^S
of marriage. Few obligations seem more obvious tiian that the institution

which stands determinedly for the inviolability of this moral and «)Cial

bond should fed a direct sense of obligation in determining tiie fitnes. of

those who enter into it. The clergyman and the priest are Mcrcising

their highest function in company with the physician and the parent

when they feel toward the marriages of their parishioners * fe^se o^

responsibility greater tiian that attached to any o*f,^^*f, ''^'^°*J*J
may perform. If they feel that sense of responsibilty, the marrying

parson and the ecclesiastical marriage mill will cease to exist. A closer

guardianship of the entrance into marriage will obviate the necessity for

BO much emphasis on divorce, inasmuch as the pennanence of tiie bond

is directly proportional not to penalties placed on its violation, but to the

wisdom that presided when it was entered into.

The New Responnhilities of the Medical Profession.—The awakening

with respect to syphilis and gonorrhoea will place new responeibilities

upon the medical profession, to which attention ha. been directed from

time to time in this study.

The existing situation is not satisfactory. It is unsatisfactory, not

because the physician doe. not feel the need for better things and does not

seek them, but because better things have not been available. To know

syphilis and gonorrhcea one must be taught, and taught not l^r men to

whom tiie subject is incidental drudgery, but by enthusiasts. Such men

have formed no part of tiie staff of the medical schools of the past.

Even to-day the number of schools which are teaching syphiUs and

gonorrhoea with the energy that their place in medicine and public health
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deserves, can be numbered on the fingers of one hand. An unfortunately
large proportion of the medical profession are thus attempting to work
with a modem eituation using tools that compare in effectiveness with
the stone hammers and knives of paleolithic man. Gonorrhoea lags in the
background not alone because of its inherent peculiarities as a disease,
but because a combination of adverse circumstances has kept enthusiasm
about it at a low ebb, and teachers and fighters correspondingly scarce and
ill-trained.

Hospitals and the Pro&Zem.—Conspicuous examples of medical philis-
tiniem of the type that obstructs progress in this field can be found in the
attitude taken toward syphilis and gonorrhoea by hospitals. While syphilisM not a quarantinable disease throughout its whole course, a person with
•ctive contagious syphilis has no business at large in the community until
he 18 temporarily sterilized by arsphenamine. A very brief stay in
hospital provides the needed opportunity. Many of t. 3 complications of
gonorrhoea respond rapidly to bed treatment, with the avoidance of chron-
icity and prolonged contagiousness. Many other reasons exist why there
Mhould be regular provision in general hospitals for the care of patients
with syphilis and gonorrhoea. Estimates based on large experience caH
tor one hospital bed for these diseases to each 2,000 population in order
to provide for their modem treatment. The actual state of affairs in
our large cities comes nearer one bed to 10,000 population. The explan-
ation appears to he simply in the mediaeval attitude of boards of trusteesand hospital administrators toward the diseases, plus the belief that in
the existing state of public sentiment their proper care is "not feasible."
Ihat It 18 eminently feasible, is demonstrated by the fact that probably
the best-eonsidered and yet most conservative modem programme against

Jr'o 1%°^ -f""" f i° *^^ '''"^^' *^** °^ *^« Sydenham Commission
in Great Britain embodies it and is putting it into practice. In this

fTVul *
ftl^

half-dozen or so of hospitals and clinics have recognized

nllt? r °-. ^' Z°t ''' '^' ^"*"'' °^ "^^^"°« ^°d "« operatinrcom-
plete hospital and dispensary services under the direction of experts.Two details it is important to remember. In the first place SD«5ialvenereal ho6i«tals treating syphilis and gonorrhea alone are noJeffSvem meeting the general problems, because patients. sharSg the Sc
aZ r' ^^l'^^"«^^-«

d-i^-^ed by resorting to a place t^mere a^S
SZ-T"" f^ ^'"^tjtutes a label. In the second place the n^Tor
i7^nZ I '^l

''"*^"' V^' ^^°^*«^ infections is not linSed to

to fit7a wf? "'}'' ^'' ""^ *^^^^* ^'"''^^ ^"- It ^O'^W be difficultto find a hospita of any size so discriminating in its patronaae that it

Jl^a^""^
^°'

^'t' V^"* ^P^^"« ^-^ ^onorrhcea There? no cityof 25,0m or over whose hospital would not be performing a pubHc serSce

Jf. m.-5"i "r^*"^' ^l
'^"^ '^' '««^ '° t^« developmenroi moZnfac hties for he care of genital infections. Public demand foTs^hfacihti^ combined with the demonstration that it is not oSt a dX b^tprofitable to furnish them, will in the end convert tSrobsSuctfonTsts

.irS^" ^T ""^ **' Problem.-The problem of how to bring authenticeffective and yet properly guarded information on the genital infSns
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to pubUc attention through the medium of newspapers, magaxinea and

other influential organ* of public opinion is an important one. buch a

means of making even a few truth-telling words and names common know-

ledge, is of the greatest service. To be effectire I believe the foUowing

principles should be followed. First, the information must have the sanc-

tion of a central authoritatiTC source, which can standardize it and give

it a positive quality. All through the medical field of the genital lnfe<^

tiona there are seeming contradictions and variations in method and

opinion which are extremely confusing to the uninitiated. "When doctors

disagree, the unfortunate layman, lacking the power to interpret, is thrown

into perplexities which leave him in doubt as to whether there is such a

thins as real knowledge on the subject. The point over which the dis-

agreement occurs may be trivial, and the wrangle purely echolastic, but

it breaks down the confidence in leadership which promotes effective

public action. Other obvious requirement* of a written propaganda are

the judicious but not vulgar use of the vernacular, precisely as in lectures,

and the avoidance of technicality. Written material on health matters

should not attempt to deal with treatment except to outline general prin-

ciples and minimuir. requirements. If it does more than this, it belongs

on the same plane as the practice of medicine by correspondence, which

can become an insidious and vicious form of quacikery to which the

columns of many newspapers subscribe even while they ostensibly exclude

untrustworthy and disreputable medical advertising. Printed propaganda

muBt steer between the tendency to over-emotionalism that paints up

genital infections and hangs them in a verbal gallery of horrors, and the

dry-as dust presentation of medical facts. It should never be forgotten,

that in print there is no human voice, no compelling eye, no sharp incisive

gesture that drives a point home to an intent audience. The vivid and

dramatic in life, unakilfuUy managed, too often sounds like "sob-stuff"

on paper, and a tension and tone that can be safely carried, man to man,

fails of effect when mixed with ink. I think too, that writing on medical

subjects is a form of special pleading which should so far as possiiblp be

directed at a specific audience. The effort to make material of this k;ad

into a single-standard literary pabulum that all who run may read, makes

it effective only for tl o middle third of the world audience, affronts the

intelligence of the upper iwrtions and fliee over the heads of the lower

portions. Italicizing and soarehead tyiwgraphy, too, while they may, like

the loudly printed handbills, draw a crowd, detract in the end from the force

of the presentation by robbing it of dignity. Where force of this sort must

be evoked it should be exerted personally and not in print I believe. tDO.

that convincing material for a medical propaganda can best be written by

those whose special experience and enthusiam make their thumb-nail

graphic touches true to life. Much of the literature on sex queetionp is

flabby. It seems to lack genuineness because it is abstract. It is the

specific instance, told with the art of the raconteur, and a proper touch on

lights and shadows, that etches in the image which inspires action.

Laws and Law Enforcement; Compulaory Treatmeni.—It is worth

while to say a word or two on the need for new laws and law enforcement

in the modem campaign against syphilis and gonorrhoea, siace the

influence of intelligent men and women can go far toward shao'U sue')
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legrislation, and the creating of the eentiinait whieh sustaiiu it The
rapid progress made during the wtr ba« Inroaght certain ismies into the
realm of certainties which would have remained only poMibilities for

many years in times of peace. To have syphdlis or gonorrhoea, has snd*

denly ceased to be a private affair, and ha* become one of public ooncem.
The first ( ridenoee of this change of viewiwiat is foimd iu the fact that

syidiilis and gonorrhoea are becoming reportable diseases, like measles or

scarlet ferer. The second evidence is tiiat it is no longer a matter of
individual option vnia the patient whether he will be treated or not. He
mc^t be treated, and he must be treated not only until he is not contagious,

but until he is cured. The entry of this compulsory element into the

management of syphilis and gonorrhaea will be welcomed by every phy-
sician who has had special experience with these diseases and has the

interests of the public at heart. The constant menace of irresponsibility

can scarcely be appreciated by those who have not had to deal with it

under the conditions of special and dispensary practice. The ignoramtly
and the wilfully irresponsible form a large factor in the spread of both
syphilis and gonorrhoea. No amount of personal good will on the part
of the physician, no amounl; of free and available treatment, suffices to

secure the co-oi>eration of some types. Perfectly possessed of all their

faculties, they will leave the consulting room with fervid assurance of

good intention, to disappear as completely as if they had stepped off the

horizon. Among the ignorant and foreigners the problem becomes acute.

I have seen nurse, interpreter and doctor working to persuade a man with

a mouth and throat full of syphilitic germs, talking in relays, gesticu-

lating, arguing, the r faces running the gamut of emotions from good
will to the hopele^^ anger of defeat, and seen the irresponsible and
unprincipled ca^ r of the disease cloee the conversation by turning on
his heel and sauntering from the room without a word. The power to

press a button and have that man arrested at the door would have seemed
God-given at that moment. There is as great a need for legal compulsion

back of the control of syphilis and gonorrhoea, as there is behind the

prevention of crime.

The Reporting of Spphilia and Oonorrhcea to Health Offleert.—The
reporting of cases of syphilis and gonorrhoea to the public health authori-

ties is at present carried out in modified form in a number of states in

this country. The measure is a rational one, contributing information

of gome value and at the same time doing much to educate patient and
public in the contagiousness of the infections concerned. As a means
of controlling irresponeibles it is absolutely eseentiaL Systems of the

type of the West Australian, do not require rexwrting by name unless

the patient shows himself disposed to neglect treatment and thus subject

others to risk. An unaccountable prejudice even against this form of
impersonal reporting exists although it miust be admitted that the opposi-

tion too often comes from the type of medical man whose methods and
ideals are a generation old, who cannot give arsphenamine and therefore

does not believe in it, and who feels that a contagious disease is the
orivate property of the owner and may be obtained froiu him on the
uicient principle of caveat emptor. A public which is oonoemed for its



own protection wiU first see that eyery infected person who ie so di^

noeed will be able to secure the best modem treatment without regerd

tobis means or lack of them. Haying fulfilled its duty in thia regard,

it will be justified in demanding that all infeaed persona, regardless of

pereonal vagaries and desires, shaU be treated, and that if they shew

themselTOS inconsiderate of the welfare of others, they shall feel the force

of the Icwk

Leaislation Need^ on Medicd Profeuional Confidence.—A. necessary

corolUry to aU progressive legislation on such matters is a provisi-n

which unbinds the tongue of the physician' where infection as about to

be transmitted, and even punishes him as an accessory to a crime if he

fails to do his duty in making the facts known to the proper persons-

Penondl Prophylaxis; Conth.nce.—Thi) so-oalled personal prophy-

laxis of gendtal infections is the final consideration in a discussion of

the prevoition of these diseases. Personal prophylaxis includes those

things which the individual can Umself do to avoid acquiring gonorrhoea

or syphilis. The standard of personal prophylaxis m ahstvnen«fi from

sexwa relations and psrsotwl intimacies except in normal mamaffe with

a "-^thy person. It has no substitutes, and no competitors.

The Medical Prevention of Syphilis and Gonorrfcoso.—The medical

prophylaxis of the genital infections rests upon a discovery by Metchni-

koff Boux and Maisonneuve in 1906, that a properly prepared medicinal

ointment containing certain mercurial saJts. if rubbed into the place

where the germs of syphilis had been deposited, within a few hours after

exposure, was able to prevent the development of a chancre by kiUing

them before they could gain a foothold. This method has been found

to have a certain amount of efBciency in the prevention of gonorrhoea

also, but it has been discarded for this purpose ir favour of the use of

certain ir ections into the urethral canal. The combined prophylaxis of

ayphilis and gonorrhoea was rapidly adopted into all the armies of the

world following a series of rigorous tests, and has demonstn ;d a

remarkable degree of e«Bciency, which Las been increased by the reali-

zation that to be of the greatest service it must be admin ered withm an

hour after exposure, and be given by a specially train. endant under

medical supervision. Medical prophylaxis is not infa Even when

rigorously carried out it offers no protection against ti. grave rista of

extra-genital infection. Its percentage of failrr? is highest precisely

where the risk of infection is greatest, among those who cannot exercise

intelligence in its application. Then, too, apparently trifling variations

upon the standard methods often render it ineffective, a fact which accords

with the familiar experience of physicians as to the uselessness of the

average attempt of a knowing patient to avoid infection by washes and

similar applications. The prophylaxis of syphilis and gonorrhoea will

to some extent become common knowledge as a result of the wholesale

ipread of such information through army service. This does not alter

the fact that to be at " best it must remain under the control of the

1 Aa In the State of
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medical profeMion. If every penon who bM been ezpoeed to the ride of
•yphilis or ffonorrbcea oould be persuaded to report within an hour to a
competent phytidan to receive eflFectiv* prophylactic treatment, the pre-
valence of the diaeiie concerned vroold be enormoualy reduced. It re-
mains for the individual physician to adopt the standard of personal
relation to the problem of prevention so ably set forth in the 3£anual*
used by the United States Army Jlledical Corps. As an opportunity to
give a few words of eound advice, to encourage a new clean point of view,
to bring home a great moral principle, the moment when a young man
appeals for rescue from the possibly disa&troua results of an indiscretion
has few equals in the practice of medicine.

Conelution.—-ThiB chapter closes the study of the modern problem
of syphilis and gonorrhoea. It has been the aim of the discussion to
present the facts bearing on these diseasee not alone as a medical issue
for medical men, but as a problrai in human nature and in the moral
strength and weakness of the social order, in whose solution each and
every one of us has his part. Though we may be spared the actual
miseries of the sick, their pain must now be our pain, their struggle our
struggle. Their defeat and death are symbols of our own futility. Only
by such a socialization of our point of view toward the public health can
we hope to advance beyond our present outlook and efFectiveness. With
the movement againat germe and bodily disease must go a will to right
spiritual wrong, an ideal=dm for the body which is incrjiplete without the
perfection of the souL If we see the two as one, we have made the first
step. If we as a race can feel our brothers' sickness as our own, their
lacks our lacks, their triumph in flesh and spirit, our triumph, there is
in us the stuff of destiny and there awaits us a future without finite limit.

,..-
* ^ manual of treatment of venereal disease. Chicago, Am. Med. Assn , 1917
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'°'" "*« <" civilian pbyeldans and Issued by theUnited States Public Health fiervlce, 1919.






